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The NuSt-kr 3001 Series from

Auditronics is, without a doubt,
the most highly configurable and
modular digital board in the
industry. Such innovation in

design allows your studio to grow
digitally well into the future with-
out the expense of replacement
equipment.

The NuSt-kr is configured with
two analog or digital inputs
per module. Therefore, you
choose what you need now, and it

will still handle your needs tomor-
row. Even more, its DSP-based
technology is intuitive, reliable,
and proven to provide quieter,
cleaner sound than any current
analog board. And NuStiff is
amazingly affordable.

CONSOLE YOURSELF.
NOW, THE ONLY THING EASIER

THAN USING AN AUDITRONICS CONSOLE
IS ORDERING ONE.

Discerning engineers across America
and Canada have always known an
Auditronics console delivered premium
audio and worry -free technology at an

affordable price. Now, get any
Auditronics console delivered just
as reliably from over 21 Auditronics
distributors in the U.S. and Canada.

Don't worry. An Auditronics console
distributor is nearby. Call one today
and relax.

aUDITRON ICS
Auditronics NuSt*r Digital Console
The first and only digital console you'll ever buy.

Auditronics Comet Console
Completely re -engineered and better than ever.

Auditronics 2500 Series Console
I till \ tt ttlnt tl. un tlul,u (Icsign at a value price.

Auditronics 210 Series Console

For on -air or production. this work horse works.

Need Solutions?
www.bdcastcom
or (9011 382-1350

01998 Broadcast Electronics Inc BE emblem is a registered trademark of Broadcast Electronics Inc

Solutions for
Tomorrow's Radio

AUDITRONICS COME DISTRIBUTORS

MIDWEST
Audio Broadcast Group
Grand Rapids, MI
(616) 452-1596

Broadcast Richmond
Richmond, IN
(317) 966-6468

RF Specialties
of Missouri
Kearney, MO
(816) 628-5959

SOLIF111.1s I

Broadcasters
General Store
Ocala, FL
(352) 622-7700

RF Specialties of Florida
Valparaiso, FL
(904)6785943

SCMS
Pineville, NC
(704) 889-4508

Audio Broadcast Group
North Carolina Office
(800) 369-7623

sOUTit CENTRAL
Audiomedia Associates
Covington, LA
(800) 544-2636

Crousegimzey Company
Grand Prairie, TX
(972) 660-6100

Continental Electronics
Dallas, TX
(214) 381-7161

Giesler Broadcasting
Supply, Inc.
Houston, TX
(713) 774-3314

RF Specialties of Texas NORTHEAST CANADA
Amarillo, TX RF Specialties of AVR Cmommkstioos lid.
(806) 372-4518 Pennsylvania, Inc. Calgary, Alberta

Pittsburgh, PA (403) 251-0707
SOUMWEST
RF Specialties

(412) 733-1994
AVR Cammookatioes Ltd.

of California Steve Vanni Scarborough, Ontario
Santa Barbara, CA Associates, Inc. (416) 297-9377
(805) 682-9429 Auburn, NH

(603)4835365 Caveco Equipment Ltd.
Caughill-Palitz, Inc Scarborough, Ontario
Honolulu, HI NORTHWEST (416) 438-6230
(808) 941-3618 RF Specialties

of Washington Markedng Marc Vallee
Seattle, WA Quebec, Ontario
(206) 546-6546 (514) 227-1828

2500 Series
Representing the perfect balance

between feature rich and value
price, the 2500 Series console is
the perfect choice for discerning
broadcasters on a limited budget.

Whether for
new studio
construction,
rebuilds or
replacement,
the 2500 Series
is an excellent
selection for on -
air or production applications.
Designed to fit any studio need,
the 2500 Series matches great
design with quality manufacturing
and components. And, of course,
its modular design allows you to
build one your way.

111

Cod
There are no limits to the per-

formance options in this new,
state-of-the-art analog console.
With a completely new design and
tight engineering, this Analog
Mainframe Series is built upon a
universal mother -board system
that supports many module sets.

Available in 24, 30, or 36 position
mainframe, the COMET Series
offers superior engineering, com-
ponents, and technological options
to satisfy every engineer's prefer-
ence and every owner's budget.

Auditronics 210
Designed to take advantage of

the latest innovations in technolo-
gy, the 210 Series of On -Air
Broadcast consoles offer excep-
tional quality and long term relia-
bility at an affordable price. The
210 Series is available in four
mainframe sizes, thereby covering
any application from a newsroom
environment to large multiple sta-
tion installations. In addition, a
large assortment of optional mod-
ules gives you the flexibility to
configure the console to meet
your unique operating require-
ments without having to resort to
expensive custom construction.

Circle (1) on Free Info Card
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Digital Audio Delivery systems are now
recognized as a must for every broadcast
facility. But few systems provide the
features, flexibility or reliability
required to maintain profitability
in this demanding and fault
critical application, nor
the support mechanism to
maintain them.

The ENCO DADpR032
Digital Audio Delivery System
is simply the most powerful
On -Air & Production system available.
Based on the already widely accepted and
mature DADPRo product, but now optimized
for the Windows NT operating system,
DADpRo32 is unique in its uncomplicated user
interfaces and adaptability to any
format, yet harnesses the power and
reliability of proven technology.

1111O11

Intuitive On -Screen User Interfaces
that are immediately familiar to
operators. Optional Touchscreen makes
Live Assist operation quick and easy.

 Complete On -Air flexibility for Live
Assist, Automated, or Satellite
Programmed operations, with
transparent transitions between modes.
Seamless Segues and Voice Tracking
provide a continuously "Live" image.

Powerful Production and Call
Processing capabilities, including
Graphic Cut & Paste Assembly
Editing. Automatic Recording features are
included for catching network feeds.

Interfaces to all Music and Traffic
Scheduling and Billing systems.

Features full 32 -Bit Processing and True
Multitask ng capabilities. Many third party

programs, such as
Multitrack Editors,
Wire Capture systems

and Word Processors may
be directly embedded into
DAD, or operated on the
same Workstation.

Inherent support of Global
Wide Area Networking, for
sharing of data between

multiple facilit es. Ancillary products are
available for Store Forward operations
and remote management of unmanned
downlink sites.

Operates on commonly available "off -the -
shelf" computer hardware and network
architecture, utilizing any of a wide variety
of redundancy configurations.

 CAD is an ou-sight purchase, and there
aee no monthly licensing fees. Free
software upgrades are provided for the first
year. ENCO -echnical support is legendary
as the best in the business.

\Iligigrarn
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Call Your DAD Dealer or ENCO For
Complete Information or Demo

Check Out The ENCO Web Page At"
www.encirm

ENCO
SYSTEMS, INC.

24555 Hallwood Cour, Farmington Hills, MI 48335 USA
Tel: 800-362-6797 or 248-476-5711

Fax: 248-476-5712 www.enco.com
Ciocle (4) on Free Info Card
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Welcome to the third annual BE Radio Product Source. From

tne microphone to the transmitter, the latest and greatest it
radio ted-,nology is represented here. Many of these products

were unveiled or previewed at the NAB in
April, with some even newer than that.
Cur cover reprises the NAB98 Pick Hits.
Look for the descriptions of these products
and also the NIAB98 Pick Hit Honorable
Mentions inside this issue . For all the in-
depth NAB coverage, look at the May/
June issue cf EE Radio.

Keep this source handy as a reference
over the next year as your pictorial guide

to what s shaping the trends in tecl-nology. The technology we
use continues to improve and change every day. When you are
faced witn you:. next purchasing decision, be sure to look over
the products listed here for a base reference.

Tc learn more about any product listed in here, use the free
infcrmation numbers included with each listing. The Product
Source is a valLable tool I hope will use exbensively.

I welcome any comments or suggestions for future issues of
the Product Source. Contact me via e-mail at
beradio@;ntertec.com, th.. BE Radio faKback line at (913) 967-1905,
or in wrting to BE Radio; 9.300 Metcalf Ave.; Overland Park, KS
66212-2216.

Chriss Scherer, editor

MILES OFFICES
NATIONAL & INTERNAT7ONAL
Steven Bell
9800 Metcalf Avenue
Overland Park, KS 56212-2n5
Telephone: (913) 967-1848
FAX: (913) 967-1900
E-mail: steven-oell(intertec.com

WESTERN U.S.
Sue Horwitz
809 South Orange Drive
LOS Argeles, CA 90)36
7e1.?phoie: (213) 933-9485
FAX (213) 965-1059
E-mail: 76345,2624@compuse_-ve.com

CLASSIFIED ADVERPSINIG
Br_an Huber
TelqMone: (800) 896-9939
013; 967-1732
FAX: (913) 967-1735
E-mail: brian_iuber@interiec corn

LIST RENTAL SERVICES
Lori Christie
Tekphone: (913) 967-1875
FAX: (913) 967-1897
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e're the #1 FM ar iusic station in Philly, probably because

the Omnia completes our all -digital studio. Now, our sound is so

loud, so clear...very well-defined with absolutely no grunge.

And the Omnia is one thing that my PD and

I agree on. It's definitely a keeper.

vess ivs-/- () ,/-1oPpi-As
N,fe. it)s-e-oified#Ae

0,"1,74:1 , #Ae spfr-ir
Af-isi-froA) Sys #Ae.0/ ,s14.4#/oh PAifiy. Period.

TkAhAcs,
Edge../

ce/e6reil-irqt 6-kV/

Demc requests must be submitted as a purchase order. See us at AES Show 3ooth #485
Terms are available from your Omnia dealer listed below. See us at NAB Radio Show Booth #132

Russ Mundschenk, Chief Engineer,
WBEB 101.1 FM, Philadelphia, PA

Russ dared to go where his competition
isn't. Yet.

The all -digital Omnia.fm processor from
Cutting Edge delivers all the clarity and
precision cf digital, with the fullness and
depth of analog. You have rock -solid peak
control. Positively no grunge. And loudness
that blows the suits right out of their...
well, suits

Demo the Omnia in your station for 60
days*. We think everyone will agree that
the Omnia makes your station sound better
than ever. If not, you have a money -back
guarantee from Cutting Edge. Call us at
216 (241)-3343 or :he Omnia dealer in your
area. Because this Is where you want to go.
Just ask Russ.

Omnia. Tie promise of digital...delivered.

CUTTINGEDGE

2101 SUPEAIOR AVENUE CLEVELAND. OH 44114
TEL: +016) 241-3343 FAX: +(216) 241-4103

E-MAIL: INFO@NOGRUNGE.COM
WWW.NOZRUNGE.COM

Audio Broadcast Group 3685 Roger B. Chaffee Blvd. Grand Rapids. MI 49507 Tel: +1616) 452-1596 Fax: +(6 6) 452-1652 e-mail: supporteabg.com
Bradley Broadcast Sales 7313G Grove Road Frederick. M13 21704 Tel: +(800) :32-7665 Fax: +(301) 230-6526 e-mail: info@bradleyhroadcast.com

Broadcast Supply Worldwide 7012 27th Street West Tacoma. WA 98466 Tel: + (800) 426-8434 Fax: + (800 231-7055 e-mail: infoehswusa.com
Crouse-Kimzey Company P.O. Box 155999 Fort Worth, TX 76155 Tel: + (800) 433-2105 Fax: + (972) 623-2800 e-mail: sales@proaud:o.com

ltadio Communications Unlimited 5509 Barrington Ooltewah. TN 37363 Tel/Fax: +;423) 396-3743
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A One of the main features of the
HSC 200 SR is the jumper -selectable
frequency response of the micro-
phone, which allows the headset to
be adjusted to the user's voice. The
earphones are semi -open designs
and thus will not completely isolate
users from their surroundings
acoustically. A shock mount for the
microphone element prevents the
transmission of mechanical noise,
particularly cable noise, and leak-
age from the earphones. The HSC
200 SR is rugged enough to with-
stand tough handling in the studio
and provides a good price / perfor-
mance ratio.
+43-1 866 54-241;
fax +43-1 866 54-205;
e-mail press@akg-acoustics.com;
www.akg-acoustics.com
Circle [201] on Free Info Card

Cortana: Lightning prevention

Cortana Corporation has provided
affordable and rugged lightning pre-
vention systems for broadcast tow-
ers for 16 years. The Stati-Cat sys-
tem works through the priniciple of
charge dissipation, providing a con-
tinuous, low -resistance discharge
path for the static electric charge
found on tall structures. The rugged
design uses 1 / 8" stainless steel rods
ground to needle sharpness and then
inserted into lightweight aluminum
bars. The system can be easily in-
stalled by any tower maintenance
firm. Cortana will also design a com-
plete system application at no charge.
888-325-5336;

fax 505-326-2337

Circle [20S] on Free Info Card

[] Sine Sustems RCU-1

fhe ACU-1 is a multi -function au-
dio control unit designed for use in
automation systems. It is a micro-
processor -based audio switching
device with eight stereo audio in-
puts and one stereo audio output.
The unit also has the ability to per-
form sophisticated gain control
operations and deliver the time and
temperature. In addition, the ACU-1
has sixteen logic -level status inputs
and eight control (relay) outputs.
The unit is controlled by an exter-
nal computer through an RS -232
serial data.
615-228-3500; fax 615-227-2367;
e-mail info@sinesys.com;
www.sinesys.com
Circle [202] on Free Info Card

lligigram. LCM440 and LCM220

figliff MEE
4 Cable management
can sometimes be a

tricky problem. Keep-
ing multiple cables in

an orderly fashion but
still being able to add or
modify wiring at any time
is challenging, and few
things are more frustrating
than a rat's nest of wire.
These modular units snap
together to carry a wide

range of cable sizes and run requirements. Links are chained together
to form the trough and they move horizontally and vertically to fit any
space. The soft bends allow for routing of special handling cable like
fiber optic and CATS, where sharp bends will damage the cable and
distort the data being carried. The yellow, fire -retardant plastic links
are available in three sizes.
800-551-4567; fax 509-926-1553;
e-mail gettinfo@telect.com; www.telect.com
Circle [203] on Free Info Card

4 Digigram's LCM range of pro-
fessional PCI sound cards offers
only the most requested features
found in Digigram's signature PCX

range, making Digigram innovations
available for more cost -sensitive applica-

tions. The LCM440 (pictured) offers duplex
operation with any combination of up to four

active mono I/Os. Balanced analog hardware con-
nections are provided for all I / Os, with provisions for

software to dynamically control the card's configuration.
The LCM220 is a value -priced, full -duplex card that can mix up to three
stereo files to its stereo output. The 220 is available in two versions: one
with unbalanced analog I/ Os (220a) and a second with balanced analog
I / Os (220b).
703-875-9100; fax 703-875-9161; e-mail input@digigram.com;
www. d igigram.com
Circle [204] on Free Info Card

n OMB Mena DOL

The Digital Data Link from OMB
appears as a single LAN user port.
The wireless link can be directly
connected to a 10 -base -T hub using
an RJ-45 connector. Standard out-
put power is 100mW, with a fre-
quency range of 2.4 to 2.5GHz. The
bi-directional system offers a trans-
mit capacity of 10Mb / s.
305-477-0973;
fax 305-477-0611;
www.omb.com
Circle [206] on Free Info Card

4 With the TP33 any studio can have
slick talks how and contest operation.
Super -fast operation and automatic
level control will make the TP33 a
good choice for simple multiline stu-
dio telephone applications. Using a
regular POTS telephone for the hand-
set functions, the desktop box is con-
nected to a remote rackmount unit
occupying 1RU of space. The TP33 ac-
cepts up to three incoming phone
lines and has the capability of taking
all three callers to air at once using

modern DSP based Digital Hybrid technology. Simple to operate, the TP33
is a component of the Modular Integrated Telephone System (MITS) with
solutions for single studios or applications as large as 60 studios.
888-890-7424; fax 250-260-2871; e-mail info@innovadev.com;
www. n nova d ev.com
Circle [208] on Free Info Card

A Instant Replay 2.0 is a self-con-
tained, professional digital audio
player and recorder that places an
entire audio library at your fingertips.
Offering high -quality linear and
Dolby AC -2 digital compression tech-
nology Instant Replay 2.0 stores fre-
quently used cuts to 50 panel -
mounted buttons for immediate ac-
cess in 10 user -defined groups. Each
cut is stored with a name and ID num-
ber, making it easy to retrieve using
the unit's "Find" feature. Individual
cuts can be organized into playlists
and triggered remotely. Audio can be
recorded, titled, arranged and played
with simple keystrokes and with no
cut length limitations.
818-991-0360;
fax 818-991-1360;
e-mail info@360systems.com;
www.360systems.com
Circle [209] on Free Info Card

Broadcast Supplq Worldwide.
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A As representatives of more than
200 manufacturers, it would be
nearly impossible for BSW to give a
comprehensive list of all of its prod-
ucts in any one source. As such, this
160 -page catalog is a representation
of the most popular products from
each manufacturer. Orders can be
made via telephone, fax, e-mail or
Web, and product specifications are
available upon request.
800-426-8434;

fax 800-231-7055;

e-mail sales@bswusa.com;

Circle [207] on Free Info Card

El APR Series 4000

Formerly known as Bruel & Kjaer,
Series 4000 is now badged by DPA
Microphones, though they still em-
ploy the Bruel & Kjaer capsules in
their design. As DPA had become
independently successful in the dis-
tribution of high-performance stu-
dio mics, B&K 's core business re-
mains in the test and measurement
of equipment. This divergence has
led to the change in badging. All
sales channels remain the same,
and DPA will continue to service
and support the very large number
of B&K mics already in the audio
community.
+45 48 14 28 28;
fax +45 48 14 27 00;
e-mail info@dpamicrophones.com;
www.danishproaudio.com
Oft RA N Free lers eel
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LISTEN.

VECTO R
POTS CODEC
1 5 KHZ TWO-WAY AUDIO

ON ONE STANDARD PHONE LINE.

NOW SHIPPING!

:omrex Corporation, 65 NonEet Path, Acton, MA 3'1720
Tel: Jut;, eu I-4, ,u Fax: (978) 635-0401 Fax-on-iemand: (975) 264-9E73
Emai : info@corrrex.com www.comrex.com
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A low-cost and highly ac-
curate GPS master clock
and time generator, the
ES -102 provides timing

signals in SMPTE / EBU, RS -232-C,
ASCII, ESE-TC89 and ESE-TC90
formats. The unit also has a six -digit
display and provides two one
pulse / second outputs. An eight -

channel receiver is capable of receiving as many satellites, although only
one is required for operation.
310-322-2136; fax 310-322-8127; e-mail ese@ese-web.com;
www.ese-web.com
Circle [211] on Free Info Card

RVcom of Virginia PS11-6SC

PINE SINCE
The PSA-65C covers frequencies

through 1250MHz in one sweep.
Frequency converters are available
to extend the range of the PSA-65C
to 4.2GHz and can be ordered to
any 500MHz band between 5.4 and
6.4GHz. The unit features a digital
frequency lock function that con-
trols analyzer drift, rechargeable

batteries and microprocessor control. The FM audio demodulator and
AM detector with internal speaker, which had been options, are now
standard features.
804-794-2500; fax 804-794-8284; www.avcomofva.com
Circle [212] on Free Info Card
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Bring-L
Portabig.,
Mixing
to the

Next Level.
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Impressively quiet and with more
features than many mixers twice its size,
the Shure FP32A set a new standard in
field production.

Now comes the FP33. With new high -
precision staled input potentiometers,
an improved battery switching circuit,
internal headphone level adjustments,
and durable 3 5mm jacks, the FP33 takes
portable mixing to the next level.

Professional Mixing That
Goes Wherever You Do.

The Shire FP33 is a 3 -input, 2 -output
portable mixer specifically designed for:

 Remo:e audio recording
 Electronic field production
 Electronic news gathering
 Location film production

The FP33 weighs just 3.5 lbs and is
about the size of two video cassettes.
Providing 8 hours use with just two QV
alkaline batteries - or powered by any
12 to 30 VDC power supply - the FP33
will go wherever you do.

Quiet Enough For DAT.
The FP33 has an exceptionally low

self -noise aid a wide dynamic range -
making it perfect for use with DAT and

other digital recording media.

ON 4.

"'Mt°  "I; I I I_

% including:
 Sealed, conductive

P plastic input poten-
tiometers

 Dynamic range of ove!
100dB

 48V phantom, t2V
1 and

I2V T IA -131 power
 LED indicators of input levels, output

peaks, limiter action, and low battery
 Pop-up pan pots
 Link switch to couple inputs 2 & 3

into a stereo pair
 Mix bus to connect an additional

FP33 or FP32A
 Comprehensive headphone monitor

ing control with MS stereo matrix
 Interna DIP switches for over 4,000

customized set-ups
- ..,...ser="4'

t,---- If you're looking to bring your mixing t(
the next level, make sure to pick up a
-Shute FP33 portable stereo mixer.

For the Shure FP dealer nearest
you, call I -800-25-SHURE.

So Many Features
In So Little Space.
The new FP33 gives
you all the features of
the FP32A and more

THE SOUND OF PROFESSIONALS... WORLDWIDE sHuRE
Circle 25 on Frog Info Cord

tl RCS

RP NewsDesli

RCS is offering AP
NewsDesk as a fully inte-
grated module of the on -
air system, Master Con-
trol. NewsDesk's numer-
ous features include: in-
stant access to bulletins
and updates; scrolling
headlines that display
news stories; multiple
wire inputs, including af-
filiate newswires and
weather wires; and an en-
hanced keyword search.
AP SoundDesk, the audio
editing module included
with the system, allows
audio capture and editing
as .WAV files. Soundbites
can be edited and as-
sembled into a news run-
down, embedded into the
appropriate text and aired
directly from NewsDesk.
914-723-8567;
914-723-2258;
e-mail info

fintsworks.com;
wwwrcsworks.coni
EMI 1213) n Free lifs Cud

Central Tower

dcas[ rowers

Founded in 1985 to engi-
neer and manufacture
towers for the broadcast
industry, Central Tower
exp2 nded its product line
to include all telecommu-
nication markets. The
coin Daily's high produc-
tion standards use only
domestic manufacture,
mill -certified steel for
tower structural mem-
bers. Central also main-
tains a full-time, in-house
engineering staff to
manufacture every tower
to each customer's needs.
They offer self-support-
ing, guyed and monpole
tower designs.
800464-8222;
fax 812-853-6652;
www.centraltower.com
Circle [214] on Free Info Card
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SMART!
SMARTI utilizes MPEG

compression and current
DSP technology, allowing it
to send and receive 7.5
kHz audio over standard
telephone lines (POTS)
with true broadcast audio
quality. SMARTI also incor-
porates 2 remote control

relays, serial data commu-
nications port and an
event timer.

SMARTI's functions are
menu driven from the
"telephone style" keypad,
and displayed on an easy
to read backlit LCD dis-

play. This 'smarter' remote
also features three different
operating modes: MPEG 2
layer III, low delay G.728,
and direct analog telephone
interface. Even more,
SMARTI uses the fastest
modem speed available,
and it automatically
adjusts speed to match
telephone line conditions.

For maximum flexibility,
the SMARTI is available in a
single input model and a
four input model. At a mere
5 lbs., the single input
model offers convenience
and reliability in one pack -

THE CLEAR SOLUTION
IN CELLULAR REMOTES

from MART1®- The Remote Experts

When you can't use your POTS or
line of sight technology, you can be
"cell casting" with the MARTI cellular
remote products.

Cellular remotes give you the flexibility
to set up a remote instantly anywhere
there is cellular coverage. The Cellcast
has a full 3 watt cellular transceiver for
those hard to reach spots. The lightwe.ght

Jr .Talk*Portif is portaillejrgl ideal for tie
IC It 4 IR 

reporter covering that fast breaking st3ry.

Better Remote Mixing

For superior
mixing on
site, the
phone
remote

mixer features 4 mic channels and 2
aux inputs, peak limiter, and squelch/
mute switching, plus a lot more. AC or
battery powered for up to 10 hours.

MARTI®

o
Duna

11 la s
a o w-

ceicast

FREE Shure BG1.1 Mic with purchase!
Call Now to Order 1-817-695-9163
Or contact your favorite PARTI distributor.

Guaranteed Next Day Shipment

Need Solutions?
www.bdcastC0111

Caul
;No Reitent

IA du414--
dliP "

CP

,1"

Solutions for
Tomorrow's Radio

age that can be battery
operated or rack mounted.
Or, instead of hauling an
extra mixer to the remote,
use the built in 4 channel
mixer.

ME -40 Exciter
Broadcast Electronics'

MARTI brand ME -40 is a
quality 40 watt synthesized
FM Broadcast Exciter/
Transmitter, offered at a
surprisingly low price. The
ME -40 combines world -
class engineering, manu-
facturing and component
quality to make this exciter
comparable to the best
available.

The ME -40 is an excel-
lent choice either to
replace your older existing
exciters, or for use as a
standby. While it is a high
performance FM exciter
offering many technical
features, its price is well
below that of the other
high quality American
made exciters.

RPS-4112
The MARTI Phone

Remote Mixer represents
major advancements in
features, performance, and
compactness. The Remote
Mixer is the unit profes-
sional broadcasters love
because it is so versatile,
as well as loaded with all
the features that make
remote broadcasting easi-
er than ever before.

Even at a mere 3 lbs.,
this 4 channel mixer can
handle all your remote
broadcasting needs. And
features such as its second
phone line capability and
rechargeable batteries for
up to 10 hours of use make
it the mixer of choice for
today's broadcasters.

998 Broadcast Ese:trosscs. Inc. BE emblem. MART' and Gescast are regostenea trademarks of Broadcast Etectroncs. Inc SekePon rs a trademark -of Broadcast &OCT'
day shipment guaranteed on in -stock Nees Free Shure BGI 1 M,c otter good through October 31. 1998



Mini SOME
The L-10 features a 1.2 amp

charger with a 3.5 foot, coiled, heavy-
duty powercord. The battery assem-
bly is made of the most durable ma-

terials in the marketplace and offers the per-
fect power fill for those medium-sized
events with 117WH. It is lightweight
(9lbs.), comfortable, and complete with
a cigarette or four -pin XLR plug. The L-
10 incorporates the Cool -Lux method of

voltage- balanced cells, has no memory, and
is spaced to allow for recording from a seated position.
805-482-4820; fax 805-482-0736; e-mail coollux@cool-lux.com;
www.cool-lux.com
Circle f21S1 on Free Info Card

Cool -Lux

L-10 Smart Power Batterti Belt

I Continental Electronics BUM

ADVERTISEMENT

The 802D1, a next -generation
version of the company's popular
802D, features several new en-
hancements, including more pro-
gram source options with the ad-
dition of the Tkard option from
Intraplex, which provides built-in
T1 interfacing. In addition, the com-
pany has added an ergonomically
improved front panel with better
color LCD clarity and more intui-
tive operator control position, and

a synchronization feature allowing frequency locking from external
10MHz references such as a GPS receiver. This feature allows synchro-
nizing two or more transmitters on the same carrier frequency.

214-381-7161;

DBMAX
- FIVE BAND DIGITAL BROADCAST MAXIMIZER

Sceladeek,!....!"

ILINCTS06 MCGRAW

CMIIIII MEM

Maximize your footprint and get the impact
you need with the cleanliness you deserve!

Years of research and experience in
digital compression and limiting
techniques for CD mastering have
led TC Electronic to the
development of the five -band
DBMAX processor.

The DBMAX was brought to life in

close cooperation with chief engineers
at broadcast facilities world-wide,

resulting in a powerful broadcasting
tool, that easily interfaces with all
analog and digital audio broadcast
formats.

Used as a Transmission Processor,
the DBMAX ensures a louder and more
consistent signal, thereby enhancing
the signal within the actual coverage
area.

Radio, TV & Film Post Optimizer:
 Ultimate mastering processing. Louder, crisper. warmer, punchier,

more subtle, more spectrally -balanced production

 5 -band Eq. Dynamic filtering of spot/trouble frequencies, 0 or 90

degree mono summing. MS -decoder etc

 AES/EBU I/0 and sync -input as well as 24 bit AD and DA -converters

 Full 24 kHz audio bandwidth at 48 kHz sampling frequency

The DBMAX allows transmission -settings

to be copied to the production suites,

enabling engineers with a DBMAX to listen

to the final transmitted signal during the

production phase. For easy transfer and

back-up of these transmission settings

we've equipped the DBMAX with a

PCMCIA-slot.

Finally you can be confident your listeners

receive the signal you intended them to!

Better coverage means you get
better ratings, which in turn makes the
DBMAX a sound investment!

The DBMAX doubles as a great
Production Tool at all resolutions and
sample rates, offering optimized
program material without the sacrifice
of sound quality.

Transmission Processor:
",ansparent 5 -band on -air dynamics processing

/esets available for DAB, FM and AM transmission

an pre-programmed and easy to set up

 Simultaneous AGC. Compressor, Limiter and Soft Clipper

 Enhanced signal within the broadcast coverage area

 Various versatile OB-tools (for unattended operation etc)

Put Yourself in the Place of Your Listener

1 2

eledronic
I II I I NI . I E E30UN0 1/ IBC1-11 I N ES

TV or Radio Production &
Transmission Emulation
Example of production for DAB, Digital TV

and FM

1) Production: DBMAX inserted pre -

master to optimize production

2) TX Emulation: DBMAX inserted post-

master for transmission emulation

i $1 7

TC ELECTRONIC INC 790-H HAMPSHIRE ROAD, WESTLAKE VILLAGE. CA 91361. USA PHONE (805) 373 1828 FAX (805) 379 2648
EMAIL INFOUS @TCLECTRONIC COM HTTP //WWW TCELECTRONIC COM/DBMAX

TC ELECTRONIC A/S. SINDALSVEJ 34. DK-8240 RISSKOV, DENMARK PHONE + 45 8621 7599 FAX :+ 45 8621 7598

fax 214-381-4949;
www.contelec.com
Circle [2IG] on Free Info Card

Leitch, Inc.:6444

Familu Routers

Configured up to 64x64,
these routers are serial
digital and analog audio
capable, allowing users
to mix formats and to
feed in coax or fiber. The
family is modular and
features hot-swappable
power and logic cards,
as well as backward
compatibility to all
Leitch products. All ver-
sions expand from 32x32
to 64x64 in a 4RU frame
and to 128x64 in a 61112
frame.
800-231-9673;
fax 757-548-4088;
www.leitch.com
Circle f211] on Free Info Card

OC Mite/Harris

Rudio Metrics mic arm

A Now available with a
counter balance that will
support up to an eight -
pound microphone, the
Audio Metrics mic arm
permits the microphone
of your choice to reach
out to where the action
is. Available with several
mounting options, the
arm is available in black
or beige.
217-222-8200;
fax 217-224-1439;
www.broadcastilarris.com
Circle [218] on Free Info Card
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Harris DIGIT° CD

Digital FM Exciter
 Industry standard - over 1000 units

on -the -air.

 True 16 -bit CD -quality sound makes
your station stand out on the dial.

 Digital input module offers digital
stereo generation and a digital
composite limiter which can be used
to maximize loudness.

 Second generation features include:
New benchmark for digital exciter
sound quality, synchronous AM noise
reduction circuitry and GPS lock
option for carrier frequency synchro-
nization.

 Field changeable analog or digital
input modules.

Circle (93) on Free Info Card

Harris DX Series
Digital Solid State Medium

Wave Transmitters
 Module MTBF over 6 -million hours.
 Major cost savings...efficiency to 86'7, .
 Loudest, cleanest digital FM -like

sound.

 The global industry standard.

Circle (94) on Free Info Card

Harris DRC2000
Digital Radio Console

 Easy to install and use.
 Six powerful SHARC DSPs.
 Completely user -configurable.
 5 -band parametric EQ per channel.
 7 digit output busses standard.
 Analog inputs optional.

Circle (95) on Free Info Card

Harris CD LINKTM 950 MHz
Uncompressed Digital STL

 Provides uncompressed 950 MHz
digital STL.

 Proven - on -the -air nationwide
including the top ADIs.

 Avoid "lossy compression" or the
possibility of cascading compression
algorithms which can distort your
station's sound.

 Less expensive than Ti, lowest cost
bit -for -bit audio transport.

 Provides added fade margin for
existing analog STLs.

 Designed to easily replace analog STL
systems with digital performance.

Circle (96) on Free Info Card

Orban
AudlcyTM
Digital Audio
Workstation
 RAM -based

editing and
mixing.

 Unrivaled
speed.

 Built-in effects
including
compression,
EQ, and reverb.

 Video version
with advanced
SMPTE features.

 Automatic back-up on hard disk or remov-
able Jaz drive.

Circle (97) on Free Info Card

Orban AirTime"M
Digital Delivery System

 Multi-user, multi -tasking real-time QNX
system.

 Familiar user-friendly interfaces provide a
low learning curve.

 Quick and easy installation.
 Get Orban quality, service, and stability from

the makers of Optimod.

Circle (98) on Free Info Card

Harris Platinum Series° ZCD
Solid State FM Transmitters

 Digital solid-state FM efficiency and
reliability at vacuum tube prices.

 True CD sound with DIGIT" CD Digital FM
Exciter.

 World leader in FM
transmitter
redundancy...even offers
built-in second exciter
capability.
 Revolutionary Z -Plane
combiner offers hot
pluggable modules and

maximizes RF output power
under fault conditions.

 Field proven design with units installed
around the world.

 Harris Platinum ZCD Series now available in
2, 3.5, 5, 7.5, 10 and 20 kW models.

Circle (99) on Free Info Card

DIGITAL FM TRANSMITTERS
Someday They'll Wonder

How We Did It!

*

tAlk
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Platinum Z Solid -State FM Transmitters.
"Here for future generations"

The Platinum Z may just be
the eighth wonder of the
world!

Phenomenal CD -quality sound is
provided by true digital FM generation.
The Platinum Z provides the reliability
of solid-state digital technology, the
performance of digital modulation, and
the confidence of third generation
solid-state amplifier technology.

Platinum Z transmitters also use
innovative Z -plane combining, which
enable seamless transmission during
maintenance & enhances redundancy.
If you remove a hot-pluggable RF
module from a Platinum Z transmitter
at any time, for any reason, the
remaining modules will compensate to
continue broadcasting at nearly, full
power. Incredible RF module MTBF of
250,000 hours further ensures the
reliable performance of Platinum Z.

Digital CD -quality performance...solid-
state reliability & redundancy...with a
price comparable to tube type
transmitters.

Platinum Z features:
 Digit CD exciter (digital or analog

input)
 Hot-pluggable RF modules
 Redundant IPA system
 Redundant power supplies
 Broadband design (NO capable)
 Life support backup controller
 Dual output power switching
 Built-in auto exciter switcher
 High/overall efficiency

If your wondering how the Platinum Z
will fit in your budget or how your
listeners and your ratings will
increase... Stop wondering and give us
a call!

Harris Platinum 7.

Transmitters*.
Harris does not
:rem ;;;;; end
stacking or leaving
the Platinum 7
out in the weather.
 Shown with optional
second DIGIT CD'"
exciter.

HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION

U.S. and Canada
TEL:+1 217 222-8200
FAX:+1 217 224-1439

Elsewhere
TEL:+1 217 222-8290
FAX:+1 217 224-2764

http://www.broadcast.harris.com

M HARRIS
A new world of broadcast solutions

Radio -FM: DIGIT CDTM Digital FM Exciter  SuperCiter TM Analog FM Exciter  CD LINK TM Digital STL  Quest Platinum and Platinum Z Solid State FM Transmitters 
HT Single -tube FM Transmitters  FM Antennas Radio -AM: DX Digital Solid State AM Transmitters  GATES* Solid State AM Transmitters Radio DAB: DAB 2000
Transmitters Studio Products: Digital and Analog Studio Equipment Systems: Mobile and Fixed Studio and Satellite Systems

Circle (36) on Free Info Card
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With so many
remotes being
done using digi-

tal transmission, the need
for creating a mix -minus

return feed is essential for success. Some-
times creating a mix -minus is not easy or practical. The Avocet Instru-
ments AV -2000 uses DSP to remove the local audio from a program feed
to create a mix -minus automatically. The AV -2000 will calculate the time
differential up to 800ms, and then suppress the returned local audio, typi-
cally up to 40dB. Front panel indications for audio and delay correlation
let the user see what is happening.
800-443-0728; fax 503-671-9626; www.avocetinst.com
tide m Free m Gil

The RADAR II HDR series is a
multitrack hard -disk recorder ca-
pable of 24 -bit/ 48kHz operation.
Supplied with a 9GB removable hard
drive, the unit provides 42 minutes
of 24 -track record capacity. Longer
record times are available by adding
a hard drive internally, or by adding
multiple drives on the external SCSI
port. Multiple units can be inter-
locked to provide full 48 -track opera-

tion via a single RE -81I remote. Optional 48 -track metering is also offered. Its
sampling rate is variable between 32 and 48kHz. Varispeed, MIDI I/O and
RS -422 serial control are also standard, making interfacing with existing stu-

ADVERTISEMENT

`Two roads diverged' ...until now.

Network programming is lifeblood to radio.
Yet it can also strain the relationship be-
tween network and affiliates. One seeks
control; the other desires freedom. The two
roads diverged.

Until SpectraCast® that is. SpectraCast
consists of powerful tools for satellite net-
work content delivery. Best of all, Spectra -

Cast delivers Controlled FreedomTM.

Networks find control in the DTAB1000
transport multiplexer, an MPEG-2 and
DVB-compliant device, and its intuitive
network management and control software.
There's no more efficient way to deliver

multiple audio streams in a broadcast mode
to selected affiliates.

Affiliates discover freedom in the DR2000
integrated receiver decoder and its intuitive
monitor and control software. The DR2000
integrates a demultiplexer with modular RF
tuners, multiple stereo decoders, mixer/
faders, and even on -board memory for local
program store and forward.

This end -to -end solution is available for
your network today. Choose the road less
traveled-Controlled Freedom from
Crown.

Network delivery solutions for
multimedia, audio, and data

via satellite.

crown
SRTEL.LATE

800-598-6270 or 219-294-8143

Fax: 219-294-8120;
Email: spectracast@crownintl.com;

Web: www.crownsat.com

SpectraCast is a registered trademark and Controlled Freedom is a trademark of Crown Satellite.

Circle (37) on Free Irfo Card

dio equipment simple.
Other features include
8mm-tape backup, back-
ward compatibility to RA-
DAR I, and user -definable
macro keys.
650-341-5900;
fax 650-341-7200;
e-mail sales@otari.com;
www.otari.com
Circle [2211] ei Free life Gil

RETR

Scoop Reporter II

A The Scoop Reporter II
is a lightweight, portable
audio codec offering two
transmission modes -
POTS, utilizing the CELP
algorithm, and ISDN,
with the ITU-T G.722 and
MPEG-2 audio Layer II al-
gorithms. Depending on
what is being transmitted,
the unit is capable of three
levels of operational
quality. Live speech is fa-
cilitated at 7kHz with
low delay, live music at
15kHz with proprietary
low delay, and CD -qual-
ity music at 20kHz. Two
packagings are available,
a lightweight, portable
box and a 19" / 1RU frame.
+33 1 41 36 12 12;
fax +33 1 41 36 12 13;
www.aeta.com
Circle [ill) ei Free life Gil

CI Satellite Sotems

Repair service

Celebrating its seventh
year of service, Satellite
Systems offers prompt,
accurate pre- and post -
service technical support,
along with a six-month
warranty for the Dart 384
or the Scientific Atlanta
7300/7325.
719-634-6319;
fax 719-635-8151
Circle (212) N Free life Card
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Pristine mic preamps, natural EQ, beaucoup exclusive
features, astonishing headroom, an extra stereo bus...

and tens of thousands of enthusiastic owners.

 "Great mixer. Really cleaned
up the sound of my recording
and has done a great job live
mixing keyboards with the
band and as my main mixer on
solo and duo gigs."
(IS. Martinez. GA)

 "Finally, a lightweight/
compact mixer loaded with
practical features that delivers
clean, no -noise sound!"
(R.B.. Franklin. WI)

 "Beautiful layout and the
smoothest faders I've ever seen
in a compact mixer."
(B.L. Cedar Hill. TX)

 "Great product. Clean
sound. Live

recordings are
great! (0

Denton. TX)

 "I really
like the Control
Room mixing and Alt
3-4." (R.P.. Fort Lee. NI)

 "I am greatly impressed
with the very low noise of the
mic preamps." (T T.. Belau. SA)

 "I really dig all the features
you pack into such a small
price. My 1402 was really easy
to get into and use."
(R.R.. Murray, UT)

 "I didn't believe the
hype until I bought an
MS1402-V11. NOW I
xC eve the hype."
(L(.. Toronto. ON)

 "Sure like that 'stereo
solo in place' feature.
Also, headroom is great
with lotsa presence."
(LS.. Forest Grove. OR)

 "You've heard it all
before. I'm sure. Great
product. Great price.
Options and versatility
out the wazoo. from hardware
design right down to panel
labeling." (1.1T . Ithaca. NY)

 "I really like the EQ points
you've chosen and the EQ
curves." (B.M.. lanseshore. MA)

 "Plastic mixers can break
easily. The MS1402 is made of
metal!" (M S Shorewood II )

 "I will be using the MS1402
to track all keyboards on
MANDBWDWTTWEL*for
Atlantic Records." (R.H..New York NY)

*Major act. name deleted because
we don't want to tangle with
entertainment lawyers.

6 mic preamps. -
the same hig-i

headroom. ulna -low
noise (-129.5 dBm

E.I.N.)preamps used

in our &Bus qudio
consoles.

6 mono
and 4 sterec line
level inputs.

 2 aux seeds per
channel.

Pre/Post
Aux 1 [node switch.

2 master aux returns.

Balanced XLR out-
puts switch between mic &-

line
levels.

Bal./
unbal.

1/4" TRS
outputs,
too.

- Low Cut Filter lets yc u use
LF EQ without bc °sting raic
thumps, room ru-nble, and P -
pops, or losing audible low bass.
Exclusive Mackie circuitre.

 Trim with -10dB "virtual
pad" and 60dB total gain range.

 EFX to Monitor switch folds -
reverb or other effects back
into the Aux 1 stage mon tor
feed. Another Mackie exclusive.

Solid
steel
chassis.

 Easy level setting via LED
display: in -place stereo solo
feature IN ximizes headroom &
minimizes noise.

 Contrc I Room/Phones
switching matrix and separate
volume control lets you submix,
feed multi -track tape machines,
create separate monitor mixes,
preview channels. and much
more. A Mackie Designs

exclusive.

E AFL/PFL. solo
mode switch.

 3 -
band EQ.
Others may have
copied our EQ band
centers but not -he
clean, musical

sound of our un que
circuit design.

Constant -
loudness pan
control for precise
stereo mixes.

11 Alt 3-4. The
M51402-VLZ's Mute

button is really a
second stereo bus

in disguise. A
Mackie exclusive.

4.,t 60mm faders
with true log taper
for accurate fades
throughout the controls' travel.

 "The Alt 3-4/Mute is
ingenious!" (IL. Cedar Hill. TX)

 "On my test run -a live
acoustic show - I was
impressed by the quiet and
user friendliness of the
MS1402-VLZ. The audience was
also impressed with its crystal
clarity." (F.A., Bloomington. IC)

"The 'RUDE' solo light is
certainly that. but you never
have to worry about leaving it
on by mistake." ll..13..Winnepeg. LB)

 "The Low Cut button is a big
help in cutting boomy

stuff
when
running a
big bass

and arch -

top guitar
live." (C S..

Kirkland. WA)

 "The quality of
the EQ is amazing! I

was blown away by the
tone and clarity."

(J.D., Porneret. (4)

 'The MS1402-VLZ is great -
excellent specs (I teach audio

engineering) and really clever
routing options: (1.R.los Angeles. (A)

 "What I heard when I
hooked up my MS1402-V11 was
exactly what I wanted to hear.
Nothing. Cleanest mixer I have
ever worked with."
(R.S.. Fergus Falls. FM)

-  "The 1402
RULES! People all
the time come and
tell me how
wonderful the
sound is."
(RE. Cinrxinati, OH)

 "It survived and played
through a glass of iced tea
spilled all over it at a fashion
show for a very important
client of mine. Show was
perfect. Client paid. I'm buying
more Mackie." (H.,HoustorkTX)

 "I do work as a Senior
Executive Producer for [major
classical music label]. The
MS1402 was highly recom-
mended by several studio
engineers." (SI_ NY, NY)

 "Great product!"
(C.B.. San Francisco. CA)

All products made ii Woodinville JSA by certified Mackoids
Toll -Free in the JS, 800/898-3.211  Int .1. 206/487-4333

E nail: sales@mackie.con  www.mackie.com  NASD4Q: MKIE

C

C
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TecNec. On the Level

On The Level!

High To Low Audio Interface

AlTerNec

On the Level audio interfaces are
designed to interface semi -pro, in-
dustrial, and audio interfaces such
as cassette players, CDs, turntables
or similar unbalanced equipment to
interface with professional balanced
6000 audio inputs. These interfaces
are enclosed in heavy-duty steel
boxes, road ready for your next
project. The rugged design allows
for the day-to-day abuse of install-
ers and contractors.

800-543-0909; fax 914-246-0626; e-mail tecnec@tecnec.com;
www.tecnec.com
Circle [24 ei Free life WI

ADVERTISEMENT

Co

EDUCATIONAL CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
MP -1 1 600W -3.3 $250
MP -2 2 800W 0 $680
MP -3 3 800W 1.4 $980
MP -4 4 800W 3.3 $1,280
MP -2-4 4 2,000W 3.3 $1,820
MP -3-5 5 3,000W 4.1 $2,270
11/11)-3-6 6 3,000W 5.2 $2,740

LOW POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain Price
GP -1 1 2,000W -3.1 $350
GP -2 2 4,000W 0 $1,350
GP -3 3 6,000W 1.5 $1,900
GP -4 4 6,000W 3.4 $2,600
GP -5 5 6,000W 4.3 $3,150

P-6 6 6,000W 5.5 $3,700

MEDIUM POWER CIRCULAR SERIES

Model Bays Power Gain
SGP-1 1 4,000W -3.3
SGP-2 2 8,000W 0

SGP-3 3 10,000W 1.4
SGP-4 4 10,000W 3.3
SGP-5 5 10,000W 4.1
SGP-6 6 10,000W 5.2

Conn

Price
$690
$2,690
$3,595
$4,500
$5,300
$6,100

[] Came. TS100E
The preparation of coaxial
cable can be a cumbersome
task. Standard stripping
tools often nick or cut into
the outer shield. The

TS100E has three circular blades
that precisely and cleanly prepare
the cable. The self-cleaning

blades are easily replaced and
are provided in a cassette han-
dler. One blade cuts down to

the center conductor, another cuts
the outer jacket, and the third slits the jacket for easy removal, while a
window lets you observe the action in progress. The hardened, surgi-
cal -steel blades can perform approximately 1000 operations. Five cable

presets allow fast prepa-

OMB America
3100 NW 72 Ave #112
Miami, Florida 33122
Phone: 305-477 0974
Fax: 305-4770611
Toll free: 888-OMB4USA

rations and the TS100E
can accept coaxial cable
in a range of sizes up to
RG-6 and RG-11.
818-365-2446;
fax 818-365-0479;
www.canare.com
Circle [22411i Free life Cere

Extron
duced the Matrix 6400
and 3200 series switchers
for large-scale routing ap-
plications that require up
to 64 I / Os. Each allows
for 16x8 switching
upgradable to 32x32 or
64x64 routing applica-
tions. With modular in-
ternal busing card slots
ready to be filled as
needed, the Matrix 6400
switchers will grow to ac-
commodate any system -
even systems that are still
expanding. Using a fea-
ture called "rooming,"
each switcher can be pro-
grammed to function as
several small, indepen-
dent matrix switchers.
With 10 presets per room
with a total of 100 room-
ing presets, the units al-
low superior flexibility
and control in routing sig-
nals. With a bandwidth of
230MHz (-3dB) fully
loaded, the switchers
maintain the integrity of
any signal.
800-633-9876;
fax 714-491-1517;
e-mail support

@extron.com;
www.extron.com
Circle [22S] on Free Info Card
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Meet the
"Morning Show Team?

Instant music, instant sound

Instant Replay
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Instant Replay' 2.0
HARD DISK DIGITAL AUDIO

Fast and easy editing for news
and listener call -ins.

 Instant record feature captures incoming
audio manually, or from popular phone
systems and network downlinks.

 Real cut/copy/paste editing with a large
waveform display.

 Portable enclosure includes speakers
and mic preamp; great for remotes.

 No razor blades, no tape, no learning
curve, and no maintenance!

Now you can quickly capture and edit
incoming audio. Realistic "scrub" editing,
plus standard tape machine controls let you
kiss your reel-to-reel machines goodbye.

Ask for a test drive and put them through
their paces at your station. It's on us.

effects, instant fun.

 Holds up to 1,000 "carts" of any length,
from milliseconds to hours.

 10 banks of 50 programmable Hot Keys.
It's like having 50 cart machines pre -loaded
and ready to fire.

 Up to 2z. hours of total on-line audio storage.
 "Find" button locates any cut instantly.

There is nothing faster, easier, or cooler! You
can finally let go of your analog cart machines
and associated maintenance headaches. Or, if
you're running automation, now you have the
perfect compliment for those times when you
need to play something, and you need it now.

Short/cut
PERSONAL AUDIO EDITOR

v-ivw. /IP
Attention call letter stations.* You're only a

phone call away from a free 10 -day Test Drive.
So try it out. We'll understand if

you don't give it back.

(818) 991-0360 PROFESSIONAL DIGITAL AUDIO

For more information call (818) 991- 0360 / Fax (818) 991-1360 / e-mail: info@360sys:ems.com / Website
'Offer good in U.S.and Canada only.

Circle (48) on Free Info Card
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A Weather radio offers built-in sup-
port for the Nation Oceanic and At-

mospheric Administration's Specific Area Message Encoding (SAME)
system that sends alert signal for specific county locations. Unit's pro-
grammable memory can be set to receive alerts for up to 15 counties
in your area, and features automatic voice mode switching after an
alert tone. Additional features include a digital display showing the

type of alert being issued, 40 -mile range depend-
ing on local terrain, an input jack for use with
an optional antenna in more remote areas,- and a back-up battery system in case of

power failure.
817-415-3200; fax 817-415-324;

e-mail rscusre1101@tandy.com; www.radioshack.com
Circle [226] on Free Info Card
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npadloshach- Weather radio

'PRODUCT WE
A Stable electrical power is

essential in any plant. The
Dorrough PLM-120,
available in a desktop or
rack -mount package, can

capture, log and alarm for all vio-
lations of the Computer and Busi-
ness Machine Manufacturer's As-
sociation. The AC line voltage is
sampled 3840 times per second,

capturing transients as short as 514s. With an RMS voltage range of 96
to 135V, the unit also monitors overvoltage conditions and frequency
and phase changes. All records are kept in non-volatile memory, and
an RS -232-C port allows for download of all logs. All alarm points are

user -selectable. Avail -
ADVERTISEMENT

SATISFY
YOUR TASTC FOR
t THEET

*

Known throughout the world as the best
performing, most reliable FM transmitters
available, Continental's 816R Series
combines superior design and audio quality
with exceptional workmanship to give
broadcasters an unmatched, field -proven
record.

The 816R Series comes in power levels from
10 to 70 kWs. Available as an option is an
internal control and monitoring unit which
tracks trends, stores data and provides an
exact visual replica of the transmitter's
control panel.

STANDARD FEATURES

Solid -State IPA
Internal Harmonic Filter
Automatic Power Level Control
Automatic Filament Voltage Regulation

Exclusive "Soft-StartTm" Protection Circuit
Broadband Quarter Wave Cavity
Totally Self -Contained In a Single Cabinet

For over 50 years, Continental Electronics has provided excellence in broadcast transmission prods cats worldwide.
Refuse to compromise... call Continental first.'

ContifiuntaL elEcturnie_6_ Cove*tzon:
PO BOX 270879  DALLAS TEXAS 75227-0879  214 381 7161  FAX 214 381 3250

800-733-5011
1114,L.Visit web site - http //www contelec com 9 97 1 9

able in 115 or 220VAC
nominal voltage ver-
sions, it is also self -cali-
brating and tempera-
ture independent.
818-998-2824;
fax 818-998-1507;
e-mail
dorroughel@aol.com;
www.dorrough.com
Circle 1W] ei Free life Carl

Energg-Omx

Legend Series C

The broadband design
of the Legend Series C
makes it a perfect
choice as a main trans-
mitter or as a back-up
for multiple stations in
a single market. These
medium power, solid
state FMunits are sup-
plied with frequency -ag-
ile exciters, so a fre-
quency change requires
only a simple dial -in
procedure on the ex-
citer front panel. The
hot-pluggable 1000W
drawer can be safely re-
moved or inserted
while the unit is on -air.
The transmitter will
continue to operate at
reduced power even
with a PA drawer re-
moved. Each Motorola
MRF151G mosfet used in
the transmitter is pro-
tected by its own ther-
mal protection circuitry.
In addition, each 1kW
amplifier is also pro-
tected by a VSWR
foldback circuit. Units
are available in 2000,
3000, 4000 and 5000W
models. 10,000 and
20,000W models are also
available through spe-
cial order.
518-758-1690;
fax 518-758-1476;
e-mail energy-
onix@energy-onix.com;
www.energy-onix.com
Circle [22R] en Free Info Card
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Neumann Has Been The
First Choice From The

Beginning.

Since the early days of radio, Neumann has been the leader in
broadcast audio microphones. We have continued to evolve,
developing new products with a single purpose in mind -
capturing all the nuances of the human voice.

Our new TLM 103 gives you the full, rich sound and natural
presence Neumann is famous for. Utilizing a large -diaphragm
capsule derived from our world -standard U 87, it has the lowest
self -noise of any condenser mic in the world - important in
today's low -noise and digital broadcast environments.

And now, having a Neumann as part of your sound has never
been easier...for less than $1000 US, you can acquire the most
important piece of equipment you'll ever use.

Upgrade to the real thing - Neumann...
the choice of those who can hear the difference.

Radio Has
Changed
A Lot In
70 Years.
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NeumannIUSA
One Enterprise Drive  PO Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371 Tel: 860.434.5220  FAX: 860.434.3148

West Coast: Tel: 818.845.8815  FAX: 818.845.7140
Canada: Tel: 514-426-3013  FAX: 514-426-3953  Mexico: Tel: 52-5-639-0956  Fax: 52-5-639-9482

World Wide Web: http://www.neumannusa.com
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MediaFORM CD -5300

44 A leader in CD replication,
MediaFORM has introduced
the CD -5300 CD2CD / Plus CD-
R replicator. This stand-alone
system is capable of producing
three CDs simultaneously
without the need of a PC. It can
also be expanded to a total of
seven copy bays with the op-
tional expansion unit. The
simple, one -button operation
can copy a full 74 minute CD
in 18 minutes. It will also inter-
face with a PC to work with CD

mastering software. The Easi-DAT or Easi-Audio option can be added
for audio applications. Also available from MediaFORM are the CD -5900
and CD -3707 CD copiers.
610-458-9200; fax 610-458-9554; e-mail info@mediaform.com;
www.mediaform.com
Circle [229) on Free Info Card

Li Crown Satellite

SpectraCast 0R2000

PINE SINCE
The DR2000 offers built-in,

solid state flash memory for
store and forward applications.
Multiple stereo MPEG audio
decoders and mixer / faders are
also included. The unit also fea-
tures bit rate -agile tuners
(BPSK/QPSK) operating from

64kb / s to 45Mb / s. In operation, the unit permits a radio affiliate to re-
ceive multiple network audio feeds from the same receiver and to record
and play commercials, liners, PSAs, IDs and even short -format programs.
800-598-6270; fax 219-294-8120; e-mail spectracast@crownintl.com;
www.crownsatcom
Circle [230] on Free Info Cord

C] Gorman -Redlich. ERS1
This feature -rich encoder/decoder
offers a 25 -pin printer port allow-

ing an external printer to keep the EAS log, an auxiliary output through
a co -axial BNC fitting to go directly into the FM exciter, and a four -line,
40 -character backlighted LCD display for rapid interpretation of alert mes-

sages. Alert messages can
ADVERTISEMENT

A.E.T.A. SCOOP REPORTER MKII P.O.T.S. CODEC

Rock Solid Remote Connections.
Are your remote connections
important? You bet they are!
Keep your live feed active
with the highest standards
possible. Use the new Scoop
Reporter MKII manufactured
by A.E.T.A. This new gen-
eration of P.O.T.S. (Plain
Old Telephone Standard)
codec supplies rock solid
quality to all of your
remote connections.

Tired of long delays in your
remote? User -selectable delay
modes down to 150 ms that
are a standard feature on the

SCOOP REPORTER

-.h..' ri

2

The Scoop Reporter MKII by
A.E.TA. available exclusively from
Harris.

Scoop MK II offer you a choice
when it comes to bidirectional
communications.

When news seed and
remote broadcasts are
important to your organiza-
tion, get the Rock Solid

Solution. Why risk it? Try the
Rock Solid A.E.T.A. Scoop
Reporter MK II codec today.

Call Harris for information
and special pricing.

HARRIS CORPORATION
BROADCAST DIVISION

TEL: 1-800-622-0022
FAX: 765-966-0623

www.broadcast.harris.com

MI HARRIS
A new world of broadcast solutions

01998 Hams Corp.

also be scrolled on a re-
mote sign board, a com-
puter screen or with a
character generator on a
video monitor. Other fea-
tures include a 20 -key
keypad to construct alert
messages header code, set
modulation levels, or set
input levels. The com-
plete required weekly
test, the end of the mes-
sage code, sending a
stored alert, or sending a
composed header can be
done from either the key-
pad on the unit, or with a
remote pushbutton in the
on -air control room.
614-593-3150;
fax 614-592-3898;
ww.gorman-redlich.com
DO [231) le Free lefe Curl

Mouser Electronics

Catalog

Mouser Purchasing Man-
ual 595 offers a complete
list of the dealer's prod-
uct lines, including heat
sinks / semiconductors /
crystals, optos / lamps /
LEDs, wire and cable,
connectors and sockets,
resistors, potentiometers,
capacitors, fans and
power supplies, trans-
formers and inductors,
switches and relays,
speakers and micro-
phones, batteries and
holders, fuses and hold-
ers, panel meters and
cabinets, knobs and hard-
ware, equipment and
tools, and kits. All orders
ship same day, there is no
minimum order, and on-
line ordering is available.
800-346-6873;
e-mail sales@mousencom;
www.mouser.com
Orcle [232) ie Free lefe Cori
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PRODUCT SOURCE

DIGITAL MUSIC EXPRESS

ADVERTISEMENT

BF,
DMX SELECTS MEDIATOUCH

FOR DIGITAL AUDIO DELIVERY SYSTEMS
Advanced software technology signifies a new era for

DMX and creates one of the world's largest digitized music libraries
Las Vegas, Nevada - April 8, 1998 - DMX

Inc., a division of TCI Music Inc., and
MediaTouch, a division of OMT Technolo-
gies Inc., signed an agreement today for
the design and development of custom
software solutions for DMX's worldwide
network of digital audio file server studios,
that will advance DMX's delivery of CD -
quality music programming to businesses
and homes internationally.

In 1994 DMX became the first company
to deliver a digital music service using
Dolby AC -3?, and as a result quickly be-
came a digital technology leader. The
MediaTouch relationship continues DMX's
leadership position by developing new and
expanded digital file server studios and
software technology for delivering DMX
music services. This new digital audio de-
livery system will provide automated broad-
casting beyond the current 95 DMX music
formats and hard disk storage manage-
ment of over 600,000 music titles, creat-
ing one of the world's largest libraries of
digitized music.The ability to digitally store
and catalog music titles provides DMX with
increased programming flexibility and ex-
panded capability for program develop-
ment. In addition, the digital file server stu-
dio is the first step in DMX becoming a
worldwide point to point distributor of digi-
tal audio through the Internet, eliminating
the logistics and costs associated with sat-
ellite and other distribution methods.

"DMX is extremely pleased to be asso-
ciated with a progressive software com-
pany like MediaTouch," said Lon Troxel,
president and CEO of DMX Inc. "This new
technology has allowed DMX to develop
our digital file server studio, the 'engine'
that will drive future digital distribution of
DMX in new and unprecedented ways to
both the consumer and commercial mar-
kets. The digital file server studio is the
beginning of a new era for DMX."

MediaTouch was one of the pioneers
in developing software for hard disk play-
back.They were selected by DMX because
of their prestigious track record in software
development. DMX has been using
MediaTouch technology since the fall of
1997 when they began distributing three
French Canadian channels to the Cana-
dian marketplace via DMX's direct broad-
cast satellite (DBS) system. MediaTouch
also had the capability to customize their
proprietary software specifically for the
unique programming requirements of DMX
- including providing the title, track and art-
ist information of each song playing
through DMX's DJ remote control.

"DMX and MediaTouch have both
been the leaders in their field, so this is
a natural partnership to create advanced
software solutions to further expand the di-
rection of both companies" said Scott Farr,
vice president of MediaTouch. "We antici-
pate this announcement to be the begin-
ning of a long and productive relationship."

DMX's digital audio studios are located
in TCI's National Digital Television Center
in Littleton, Colorado. Final integration of
the MediaTouch software will occur within
a month, with complete conversion to the
digital file studio server anticipated in May.
There will be no interruption of service to
current DMX customers.

DMX currently offers more than 95 chan-
nels of CD -quality stereo music program-
ming. Each program features 24 hours a
day of music in specific styles, including
piano, lite classical, modern country, clas-
sic rock, jazz vocal blends, hit sweep,
mariachi, beach party, '70s hits as well as
specialty programs such as Hawaiian, en-
vironmental sounds, Christian inspirational
and a wide variety of international program-
ming. Each DMX program is continuously
updated by DMX's extensive programming

staff to keep the music fresh and current.

DMX Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of
TCI Music Inc., ("TCI Music") (Nasdaq
SmallCap Market: TUNE/TUNEP), pro-
grams, markets and distributes its premium
digital music service, Digital Music Ex-
press. The service is available on four con-
tinents and is provided to over 2.7 million
homes and approximately 50,000 busi-
nesses internationally, making it the most
widely available music service in the world.

For more information about DMX, access
the company's World Wide Web site at
www.dmxmusic.com.

Since 1984, MediaTouch has been de-
signing and developing innovative audio
solutions for the broadcasting industry.
MediaTouch is the audio and Internet soft-
ware development division of OMT Tech-
nologies Inc., a privately held company
founded in 1968 and based in Winnipeg,
Canada.

MediaTouch's work for DMX under-
scores the company's creativity and flex-
ibility in delivering solutions for its clients.
From a single stand-alone station to a Su-
per Duopoly connected to a Wide Area
Audio NetworkTM, MediaTouch provides
quality software that helps radio run more
efficiently. For more information about
MediaTouch, access the company's World
Wide Web site at www.omt.net.
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Orban Ontimod-DAD 6200
Specifically designed for the

unique demands of digital audio
and webcasting, the DAB 6200 offers
Protection Processing, providing
peak control without audible com-
pression; Two -Band Processing,
which controls dynamic range while
maintaining the frequency balance
of the original program; and Five-
Band Processing, with a flexible set

of equalization controls that let a broadcaster create a signature sound. The
unit provides peak level control to an accuracy of better than 0.1dB, and an
array of filtering choices to prevent aliasing, including filtering as low as
4kHz to accommodate speech -grade services. Other Optimod-DAB 6200
features include digital I/O at 48, 44.1 and 32kHz, a dedicated external
digital sync input for house reference signal, analog balanced left and right
inputs, an analog monitor output, and a compact 2RU design.
510-351-3500; fax 510-351-0500; www.orban.com
Circle [233] on Free Info Carl

ADVERTISEMENT

To grow in
broadcasting
you need time,
money, guts,

and Intraplex.

Your new acquisition is finally signed,
now you need to operate profitably.
Consolidate your program audio, LAN/
WAN network, phones, faxes, traffic and
billing on one single high quality digital
line. The Intraplex STL PLUS gives you
integrated two-way transmission over any
distance, over any terrain at a fraction of
the cost of individual communications
links. It's bi-directional, so you can receive
audio backhaul at the same time. What's
more, you can stay in touch without run-
ning up the long distance phone bill. That's
why more groups choose Intraplex than
any other digital transmission solution.
Call us at 978-692-9000 or visit our
web site at www.intraplex.com.

Circle (59) on Free Info Card
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The STL PLUS
TI System transmits
program audio for
STLs, TSLs and inter-
city links, data for
remote control and
LANs, and voice for
off -premise crtensions
and inteirom.

Aer&

New
Intraplex
Intraplex, Inc.
3 I4yberty Way
Westford, MA 01886
978.692.9000
978.692.2200 fax
http://www.intraplex.com

PRODUCT SOURCE
The Vector, a 1998 BE Ra-

dio NAB Pick Hit winner,
delivers 15kHz, two-way
audio on a standard

phone line at a realistic 24kb / s. It's
compatible with the popular
HotLine codec, but incorporates a
higher level coding algorithm that
permits wider bandwidth audio at
lower data speeds. Even on a 14.4
kb / s connection, the Vector still
gives 7kHz audio. The unit contains

plenty of mixing and monitoring facilities, including: three mic level in-
puts on XLR with the third input being switchable to line level; inputs
that can be muted with a front panel push switch; three headphone out-
puts on iAt" phone jacks, and; outputs that are an adjustable mix of local
program and studio return audio. Other Vector features include a quick -
dial memory feature allowing one -button dialing, last -number memory
and redial at the push of a button, and the ability to answer calls auto-
matically or manually.
800-237-1776; fax 978-635-0401; fax on demand 978-264-9973;
e-mail info@comrex.com; www.comrex.com
Circle [234] el Free Info Card

[]sonic Foundr4 ACID

ACID is a software program facili-
tating a powerful multi -track audio
editor with loop audio processing
functions behind an easy -to -use
GUI. Users are able to take audio
files from a variety of sources and
easily create seamless loops with
precisely matched tempo and pitch
to produce music for use anywhere
a music bed is required. The pack-
age ships with hundreds of pre-re-
corded loops of differing formats,
instruments and sounds, including
rock, country, hip -hop, alternative,
sound -effects, and ambient sounds.
800 -57 -SONIC; fax 608-256-7300;
e-mail sales@sonicfoundry.com;
www.sonicfoundry.com
Circle [235] se Free life ad

0 Advanced Furniture Sotems

RFS and RFS-E Series

RaMoSoft ComStudii V2.0

A Improvements to this analyzing
and mapping software include da-
tabase management of transmitter
lists and matrix studies, full imple-
mentation of the new U.S. and in-
ternational interference methods,
and highly optimized 32 -bit coding.
888-RADIO95; fax 904-423-0821;
e-mail pmoncure@america.com;
www.radiosoft.com
Circle [236] on Free Info Card

These fully modular systems use
stock furniture components and ac-
cessories to form an endless vari-
ety of studio design options. This
allows the tailoring of the furniture
to match any space, equipment or
storage requirements without the
custom furniture price tag. The AFS
series has a clean and nearly seam-
less design with no visible screws
or bolts. Standard features include
equipment racks and quick release

access doors in every cabinet side panel, wood trim to protect all outside
edges, a single -level work surface, finished cabinet interiors, and wire/
ventilation holes in each cabinet. The AFS-E series is built with the same
materials and precision as the AFS series, but with fewer features. These
changes allow you to purchase the basic studio furniture while paying
for only the features you really need.
970-663-4123; fax 970-663-6338; e-mail afs@mail.omn.com;
www.omn.com/afs
Circle [231] ee Free life Carl

t9 Norse LNBs
From the first commercial C -band
LNB in 1984, until today, Norsat's

premium quality LNBs have been constructed to ensure the highest level
of reliability. With extensive proven reliability in the field, models are
available for C, Ku and Ka -band satellite applications and LNBs.
604-597-6200; fax 604-597-6214; e-mail info@norsat.com; www.norsalcom
Circle [231] on Free Info Card



In this day of self-service,

ATMs and "get -it -yourself'

attitudes, one place still offers

full service - BSW.

Our knowledgeable sales

representatives have real -world

broadcast and studio engineering

experience to oEer expert help with

your equipment purchase. And our

comprehensive inventory, repre-

senting over 200 manufacterers, is

on -site so we can quickly tern -

around your order. Best of all,

we offer low prices on all audio

and broadcast equipment.

Go with BSW, the

industry's full -service equipment

supplier for over 25 years.

Phone: 8 0 0.4 2 6.8 4 3 4 Fax: 8 0 0.2 3 1.7 0 5 5

BROADCAST SUPPLY WORLDWIDE

7012 27th Street West  Tacoma, WA 98466

http://www.bswusa.com
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Kenai Engineering Portamatch
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A This battery -operated version of
Henry's Matchbox level and im-
pedance interface operates on two
9V batteries and converts unbal-
anced -10dBv audio to +4dBm 60052
balanced lines. Four independent
amplifiers provide bi-directional
stereo interface to convert unbal-
anced I/ Os to balanced lines.
818-355-3656; fax 818-355-0077;
www.henryeng.com
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SADiE recently introduced ma-
jor new enhancements for its PQ
editor that are included in the lat-
est V3 software upgrades for SADiE
and Octavia digital workstations.
Most noticeable is the new look of
the editor, which has a completely
interactive text editor attached to
the CD Playlist. The user can now
create a PQ list by either scrubbing
the playlist to the correct position
and manually inserting each flag,
or by using the auto -create PQ list
function which automatically gen-

erates an entire PQ list based on the in and out points of entries in the CD
Playlist. Other new features include: automatic generation of ISRC num-
bers; longer track names; snap index to current time; and a completely
comprehensive countdown preview function, allowing the user to moni-
tor up to, through, or after any of the PQ flags, either singularly or for the
entire CD.
615-327-1140; fax 615-327-1699; www.sadie.com
Circle [2411 N Free life Uri

Incorporating the considerable ad-
vantages of advanced microproces-

sor technology, the new Vega EMP Series of UHF wireless microphone
systems offers an unprecedented level of RF and audio performance. The
first system in the EMP series included the R-672 frequency receiver, as
well as the T-690 handheld transmitter and T-772 bodypack transmitter.
These system elements combine to offer a full wireless toolbox to RF and
audio professionals.
800-877-1771; fax 818-444-1342
Circle [1411 ee Free life MI

ADVERTISEMENT

I'm back 
With a beautiful new console

tc)

MAYBE YOU REMEMBER ME?
Mrs. Braverman-you know, Daniel's mother.

Daniel is my son in radio who makes these gorgeous consoles.

They do everything and sound wonderful!

Three years ago I made everyone SUCH A DEAL with my son's consoles.

That was my first advertisement for Radio Systems.

Back then, we sold plenty.

But of course what everyone really wanted to know-

"Am I really Daniel's mom?"

Such a question!

So now they're bringing me back-

to show you their new fancy Millenium model.

But I say, millenium schmillenium.

We should all live to be one hundred and twenty.

Me, I love the new soft bright buttons.

And the mahogany wooden sides.

And guess what?

This new console is AN EVEN BITTEN DIALI

It's more than Sl000 dollars less than the old one.

Better and cheaper.

So what are you waiting for already?

. #
PIMP

601 Heron Drive, Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014013311-1733 (609) 467-8000 I fax : (609) 467-3044 I www.rodiosystems.com
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Belden Wire fr Cable

1800F High -Flex Brilliance

1

flIODUCT SOURCE
VIIIPPINNoRABLE MENTION

Hintronic Labs : Optilink

Optilink is a digital, fiber optic, in-
telligent control system for use in
AM directional antenna sites. The
system, combined with the
Kintronic Model DAC-MOD-2-12
software programmable controller
offers state-of-the-art local or re-
mote operation of a site via micro-
wave or satellite link. Features in-
clude RISC Processors, interpreted
BASIC compiler, support for fiber
optics up to 2km in length, and ca-
pability for up to three autonomous
RF contactors at each tower.
423-878-3141;
fax 423-878-4224;
e-mail ktl@kintronic.com;
www.kintronic.com
Circle [1411 mu Free life WI

The new 1800F High -Flex AES /
EBU Digital Audio Interconnect
Cable is a high-performance, 1100,
shielded, single twisted -pair cable
that can be used in a number of dif-
ferent ways, including as a highly
flexible digital audio patch cable, an
ultra -high performance analog au-
dio mic cable, or as an interconnect
cable for state-of-the-art digital au-
dio mics. No -compromise analog
audio performance is assured
through the use of Belden's pat-
ented French Braid Shield. This is a
double spiral shield (tinned copper

double serve) in which two spirals are tied together via one weave. The
result is 95% shield coverage, but with lower levels of microphonic and
triboelectric noise than either spiral or conventional braid shields.
The 1800F features one pair of 24AWG stranded, bare copper conduc-
tors with blue and white high -velocity Datalene insulation, and a
drain wire.
800-BELDEN-4; fax 765-983-5257; www.belden.com
Circle [2431 el Free life Carl
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oxing the sound of General Mills

.411111111141100461/41

Fortified with essential isolation
No muss,no fuss, pans to wash, no
concfuss,,topour, 49 st s to sa

Hear unwan d nois
I

just drop away
rom hips,ears &

sounds
healthy

When General Mills
d a studio with
e -over room to

oduce their two
studio in their corporate offices without disruPting

expected. We like to think of it as our very own cereal box.
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ADP
True Dual Domain Audio Testing at an Attractive Price Point

BAL

DIGITAL INPUT

-Vie Pori:able One Dual Domain is
the complete portable test
solution for analog and digital
audio and the AES/EBU/SPDIF
serial digital in:erface. As the
first portable Dual Domain'i
audio analyzer, it includes sepa-
rate and independent hardware
for analog, digital and interface
signal generation and
measurement.

 Corn orehensive analog audio
analyzer

 True digital domair analyzer
with -140 dB residLal noise

to Independent analog & digital
audio generators and aralyzers

 Generate and measure
interface jitter

 Digital interface analyzer
 View AES/EBU status bits

at Internal save and recall of
30 test setups

I Loudspeaker monitor for
digital & analog audio signals

Audio
peasion
PO Box 2209
Beaverton, Oregon 97075-3070
Tel: 1503) 627-0832 Fax: (503) 641-8906
US Toll Free: 1-800-231-7350
Email: sales@audioprecision.com

Our worldwide force of Audio Precision representatives
will be pleased to demonstrate the many advantages of the Portable One Dual Domain

INTERNATIONAL D1STRIBLVORS: Australia: VICOM Australia Pty Ltd., Tel. 3 9563 784c, Austria: ELSINCO Gmni-1, Tel (1) 815 04 00; Belgium: Trans aropean Music NV Tel: 2 466 5010 Brazil: INTERWAVE L7D,N.
i21) 325-52.51; Bulgar.a: ELSINCO Rep. Office Sofia Tel (2) 958 12 45; Canada: GERRAUDIO Distribution, Tel: (513 342-6999 China, Horg Kiting: ACE (Irt I) Co.Ltd., Tel: 2424-0397; S&V Instruments Cc. Ltd., 2833 9997;

Croatia. ELSINCO Rep. Office Zagreb, Tel 1 615 34 50 Czech Republic: ELS NCO Praha spol. s r.o., Tel: (2)49 66 89; Denmark: npn Elektronik aps, Tel 86 57 15 11: Finland: Genelec OY, Tel: 17 813 311; France: ETS Mesureur,
Ol) 45 83 6641; Germany RTVV GmbH & Co. KG., Te':221 70913-0, Greece: KEM Electronics Ltd., Tel: 1 6748514/5; Hungary: ELSINCO Budapest KFT, Tel (1)339 0000, Israel: Dan -El Technologies, Ltd., Tel: 3-647 8770; Italy:

ALdIo Link s.n.c., Tel: 521 648723; Japan: TOYO Co tporation, Tel: 3 (5668) 6800; Roam: 6&P International Co., _td., Tel: 2 546-1457; Malaysia Test Measurement & Engineering Sdn.(Selangor) Tel 3 734 1017:
lest Measurement & Eng nearing Sdn. (Penang) 7el: 4 6422088; Netherlands: Heynen B.V., 'el 485 55 09 09: New Zealand: Audio&Video Wholesalers, Tel: 9 279 7206; Norway: Lydconsult.Tel. 47-69-178050; Poland:
ELSINCO Polska sp. zoo., Tel: (22) 39 69 79 Portugal: Acutron Electroachstica Lda 7e1 1 940 1785; Singapore: THE Systems Pte Ltd ,

Tel 747-7234. Slovakia: ELSINCO Slovensko. s.r.o.. Tel: (7) 784 165; Slovenia:
ELSINCO d.o o (61) 133 62 79; South Africa: SOUNDFUSION MFG . Tel. 11 477-1315. Spain: T3Ico Electronics.S.A, Tel: 1 531-7101: Swecen TTS Tal & Tor. Studioteknik AB,Tel: 31 52 51 50; Switzerland: Dr. 'ALA:Gunther AG,
Tel 1 9/0 41 41; Taiwan: R.O.C.: Double Advance Tech.,Tel: 2-596 0696; Thailand: Massworld Company Ltd., Tel: 2-294-4930; United Kingdom: Thurlby Thandar Instruments, L:d., Tel: (1480,412451 (11-12-97)
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BF'p 44-4,47
Q Broadcast Electronics:

AudioPoint

The Broadcast Electronics
AudioPoint is more than just

another routing switcher.
This next generation de-
vice uses DSP to eliminate

cabling, wiring and relay
panels. Instead of employing a
crosspoint matrix, all incoming sig-
nals, once digitized, are treated as
data and not audio. The AudioPoint

can accept audio sources that are analog,
digital, synchronous, asynchronous or MADI (multi -channel audio digi-
tal interface). In addition to simple muting, the AudioPoint can also per-
form programmable audio delays and gain and EQ adjustments. The sys-
tem can be controlled via a graphic user interface that can be used across a
network and can support drag -and -drop programming. Remote panels
are also available in 32, 64 and 128 -button X /Y controllers.
217-224-9600; fax 217-224-9625; e-mail bdcast@bdcast.com;
www.bdcast.com
Circle [244] on Free Info Card

V IC CdfluorlisnOM Sustems

CartWorks features

PRODUCT SOURCE
The CartWorks system benefits

from several new features, includ-
ing its VIO (Visually Impaired Op-
erator), Music -on -Hard Drive
(MHD), and additional audio format
options. VIO is a speech driven in-
terface that does not affect the nor-
mal visual operation of the system
in any way, allowing sighted and
blind operators to share a single sys-
tem. The VIO option also includes a
Braille keyboard. The MHD option
allows the recording of voice tracks
to coincide with time of day events

for live sound simulation, switch between live assist and automated modes
at the touch of a single button, and the importation of logs from most any
music and traffic scheduling software. And lastly, CartWorks announces
support for MPEG and linear digital audio formats.
800 -795 -RADIO; fax 601-853-9976; www.cartworks.com
Circle [245] on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

Analog & Digital A2 -D The affordable instrument
Audio Measurement System

NFUTRIA' AG NL (.1! HI, /,51,,,,,Mcv. 'VC t

Deallension USA I Coma& German
0751237 24 24 lid 0514 344 5220 7s/ 0941 9 041

Far 0751232 53 93 Far 0514 344 5221 Fax 0941 99 97 72

NEUIRIA UK
Geo &wan
Thi 0983 811 441

Fq 0983 811 439

NEutiwn AU
Somals,10
MI 01 7340407

Par 01 734 3891

Designed to meet the challenges
of tomorrow's testing needs

Analog & Digital
Generator and Analyzer

User friendly front panel

Stand-alone or remote
control via RS -232 or
IEEE -48

Portable I FR

r4JIE 11.11-rFess<®
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CONNECTING THE WORLD

Acoustic Sustems Modular studios

N\ \' ?ft .  -

A Custom engineered and innovative in de-
sign, these modular studios provide high-level
acoustical sound isolation environments re-
quired for sensitive modern digital technol-
ogy. With isolated floors, silenced ventilation
and guaranteed performance, the rooms inte-
rior acoustics can be tuned using non -parallel
walls, canted windows, bass traps and vari-
ous wall treatments.
800-749-1460; fax 512-444-2282;
e-mail acoustic@inetport.com;
www.acousticsystems.com
Circle [146] on Free Info Card
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°F ME SPAS CO)
For over 18 years Broadcasters have come
to Mager Systems for our exquisitely
designed studio furniture. Our unique
construction, along with solid wood
and quality materials, means your
furniture is built to last. Every
installation is backed by a 10 year
warranty. Our quality is affordable
and can accommodate every
budget from economy to
showplace. Call today and
discover why Mager Systems is the
best in Sound Furniture.

AVONITE
Mager Systems is very proud to offer Avonite
Solid Surface. Avonite is a non -porous solid
surface material with depth and richness of stone in
an easy -to -care for composite surface. Avonite is
available in over 60 natural looking colors. Highly
stain and scratch resistant, it boasts durability with
confidence of a full 10 year warranty.

Designed, Fabricated, Delivered and Installed

21602 N. Central Ave., Suite 1
Phoenix, Arizona 85024

TEL: 602-780-0045
FAX: 602.780-9860

SIUDIO

The best in
sound furniture!

KMCG - San Diego

KXGL - San Diego

KXGL - San Diego

KOOL - Phoenix

QEI Corporation

Transportable RE Sotems

A This complete, self-contained transmit-
ter site is available in mobile, semi -per-
manent or permanent building designs.
The units offer integral environmental
controls, are pre -wired and pre -as-
sembled with new or existing equipment,
allows solid state or single -tube power
levels to 10kW and fixed -tuned or fre-
quency -agile applications.
609-728-2020; fax 609-629-1751
e-mail qeisales@qei-broadcast.com
www.qei-broadcast.com
Circle [247] on Free Info Card
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Sound Advice for
Beautiful Digital Audio

Distribution Routing

> LEITCH

Digital Glue

11....ilta

Production Products Storage

Complementing the out-
standing range of broadcast
video products from Leitch

 Digital Glue now offers
AES/EBU digital audio
distribution, audio
synchronization, audio
multiplexing and a full
range of precision
converters

 Leitch analog and digital
AES/EBU digital audio
routing from 2x1 to
128x128 providing low
cost monitoring routers to
fully integrated control
systems

 Latest digital server
technology from ASC.
The VR300 now offers
AES/EBU digital audio to
complement up to 24
channels of video sharing
96 hours of Fibre Channel
storage

Leitch's Digital Audio Glue- Now that's sound advice.

Sync & Test

}

ENGINEERING THE BIG PICTURE"'

International/Canada +1 (416) 445-9640, (800) 387-0233 U.S.A. +1 (757) 548-2300, (800) 231-9673 Latin America +1 (305) 884-5484

Europe +44 (0) 1256-880088  Australia +61 (2) 9939-3355  Japan +81 (3) 5423-3631  Brazil +55 (11) 867-0218
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4 The TCA-WB is de-
signed to operate over

a broad current
range so that it can
accommodate a vari-

ety of applications
and have suitable application in

an installation with greatly varying
power levels between modes of
operation (day, night and critical
hours). The wide frequency range
covers the 20kHz to 5MHz range.
The three -and -a -half digit LCD dis-
play shows an accuracy of better
than two percent with a 2.15VDC
full-scale output. The range selec-

tion is automatic. Power requirements are 18 to 40VDC at 80mA.
800-833-5828; fax 703-354-0216; e-mail sales@deltaelectronics.com;
www.d el ta el ectronics.com
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Studio Technologq

Studio Furniture

NNW SINCE
4 Studio Technology is a full -ser-
vice company that caters specifi-
cally to the broadcast and record-
ing industry. Aside from producing
some of the finest custom studio
furniture in the country, Studio
Technology offers furniture design
assistance as well as delivery and
installation of the furniture it pro-
duces. The company is currently cel-
ebrating its seventh year in business.
847-676-9177; fax 847-982-0747;

e-mail sales@studiotechnology.com; www.studiotechnology.com
Circle [24!] ee Free life Uri

Comteli 0X3-4
The DX3-4 digital IFB controller is
an advanced, multi -task digital

matrix router designed to meet the standards of mobile IFB and broad-
cast intercommunications. The unit features easy -to -learn controls with

matrix routing connections to four
universal inputs, three outputs, and two
I/O ports which can be used for direct
interface from a cell phone, telco line,
or standard two- or three -wire intercom
systems. All functions are constantly
monitored with a large backlit LCD dis-
play. All input levels are keypad adjust-
able and displayed in 1 dB increments.
Functions programmed as IFB have a
voice -activated fader with keypad ad-
justable VOX gain. Manual controls al-
low the operator to interface or to inter-
rupt telephones, intercom, and both
wireless talent channels from the goose-
neck microphone. Front panel loud-
speakers, headset or remote speaker can
be used
800-496-3463; fax 801-484-6906;
e-mail sales@comtek.com;
www.comtek.com
Circle [2511 ii Free life Uri

ADVERTISEMENT

Call the
Pioneers!

970.949.7774

Back in 1988 when NSN introduced VSAT satellite technology to the

broadcast industry, there were fewer than 1,500 VSAT terminals in the

USA. Today there are over 150,000!

Over the years, we've installed more than 150 uplinks and over 2,800

remote sites worldwide. And we've blazed a few trails including the

first ComStream ISO/MPEG VSAT digital audio and data networks in

the USA, Venezuela, and the Bahamas; the first "store & forward"

localized satellite audio networks in the USA; and the first VSAT SCPC

paging data distribution network in Hong Kong.

NSN's unmatched integration experience has made us the nation's

preferred choice for VSAT networks. We are the largest authorized

distributor of ComStream digital audio equipment. The recent addition

of Wegener's digital audio product line provides us with an extensive

array of the finest satellite equipment and broadcast communications

products to meet your needs. NSN offers complete. turnkey networks

with spacetime for coast -to -coast stereo audio starting at just
$1,595 per month! Look to us for

q Satellite Data Vein mks

q Satellite Internet Connectivity

q Network Design & Licensing
q Domestic & International Spacetime
es? 24 -Hour Technical Support

q Installation & Training

q Lease Financing

800.345ysi Fax 970.949.9620
E-mail: kelly@nsn.net

Circle (73) on Free Info Card

NSN NETWORK
SERVICES

Nagra Series C Professional Digital Recorder/Editors

Ultimate reliability
from field to studio

air

ARES-C C -PP

FLASH RAM PC Card media - no
moving parts for maximum reliability and
minimum maintenance

Non-destructive, user friendly on-
board DIGITAL EDITOR with scrub
wheel

Mono & J -stereo modes with selectable
compression - MPEG II, G722, G711

ISDN Interface with auto -answer file
transfer and live remote capability -

Industry -standard CODEC

NAGRA USA, Inc.
240 Great Circle Road, Ste. 326
Nashville, TN 37228

tel. (615) 726-5191 mail @nagra.com
fax (615) 726-5189 www.nagra.com

Circle (72) on Free Info Card

ERI Structural engineering

and tower reinforcing

t

ERI has added an independent engi-
neering team to meet the demand for
streamlined tower analysis and reinforc-
ing. The team of structural, civil and elec-
trical engineers can diagnose, plan and
implement fast track antenna and tower
solutions. Additionally, ERI's 120,000
square foot tower and antenna fabrica-
tion facility ensures that engineering so-
lutions are translated into reality.
812-925-6000; www.eriinc.com
Circle [251] ie Free life Uri
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MASTER
CONTROL

The world's finest on -air system.

Take the RC
challenT it --alit

"We love it
because it does
everything!'

Ask any software or hardware company how much combined RADIO EXPERIENCE is on their staff. We
guarantee nobody comes close to the wide radio backgrounds of RCS people. We've been where you
are...station ownership, management, engineering, programming, production, on -air. Experience in ALL facets
of radio is curiously absent from other digital computer companies. Plus, RCS uses industry -standard
components including Digigram audio cards. Rarely do you make such an important decision...Make this the
right one. Get Master Control NT from RCS.

Want a free video?
Jot your name and address in this box

and fax to 914-723-2258. We'll rush
you your video and more info on

Master Control NT.

IMMI\
/MM.. MoRmlii

IOW UMM
Sound Software

Name:

Station:

Address:

City: State: Zip

Tel: Fax:

Radio Computing Services, Inc.
Two Overhill Road
Scarsdale, New York 10583 USA
Tel: 914-723-8567, Fax: 914-723-2258
E-mail: info@rcsworks.com
www.rcsworks.corn

eckS OF

ve
LL THE MUSIC SCHEDULING SYSTEM
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Broadcast Technologu

Rama FM

The Ultramod FM audio proces-
sor, well known as dean and easy -
to -use, has now been improved with
new, state-of-the-art circuits that in -
dude a low -distortion dipper and an
ultra -dean digital stereo generator.
The new Ultramod processor can be
used as a stand-alone or can be pur-
chased as part of the Ultramod FM -3

or FM -4 audio processing packages. The FM -3 includes two, three band Tri-
Maze processors as well as the Ultramod processor. For aggressive, yet clean
processing the FM -4 adds a composite processor to the FM -3 package.
719-336-3902; e-mail info@hnat.com; www.hnat.com
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ADVERTISEMENT

WARD -BECK PROFESSIONAL BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

STANDS ALONE
Legendary design

Legendary quality

Legendary construction

AFFORDABLE BY COMMITMENT

(wia) WARD -BECK SYSTEMS LTD.
TORONTO. ONTARIO, CANADA

Te1:416 438-6550  Fax: 416 438-3865  North America: 1-800-771-2556
website www.wbsltd.com e-mail wbsltdOistar ca

Call Ward -Beck for
affordable Metering and
Monitoring solutions,
Audio Consoles,
Digital Audio
Products, Analog
Audio and Video
Products. Pods
(low cost Broad-
cast Problem
Solvers), Standard
and Custom lines.

Intraolex/Glenagre STL Plus

PRODUCT SOURCE
Intraplex is already

established as an in-
novator in trans-
nission of signals
over Tl circuits. Re-

placing multiple analog telco
loops and offering multiple digital
channels for audio, data, LAN, tele-
phone / fax and control signals is
the core of the STL Plus system.
Add to this the cost savings of an

RF STL along with license -free spread spectrum, and you have the best
of both worlds. The Glenayre Western Multiplex LYNX.sc is a spread
spectrum radio that operates in the 2.4 or 5.8GHz band and emulates the
same function as a wired Tl or El circuit. The joint effort between two
companies offers the expertise of each over the system.
Intraplex 978-692-9000; fax 978-692-2200; e-mail sales@intraplex.com;
www.intraplex.com
Glenayre 704 553 0038; fax 704 553 0524; www.glenayre.com
Circle [253) oil Free Info Cord

ADVERTISEMENT

RadioSoftTM ComStudy V 1.50
,s

a Six!

Most Likely Server Study of Eight FM's
Over 5 years in the making, RadioSoft's
ComStudy 1.50 for Windows is the easiest, most
advanced software ever created for all Broadcast,
Paging and Land Mobile Applications. Map and
Plan your systems with confidence in full color!
Simple to learn! Complete tools include:
 Latest Matrix Based Thing Techniques
 Correct models for any Service including DTV
 Directional and Multisite Antennae
 Land Uses and Attenuations Shown
 Interference and Delay Calculations
 More features than fit into this ad!

PRICED RIGHT!
Call now for demo or information:

RadioSoft 888.RAD1095, Fax 904.423.0821
109 West Knapp Avenue, Edgewater FL 32132

SEEING IS BELIEVING!
email: pmoncure@america.com

... a Customer Friendly Company
See the software perform at most major

Land Mobile and Broadcast Trade Shows!

UTE: Microwave

Circulators fr Isolators

UTE Microwave has in-
troduced a line of circu-
lators and isolators for
FM broadcast. The FM -

band units employ Type
N connectors and are
rated for 60 or 100W.
These units are supplied
tuned to a selected oper-
ating frequency and fea-
ture 20dB minimum iso-
lation, 0.5dB loss, and
1.25:1 maximum VSWR.
Center frequency isola-
tion and return loss are
typically 40dB.
732-922-1009;
fax 732-922-1848
Circle [254] in Free Info Card

NSN Network Services:

Satellite networking

NSN is a provider of in-
tegrated communica-
tions systems and spe-
cializes in CD -quality
MPEG audio networks,
global Internet connec-
tivity, and data net-
works. Capable of true
turnkey solutions de-
signed for efficient, reli-
able and cost-effective
operation, NSN can pro-
vide a broad range of ser-
vices from consulting
and specification, net-
work design and hard-
ware, to satellite space-
time, installation and
maintenance, FCC li-
censing, leasing and on-
going technical support.
800-345-V SAT;
970-949-9620;
e-mail sales@nsn.net;
www.n sn .n et
Circle [255) on Free Info Card
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With Sennheiser headphones,
all you need to do is listen.

The experience will take you
wherever the music goes.

Starting realism and fast,
srr ooth response are

Senr heiser's trademarks.

For rtsvial listening Sennheis
headphones are simply the bes

For your creative impulses,
imagine the possibilities
that can result from the
-rately referenced imaging

at Sennheiser headphones
can provide.

Available from your dealer, or
 ye us a call.

ZeSIERINHEISER
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION

P.O. BOX 987, OLD LYME, CT 06371  TEL: 860-434-9190 FAX: 860-434-1759  CALIFORNIA: TEL: 81E-845-7366  LATIN AMERICA: TEL: 525-639-0956
SENNHEISER CANADA: 221 LABROSSE AVE., PTE -CLAIRE, PQ H9R 1A3  TEL: 514-426-3013 FAX: 514-426-3953

World Wide Web: http://www.sennheiserusa.com

Manufacturing Plant: Am Labor 1, 30900 Wedemark, GErmzny
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We've gotten a great deal of press coverage in recent months.
First, Prophet Systems signed a huge contract with Capstar.
Then we joined them as their first non -station acquisition.
Recently, Prophet Systems closed a major deal with Jacor.

But what does that mean for you?

Latest and Greatest Technology
We have the experience, the people and the financial backing necessary to take a great product line and move forward in
great leaps. Take the AudioWizard CFS32TM out for a test drive at the Fall show in Seattle and you'll see our point. This

32 -bit Graphical User Interface combined with our powerful database engine and WAN capabilities makes for one
authoritative digital audio system.

Tech Support
Our superior tech support has actually been the deal -maker in some recent contracts. You can count on us. (Check out our

client list at: www.prophetsys.com)

Your bottom line
Let us show you how you can recoup your investment, just like
the big boys do.

Productivity
Our systems are user -friendly -you can probably be up and running
in a matter of days. But to show you all the power and flexibility,
we've created the PSI Training Academy, a state-of-the-art educational

facility. Get hands-on experience under the supervision of
broadcasters who have relied on the AudioWizard for their bread
and butter.

Together, let's have fun and make great radio.

AudioWizard" WAN

'nuffsaidII

CASTING'
WIDE AREA NETWORK

PROPHET SYSTEMSinnovations

Sales: (800) 658-4403 Support: (308) 284-8450 Sales & Support Fax: (308) 284-4181 E-mail: sales@prophetsys.com
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Wheatstone 11-500
4 The D-500 has the power of 40-

bit floating point DSP processors to
handle the complex tasks it per-
forms. It can accept analog and digi-
tal input signals, process them in
the digital domain and then pro-
vide output signals from the con-
sole in digital and analog formats,
keeping your present analog equip-
ment from becoming obsolete and
allowing a future transition to digi-

tal. The console has four stereo program buses, input source selection,
machine sequencing functions, and individual channel faders (digital
level control). Operators have an option to save an entire control surface
setting by hitting a button on the master module, so that personal setups
can instantly be retrieved when talent first steps into the control room.
315-452-5000; fax 315-452-0160; e-mail email@wheatstone.com;
www.wheatstone.com
Circle MI] so Free ifs Card

Noma NICE

Superscope Technologies.

Marantz RI0680 PMD 690

4 With the Marantz
PMD680 and 690 profes-
sional digital recorders, in -
the -field recordings can now
be easily transferred to a
computer for editing, stor-
age, or further transmission.
Key features include user -se-
lectable bandwidth/bit rates,
XLR mic inputs, non-linear
and non-destructive editing,
and a parallel port for data

transfer to a PC. The units use standard PCMCIA PC cards to store the
audio information, and offer the choice of MPEG compression or PCM
(uncompressed) recording. A wide array of professional I / Os are included
to satisfy any recording environment. The XLR microphone inputs pro-
vide a secure locking connection, and the digital output provides a real-
time transfer to other digital media (PC, CD -R, DAT, etc.). Power is sup-
plied from either conventional batteries or an optional rechargeable bat -

MURPHY

ADVERTISEMENT

So,

We did.
They liked what they saw in
our fine furniture:

Bumpers to keep chair legs
from gouging...wood trim to
keep edges from
delaminating...sloped racks
to keep equipment safe.
Round corners to give their
rooms today's custom look.

They paid for quality, and
they got it.

How do you make certain
you get everything you pay
for in your rooms? Opt for
the sure thing in studio
furniture design -specify
Murphy Studio Furniture.

A 4153 N. BONITA STREET A SPRING VALLEY, CA 91977 A TEL (619) 698-4658 A FAX (619) 698-1268 A

V (800) 307-1060 V Email: dennisOmurphystudiofurniture.com V Web: murphystudiofurniture.com V

STUDIO FU RN ITU RE Our service goes beyond design and fabrication, to total management of your concept's execution.

Wood Trim Corners  Passive Ventilation  Built -In Wireways  Multiple Access Panels  Ease of Installation

OrcIe 87 on Free Into Card

Some architects would rather be vacationing on a beach than

spending time with you at the NAB Radio Show.

RATIO

ARCHITECTS

Indianapolis

Indiana

317-633-4040

If you want an architect who really cares about yo

and your business, talk with Ratio Architects. Visiting

them in booth 1253 may not seem like a vacation but

you'll learn a lot about broadcast facility designi

Designer of the new Emmis Communications World Headquarters

Circle 88 on Free Info Card

tery, and operation time is approxi-
mately three hours when using flash PC
cards.
630-820-4800; fax 630-820-8103
Circle (ZS7) on Free Into Card

TC Electronic Gold Channel

A This two channel, digitally enhanced
microphone preamplifier features high-

resolution, 24 -bit, 96kHz A / D conver-
sion with equalization and dynamics
processing. The unit's features include
an expander / gate, SoftSat compressor /
limiter, equalizer and additional process-
ing tools, all accessible through an easy -
to -use channel strip interface with high -
resolution metering. AES/ EBU, Tos Link
SPDIF, and ADAT I /Os are all provided
in addition to standard mic and line in-
puts and Word Clock in. In an industry
first for a mic-preamp, the Gold Chan-
nel features 200 user preset memory lo-
cation for instant recall of custom con-
figurations.
805-373-1828; fax 805-379-2648;
e-mail tcus@tcelectronic.com;
www.tcelectronic.com
Circle [258] on Free Info Card

e Coaxial Dooms RF terminations

Coaxial Dynamics offers a full range of
RF test and measurement equipment,
including dummy load terminations.
They offer a wide range of power levels
and load types. Dry loads range from five
to 1000W power levels, air-cooled mod-
els range from one to 75KW power lev-
els, and liquid cooled loads can handle
up to 200KW of power. All the loads are
available with a variety of connectors to
meet any installation need.
800 -COAXIAL; fax 216-267-3142;
e-mail coaxial@apk.net;

ww.coaxial.com
Circle [2S!] on Free hits Carl
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Hit
Remote broadcast
have never been ea-sTer!

Sometimes it's impractical
to install a special circuit
like ISDN for a one-time
remote, and often your
RPU just won't make it.
However, a plain tele-

phone line is usually
available and the HotLine
delivers up to 10 kHz,
two-way audio, on just
one dial -up line. Want

to sound great from
anywhere, anytime?
Hit the road with a
Comrex HotLine.

"Our remotes are brainless. Plug in

the HotLine, dial the network, and

go on the air! It's that easy!"
ger

Courtesy of Jason Gant,-
Ask the Computer Doctor Show

77.

800437.17764016,- - -ME LO
WE make great connections www.comrex.com

rom. ..10.r

A11111116.

z
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"I didn't have to do my usual
routine of pulling a muscle
contorting my radio antenna
to avoid (RPU) interference."

...with the

Comrex HotLine.
CF1

uJ
w
co

0
>,
cr)
a)

0

COMREX Corporation, 65 Nonset Path, Acton, MA 01720 USA
Tel: 978-263-1800 Fax: 978-635-0401 Email: info@comrex.com
Fax-on-Dernand: 978-264-9973 Toll -free: 800-237-1776 in N.A.
or 0-800-96-2093 in the U.K.
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4 RAVE is a system that enables
audio and control data routing via
standard Fast Ethernet hardware
and cabling, thus reducing cable
costs, simplifying installation, in-
creasing routing flexibility and im-
proving audio performance. Indi-
vidual units are capable of handling
up to 16 channels of audio I/ O.
Using a front panel switch on each
RAVE unit, blocks of eight audio
channels can be transmitted or ac-

cessed at any point on the network. Sixty-four channels of audio can be
operating on a dedicated audio network at one time with less than 6.3
milliseconds of delay to any point on the network. Inputs can be analog
or digital.
800-854-4079; fax 714-754-6174; e-mail info@qscaudio.com
www.qscaudio.com/home.htm
Circle [260] on Free Info Card

Yamaha DS2416

NM SINCE
4 When installed inside a PC, the
DS2416 digital mixing card offers
the mixing power of the Yamaha
02R digital mixer, including: a 24-

channel, 32 -bit digital mixer with 10
bus outputs and six aux sends; 104
bands of parametric EQ; 26 dynam-
ics processors; two effects proces-
sors equal in quality to Yamaha's
REV500; channel delay on 20 chan-
nels; comprehensive metering;

digital cross -patching for channel I/Os; a two -channel 20 -bit A /D and
D / A converter; stereo digital I / 0 with 20 / 24 -bit resolution; and multi-
channel analog and digital I/O with optional interface hardware. In ad-
dition, the card offers 16 tracks of hard disk recording with up to 32 -bit
resolution. Two DS2416 cards can be linked to create a larger system.
Additionally, the card includes an audio streaming engine that provides
eight tracks of simultaneous recording to, and 16 tracks playback from
the disk drive.

ADVFRTISEMENT

We Do Crosspoint!

List 5729.00

SS 8.2 Stereo Crosspoint Switcher
This new generation of BTI's popular 8x2 switcher allows crosspoint switching

of 8 stereo inputs to 2 stereo and 2 mono outputs, with any input to any output.

Here is a sampling of its many features:

 Inputs can be programmed for overlap, mix, or interlock switching operation

 Electronically balanced inputs and outputs

 Internal stereo silence sensor with front panel LED indicators, adjustable

alarm threshold and duration

 Front panel, multi -color LED VU meters

 Headphone amplifier with front panel output selection switch, headphone jack

and level control

 Powered speaker output with front panel level control, output selection switch

and mute control

 Muhidrop addressable RS -232 and RS -485 serial ports allowing up to 8 units

on one serial port

 16 Parallel (status) Input Port (PIP)

 8 relay outputs and 8 open collector outputs

 Low -drift 60Hz clock/calendar with battery backup and sync input

 Power -up selection of inputs to outputs. mute or last selected channel

 Plug-in screw -style wire captive connectors

Check out our new web site for additional information and a list of distributors'

Yoke: 360 . 428 . 6099
Fax: 360 . 428 . 6719

BROADCASTtools
E-mail: bti a broadcasttools.com Internet: www.broadcasttools.com

Circle 91 on Free Info Card

,QEI
Pre -built Transmitter Sites

Solid -State Transmitters

Single -Tube Transmitters

Low Power Transmitters

RF Amplifiers

FM Exciters

Digital T1 STL Systems

Digital Spread Spectrum

Digital Stereo Generators

Modulation Monitors

The Perfect Mixer for your CODEC

RemoteMix 3x4
Multi -Line Hybrid Mixer JK Audio, Inc.

ra MK 3 Mn to Alain
n, Phone Line00000

Headphone 1 HeadO,,,01 1 0 1

New
in 98

JKAudio RBeromaoclIceast Gear

800-JK Audio 815-786-2929 www.jkaudio.corn
800-552-8346 Fax: 815-786-8502

Circle 90 on Free Info Card

Modulation Monitors

Digital STL / TSL Systems

P101111111M111111

1111011111

Low Power Transmitters

714-522-9011; fax 714-739-2680;
e-mail info@yamaha.com;
www.yamaha.co.jp/product/
proaudio/homeenglish/
index.html
Circle [2611 on Free Info Card

Roscom, Inc

Broadcast equipment specialists

Roscom has three offices specializ-
ing in complete RF and studio
equipment packages, design and
installation. The company also pro-
vides complete digital automation
packages and carries over 150 lines
of broadcast equipment.
Southeast: 770-992-2230;
fax 770-992-6538;
e-mail roscom@mindspring.com
MidAtlantic: 804-974-6635;
fax 804-974-9942;
e-mail ric@cstone.net
Western: 970-482-9254;
fax 970-482-6123;
e-mail sh d el er@webaccess.net
Circle [262] on Free Info Card

Meeting The Broadcaster's
Present And Future Needs

Transportable Pre -Built Transmitter Sites

I

j_rEl '4.1=

Solid -State and Single Tube
High Power Transmitters

OEI Corporation
One Airport Drive, P.O. Box 805
Williamstown, NJ 08094
e-mail: qeisales@qei-broadcast.com

Toll -free Sales (800) 334-9154
Fax (609) 629-1751

Emergency Service (609) 728-2020
Web Site: http://www.gei-broadcast.com

For More Information Call Us Toll -Free At (800) 334-9154
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AKO'S BROADCAlf

MICROPHONE

SERIES NIZ Der
)UR AUDIENCE

From a Super Bowl broadcast to an interview in
China tc the local news, AKG microphones

ensure that what you hear is what
your audience will hear.

Illllllil
0577 Lavalier Microphone

D230  World's smallest dual diaphragm
microphone

 Ultra low self noise and superior
dynamic range

 Field serviceable modular design

 Rejects clothing rustle and cable noise

D230 Handheld Interview
Microphone

 Specifically designed for ENG applications

 High output, omni-directional capsule

 Super low handling noise

 Non -reflective finish

HSC200SR Broadcast Headset

 Lightv\eight semi -open headphones

 High quality cardioid microphone capsule

 Excel ent isolation

 User selectable EQ settings

AKG also manufactures a complete line of
on -air and shotgun microphones for studio

and fielc applications by the broadcast industry.

LEGENDARY SOUND QUALITY BY

AKG Acoustics U.S., 1449 Donelson Pike, Nashville, TN 37217,
phone: 615-360-0499, fax: 615-360-0275.
AKG Acoustics G.m.b.H. Vienna"Austria, http://www.akg-acoustics.com H A Harman International Company

Circle (74) on Free Info Card



Ward -Beck: audio Bit Suffer
4 The Audio Bit Spitter (ABS-1) is
a companion to the successful Au-
dio Bit Buddy portable digital / ana-
log audio monitor. This portable,
battery -powered unit generates
digital and stereo analog audio test
signals that may be injected into the

signal path when testing device per-
formance or signal path continuity

with an Audio Bit Buddy or other au-
dio monitor or metering device. The

ABS-1 generates an AES / EBU digital sig-
nal of 1kHz or 400Hz at the three most com-

monly used sampling rates of 48, 44.1, or 32kHz. The unit may also be
synchronized to an external digital reference signal. Digital signal levels
of -20, -12 and OdBFS are front panel selectable. Stereo analog tones of
1kHz or 400Hz may also be selected at levels of -16, -8, and +4dBu.
800-771-2556; 416-438-3865; e-mail wbsltd@istar.ca; www.wbsltd.com
Circle [263] on Free Info Card

Marshall Et associates:

PRG471-14

PRODUCT ONCE
4 This newest addition to the fam-
ily of solid state microwave power
amplifiers replaces obsolescent
T.W.T.s in Harris Farinon's DM6
microwave radio. The PA6471-14 is
a form, fit and function replacement
that extends the operating life of
existing equipment. The ampli-
fier, is easy to install and requires
no maintenance.

650-610-7900; fax 650-593-0118; e-mail nmai@nmai.com;
www.nmai.com
Circle 1214) on Free life Carl

IP. The TLM 103 microphone offers
a flat -frequency response to just be-
low 5kHz and a 4dB presence boost between 6kHz and
16kHz. The fourth -generation circuitry of the 103 al-
lows only a 7dB (A) self -noise figure. The maximum

n Neumann TLM 103

ADVERTISEMENT

`)[INE NyHTEMN
Innovative Solutions

RFC -1 DIAL -UP REMOTE CONTROL

Control and monitor your transmitter from any telephone with the
famous RFC -1: the world's most affordable full -featured dial -up
remote control. It speaks to you with a natural human voice! It
can also telephone you to report out -of -balance conditions and
can automate transmitter power/pattern changes. It is expand-

able to 64 channels and has many optional accessories.

SINE NYSTEGli
972 Main Street, Nashville, TN 37206-3614

615-228-3500 FAX: 615-227-2367
FAX ON DEMAND: 615-227-2393 www.sinesys.com

Circle (75) on Free Info Card

OUR MAST GETS IT UP FAST
HILOMAST Telescopic Pneumatic Masts

FEATURES:
Full length keyways
Aluminum collars with low
friction slide rings
Locking collars with thumb
screws
Mast sections heat -treated
aluminum alloy
Alloy pistons with low friction
slide rings
Neoprene seals
Air inlet valve
Air release valve

COMPETITIVE PRICING
For further information contact

Jim Osborne
ALLEN OSBORNE ASSOC., INC.

756 Lakefield Rd., Bldg. J
Westlake Village, CA 91361

Tel: (805)495-8420 FAX (805) 373-6067

www.aoa-gps.com
aoa@aoa-gps.com

ADVERTISEMENT

e NYOUR SOURCE FOR
QUALITY AM ANTENNA

SYSTEMS FOR
THE 21st CENTURY

KINTRONIC

----c:_. -0-

,tt LABS, INC. yis,i

AM BR( )k DBAND DIPLEXER

- .T
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...AL
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READY FOR EXPANDED BAND
/ 1BOC DIGITAL AUDIO

2 x 50 KW 5 -TOWER AM
DIPLEXED DIRECTIONAL

.kNTENNA SYSTEM

'

.4
F3

---

MK %V +130% AM IA \1 I\
LOAD W/INTEGRATED

DUMMY/ANTENNA SWITCH

MODEL: DI.-I(I/\Iti

KINTRONIC LABORATORIES INC.
P.O. BOX 845

BRISTOL. TN 37621-0845
PH./FAX: 423-878-3141/4224

WEB SITE:
http://www.kintronic.com

%
EMAIL: ktl@kintronic.com

sound pressure
level capability
is 138dB PS (at
0.5 percent
distortion)
with a result-
ing dynamic
range of 131dB.
Components of IL3rDis.

the 103 are elasti-
cally mounted to re-
duce use and han-
dling noises. The mic operates on
phantom power.
860-434-5220; fax 860-434-3148;
e-mail
neumannlit@neumannusa.com
www.neumannusa.com
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Nagra RRES-C, C -PP

The ARES-C is a unique digital re-
corder offering operation versatil-
ity and shock -resistant, continuous,
solid state recording capability
matched by powerful on -board ed-
iting and transmission (ISDN and
analog) features. The codec module
allows program material to be digi-
tally transmitted downline to the
broadcast studio, as well as en-
abling live, two-way communica-
tion via ISDN. Editing is non-de-
structive, instant random-access,
and the double PCMCIA slot allows
edited recordings to be copied and
stored, or distributed separately
from the master recording. The unit
has a maximum recording capacity
of over four hours via two 64MB
PCMCIA type II cards and offers
sampling rates of 16, 24, 32, and
48kHz.
Based on the ARES-C, the C -PP is
a standard 19" rack -mount pow-
ered from 94V to 264V ac, 48 to
63Hz. In addition to the standard
codec facilities, it also offers the
possibility of recording and play-
ing, as well as of virtual editing,
based on a PCMCIA flash memory
card technology.
+41 21/732 01 01;
fax +41 21/732 01 00
Circle [266] on Free Info Carl
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AudioVAULT

02 00 431MI

AudioVAULT from Broadcast
Electronics is the world's lead-
ing digital audio storage and
studio system. From single sta-
tion operation to WAN's and
webcasting, AudioVAULT has a
complete solution for every
functional need of your operation.

This Windows® -based system
is a wise investment, as it grows
with your station and effectively

handles consolidations. And
AudioVAULT resists obsoles-
cence with periodic software
upgrades through BE's unique
software licensing program.

NewsBossTM
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The NewsBoss newsroom man-
agement system for Windows,
was designed specifically
to improve your news opera-
tion. NewsBoss offers integrated
wire capture, story composition

and management, and also
allows embedded audio cuts to
be placed into news scripts.

All stations will benefit from
NewsBoss' ability to grow with
your operation - from a one per-
son staff to a major news opera-
tion, you can build exactly the
system you need.

Airless
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AirBoss is the complete on air
copy management solution for

MAKE THE SWITCH
TO HERO STATUS

SAVE TIME A MONEY WITH AudIoPOINT®

If you're building new studios, or consolidating

into one location (and who isn't?), routing audio is

expensive. But you can be a Hero just by installing

an AudioPOINT DSP-based routing switch. It's the

only oireihA Mixes analog and digital sources on

the same matrix and eliminates external A/D, D/A

converters. Plus no more costly cabling, patch

bays or distribution amps. That saves money.

AudioPOINT is easy to install, maintain, and it's

more reliable than traditional routing solutions.

Even its windows -based configuration and control

software is easy to manage. So, to switch from "ove

worked engineer" to "money -saving Hero," contact

Broadcast Electronics today.

 Analog/Digital/MADI inputs & outputs

 Expandable from 32x32 to 1024x1024 channels

 Allows mixing, summing and tone generation/
signal analysis

Rotary Remote Control Panel

IR AI II Di IM It It It Xi 11: It It Ili

Customizable Edit Suite Panel

Need Solutions?
www.bdcastC0111
or (211J 224-9600

Hardware Button Set-up Panel

Solutions for
Tomorrow's Radio

radio. It is completely network -
able, giving everyone simultane-
ous access to information, its
word processor makes manag-
ing copy easy.

AirBoss not only manages
copy, music notes, and live tags,
but also allows you to give per-
fect on -air presentations directly
from the AV -Air screen.

Other features include an inter-
nal message system, a complete
security system to control users'
access, and the ability to send
and receive copy via the AirBoss
TCP/IP network connection.

AVExplorer

.111104111.111111111111.11114.

AVExplorer, the complete multi -
site manager, allows you to dis-
tribute files between servers or
locations on a LAN, WAN, or the
Internet. Of course, AVExplorer
offers a full security system to
protect your assets from the out-
side world.

The remote portion of
AVExplorer is a Windows
Explorer type view of both local
and remote sites. Voice tracks or
commercials produced locally
can be sent to a remote site or
retrieved from a centralized
news operation.

AVExplorer is equipped to
handle AudioVAULT files or stan-
dard PCM or MPEG .wav files.

AudioEDIT

AudioEDIT is a unique digita
audio multi -track editing soft-
ware that integrates easily with
AudioVAULT. The basic configu-
ration features 16 tracks on two
individual input/outputs in real
time. To create a personal work
environment, AudioEDIT's screen
parameters may be user configured.

AudioEDIT is fully modular
and fully featured for today's
radio operations. Features such
as the sound export function is
used to merge all the selected
tracks to form a single file that is
ready for broadcast. In addition,
comprehensive management of
audio libraries is easy with
AudioEDIT. Audio is organized
into catalogs with each library
holding multiple catalogs. In
addition to a description of the
file, two key words can be attrib-
uted for easier retrieval.

01998 Broadcast ei0C1fOr1IC5, Ins ,..ystored Iradotnad of Broadcast Eloctronocs h
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Pirod, Inc

Portable monopole base

Ideal for temporary or semiper-
manent installations, or permanent
sites where conventional founda-
tions are impractical, this mono-

pole base is designed to maintain full safety
factors and EIA code compliance. The inte-

grated base, lifting hooks and modular
construction allow for easy, one -day

setup, making it perfect for transient
coverage needs or emergency re-
placement for out -of -service equip-

ment. The unit is suitable for placement on
soil with as little as 1500psi bearing capacity and can accommodate a 30 -
inch base diameter monopole with a maximum overturning moment of
500ft / kips. Pre -cast concrete ballast blocks can also be added as needed
to support various antenna loads for monopoles up to 110 feet tall in
80mph wind zones.
219-936-4221; fax 219-936-6796; www.pirod.com
Circle [267] On free Info Card

Jensen Tools:

Gamin GPS - 12XL

ADVERTISEMENT

SATELLITE SYSTEMS

\__rd
64

Satellite Equipment for Radio

When you're off the air
you need reliable repair service -

NOW.
Satellite Systems is respected industry -wide for prompt. accurate service to radio
stations and networks.

 Whether you have a Dart 384 or Scientific Atlanta 7300/7325 we can repair your
equipment.
Pre- and post -service technical support, along with a 6 -month warranty.

 Ask us about the CB500 25,35 HzTone Decoder.

Rely on Satellite Systems
Celebrating 7 years of providing reliable repair service

615 East Brookside Street, Colorado Springs, CO 80906
Phone: (719) 634.6319 Fax: (719) 635-8151

Circle (81) on Free Info Card

Sound judgement

The best sounding, most reliable digital audio
systems use Digigram sound cards. Does yours?

MDigigrarn
Digigram Inc. 2101 Wilson Boulevard
Suite 1004 Arlington, VA 22201
Phone: +1.703.875.9100  Fax: +1.703.875.9161
E-mail: input@digigram.com
Web: http://www.digigram.com

ADVERTISEMENT

Wonder
The miraculous DPA 4060 Miniature Microphone tops

the bill in wireless systems for theatre and television.

Not only does the 4060 offer outstanding audio

performance under difficult conditions. it is also

extremely robust in operation. Unique connection

adapters ensure compatibility with a wide variety of

VHF and UHF systems. A range of sensitivities

encompass the vast majority of applications where

high quality audio, near invisibility and lightness is

required. Developed from many years of professional

audio experience, the 4060 is just one of the high

quality products from the renowned 4000 series

- available now from DPA Microphones.

Series 4000
Microphones from DPA

Hejrevang 1 1 , 3450 Altered, Denmark
T: +45 48142828 F: +45 48142700

NORTH AMERICAN DISTRIBUTORS:

TGI North America Inc. 300 Gage Ave,

Unit 1 Kitchener, Ontario N2M 2C8, Canada
T: 519 745 1158 F: 519 745 2364

www.dpamicrophores.com

11111CROPH0314ES

SIIICE
The GPS-12XL puts GPS navi-

gation and positioning in the palm
of your hand. The unit indicates
position in latitude and longitude,
UTM / UPS or seven other coordi-
nates anywhere on Earth within 15
meters. Navigation is simple with
the moving map graphic plotter.
The unit features a user -selectable
navigation guidance and highway
or compass display, resetable trip
odometer, 12 parallel -channel re-
ceivers for fast satellite acquisition
and tight satellite lock even under
tree cover, 12 -hour battery life, in-
ternal patch antenna, and 106 pre-
defined map datums. Unit stores
up to 500 waypoints and 20 routes.
Included are a carrying case, four

AA batteries, wrist strap, and one year
manufacturer's warranty.
800-426-1194; fax 800-366-9662;
e-mail jensen@stanleyworks.com;
www.j en sentools.com
Circle Rill el Free leis Lad

KD Kanopy is an industry leader in the
design, manufacture and distribution of col-
orful, multi -purpose portable shelters.
Tucked into small, lightweight packages, all
KD Kanopy products are easily raised by
one or two persons in a matter of minutes.
Available in a variety of sizes, styles and col-
ors, KD Kanopy products can be custom-
ized with regular or oversized lettering,
graphics or logo.
800-432-4435; fax 303-650-5093;
e-mail kd@netone.com;
www.kdkanopy.com
Circle Rill ei Free life Carl

Hintronic Labs: Optilink

Control and monitoring of AM arrays can
require extensive amounts of wire and in-
terconnection. The Optilink uses fiber op-
tic cable to communicate data from each
tower instead of multiple runs of copper
wiring. The fiber runs can be up to two ki-
lometers with each tower requiring two
cable runs. The system uses RISC proces-
sors to handle the gathered data. Up to three
contactors can be controlled at each tower.
RF immunity is inherent to the fiber optic
cable, and each fiber link replaces 21 cop-
per conductors.
423-878-3141; fax 423-878-4224;
e-mail ktl@kintronic.com;
www.kintronic.com
Circle R711 el Free life Carl
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PRODUCT SOURCE
ADVERTISEMENT

MUSICAM USA
"MUSICAM USA, the pioneer in au-
dio codec technology, is committed
to meeting your ISDN, T1/E1 and
POTS transmission needs. Cus-
tomer -driven design in crystal-clear
audio and reliability, are hallmarks
of all our products. With over two
decades of engineering expertise
and 15,000 of our codecs in use
worldwide, we're ready to take digi-
tal audio to the next generation."

Michael D'Agostino
Sr. VP Digital Products,
MUSICAM USA

Deliver star performance with
CDOPrima TM

The first intelligent digital audio codec se-
ries that offers more models and standard
features than the competition
 new software upgrade that cuts delay

time by half
 up to 384kb/s contribution grade audio
 256 speed dial locations with 32

factory quick- configuration presets

 makes multipoint broadcasts "a piece
of cake" with speed dials

Circle (105) on Free Info Card
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Call the shots from anywhere with
FieldFone TM/StudioFone
The first system to broadcast quality au-
dio over one standard phone line works
like a portable studio. It tackles broadcast-
ing from the field with
 patented transmission technology for

upto 10.2 kHz of broadcast quality bi-
directional audio-without costly ISDN
lines

 Sound Shapers TM -that modify up to
five versions of the encoding algorithm
"on demand"

 multiple mic inputs and relay contact
closures for remote control of studio
equipment

Circle (106) on Free Info Card

Command the field with a winning TEAMTM
The new T1/E1 Audio Multiplexing transmissior sys-
tem for broadcasters and audio professionals who
demand high -quality audio and data transmission.
TEAM lets you pack the data capacity of a T1 line
with as many as six s'ereo or 12 mono audio chan-
nels. Each powerful unit consists of a main frame,
control processor, T1 or El multiplexer and power
supply that
 contains two additional ancillary data channels for

use when in J.57 operation

 allows for any combination of encoders, decoders,

or I/O modules
 linear non -compressed audio, including a variety

of audio coding standards,

 offers drop/insert capability, remote control, relay
contact closures for remote command actuation,
and auto -reconfigure on specific conditions

Circle (109) on Free Info Card

RoadRunner TM gets you on the fast track
to new business anywhere
The bi-directional, portable audio codec rated a "best
value" by voice-over talents, packs mixer, terminal
adapter, and codec in a solid rugged unit that

 speeds mono audio over ISDN lines-15kHz
mono on a single ISDN "B" channel, 20 kHz on a
full ISDN line

 puts "on the fly" mixing capability at your fingertips
 contains MUSICAM® MPEG layer II, III and G.722

for total compatibility
Circle (104) on Free Info Card
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ROADRUNNER

When you're rushing off to your next remote you

don't want to lug around a lot of equipment.

RoadRunner from MUSICAM USA gives you:

A 3 -channel mixer

Built-in ISDN Terminal Adapter with

integrated NT -1

MUSICAM MPEG Layer II, layer III and

G.722 for total compatibility

Internal power supply or external battery

All in one box.

See Us at AE
San Francisco

Performance, price and portability RoadRunner
outdistances the competition eve time

MUSICA- M USA
370 North Beers Str , Building 4, Holmdel, New Jersey 07733 US
Tel: 7:2/739-5600
Fax: 732/739-1818  Fax On Demand: 732/935-2777

Email: sales@musicamusa.com
Internet: http://www musicamusa com

Primes shown ar blished manufacturer's list ices as of 1 98e

MUSICAM USA
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A The Digital 8 -Bus audio console
with built-in Apogee UV22 Super
CD encoding software is an af-
fordable digital console with full
recording and mixdown capabili-
ties. Includes full automation, mo-
torized faders, robust DSP, 5.1 / 7.1
surround capability and 32 -bit in-
ternal processing with an intui-
tive, easy -to -use "analog mixer"
interface. The unit offers 12 bal-
anced mic / line channels with
high -headroom low -noise mic
preamps and inserts, 12 balanced

line input channels, 48 channels with 12 aux sends per channel, and
24 -bit, 64x oversampling.
800-898-3211; fax 425-487-4337; e-mail sales@mackie.com;
www.mackie.com
Circle [271] el Free *Uri

El Ado Technologies. Inc

RESIEB11 DAs

PROM SOURCE
ATI's line of AES/ EBU digital

audio distribution amplifiers are
available in single and dual input
configurations. Levels and connec-

tors are optimized for
use with balanced
XLR 11052 cable or
unbalanced BNC
750 coax. Adjustable

input cable equalization and multiple regenerated independent AES/
EBU low jitter outputs make them ideal for the most demanding digital
audio signal distribution requirements. Sample rates from 27 to 96kHz
are indicated with numeric readouts. Signal status and error messages
are decoded and displayed to provide visual assurance of data integ-
rity and also to provide an easy means to optimize input cable equal-
ization.
800-959-0307; fax 215-443-0394; e-mail les@atiguys.com;
www.atiguys.com
Circle [212J on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY
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The UM -2000 is a self contained split band stereo
FM processor, with AGC and

an -ultra transparent- digital stereo generator.
Designed to give you concert quality,

at a price you will like.
Contact us for details and dealer information.

Just 51,895.00

affordable
audio
processing

BROADCAST TECHNOLOGY
COMPANY

PO Box /51  Larildr- CO 81052
(719) 336-3902

http://www.hnat.com
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Honest AM
Improvement

r 7

1' "

The 235 is a no-nonsense,
full-function AM audio processor. It features slow,

"gain -riding" AGC, 3 -band average level compression coupled with
variable equalization, and an asymmetrical peak controller combining
fast limiting with variable clipping depth. Strict NRSC compliance is
guaranteed by specified pre -emphasis and overshoot -compensated
low-pass filtering.

You'll find the 235 very easy to set up and use. Front -panel controls
and indicators make local operation a snap, and the built-in RS -232
port and our simplified software enable computer or modem remote
control if desired.

Your preferred broadcast equipment supplier can arrange a demo at
your station. Phone, fax or check our website for complete technical details.

Model 235 - $1800

I ncAlcri ics
1305 Fair Ave  Santa Cruz. CA 95060
TEL: (408) 458-0552  FAX: (408) 458-0554

www. inovon .com

ADVERTISEMENT

Problem:
I have a

duopoly.
I need
back-up
transmitters
for my
stations:

Solution:
Don't buy two transmitters -

buy ONE!

Our Legend Series, Solid State,
FM transmitters are Frequency
Agile and Broadband. Your
engineer can instantly tune one to
any frequency!

We've designed the Legend Series
to ensure long transistors life with
"wind tunnel" cooling & brute force
power supplies.

Legend Transmitters make perfect
main transmitters too!

Available from 1KW - 11KW

Two or more stations:
One back-up transmitter.

GREAT IDEA!

Great Products
Great Solutions!

"The Transmitter People -

Energy Onix
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT CO INC.

PO BOX 801  1306 RIVER ST.
Valatie, NY 12184

Phone 518-758-1690
Fax 518-758-1476

energy-onix @ energy-onix.com
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Q Holadaq Industries: HI -4460

A combination system readout and
datalogger, the HI -4460 makes use
of its large backlit LCD to display
multiple numeric and graphical
electromagnetic field representa-
tions. The display can show the re-
sultant reading, individual axis
readings, and bar graphs, as well as
a running time plot simultaneously.
It incorporates an easy -to -use menu
system for quick setup and execu-
tion of EMF data gathering ses-
sions, allowing either simple test
configurations or complex site
evaluations to be handled easily.
The unit features an RS232 PC in-
terface for downloading software
sets, as well as uploading the test
data to a computer. A partial list of
the additional features includes si-
multaneous axis, resultant and
peak field display, running time
plots of field strength figures, and
the ability to review collected data
in numeric and graphical formats.
612-934-4920; fax612-934-3604;
holaday@holadayinc.com;
www.holadayinc.com
Circle [2731 on Free Info Card
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ADVERTISEMENT

NUMIX
Logitek's Numix is an innovative approach to digital console design. The control surface is a series
of the installation. The control surface arcs around a user to make even distant faders and buttons
non. Each fader is assignable through a matrix of buttons. Options include pan, EQ and profanity
surface's low profile ensures that studio PC monitors will not create a wall between talent and host

Buying an analog
console? DON'T!
That analog console may at first look
cheap and affordable but given that
consoles usually last over 10 years you
might want to think again. Will you want
that analog piece of gear in your facility
in the year 2008... or even 2005? Analog
consoles bought today will not get the
years of use that digital ones will,
meaning that the cost per year of use will
be higher for analog consoles than
newer... even more expensive digital ones.
Factor in the cost of installation, the
disruption of construction and you have
strong arguments from your accountant,
to invest in digital consoles today.

The costs savings can be very real... by
removing heat generating equipment from
the studio, your air conditioning costs can
be reduced and over the life of a console -
this could mean thousands of dollars.
Logitek allows you to do this with it's
separate audio engine. The "heart" of the
console can remoted up to 1000 feet, kept
next to the satellite feeds and hard disk
systems. This also means that cabling that
had to be run back to the engineering
room no longer needs to be... another real
cost saving in labor and cable.

Having the "Audio Engine" outside the
studio means that servicing can be done
during normal office hours thus reducing
overtime... there is no longer a need to
come late at night or weekends to work
on the console.

With the modular approach that Logitek
has taken, you have a protected invest-
ment. Need more inputs... in the tradi-
tional analog world this could mean a
whole new console, with Logitek's Audio
Engine, you simply add more cards to the
audio engine. And, as we move to a
totally digital studio, adding a digital
microphone will simply mean replacing a
card, rather than a console. Logitek's
consoles are software defined as opposed
to having fixed hardware modules for
different functions. If your station
suddenly changes from music to talk,
there is no need to order and wait for new
modules to come in. With Logitek you can
redefine your consoles with a push of a
button. You can change inputs from mono
to stereo, add mix -minus busses, even add
processing. Logitek consoles will meet
your needs today and in the years to come.

For an information package on Logitek's
digital consoles call Logitek now at 1-800-
231-5870.

Circle (108) on Free Info Card

of wedge-shaped, modules that can be arranged at will to match the needs
accessible. You can choose from 4, 8, 12, 16, 20 or 24 faders - motorized or
delay. Presets allow each user to have a preferred configuration. The control
and the narrow depth means easy access to touch screens. If you think of a

routing switcher with a sophisticated control head, you will be
closer to the concept of the Logitek digital consoles than
thinking of a traditional analog console. The audio is kept
separate from the control surface in a rack mount enclosure
that can be up to 1000 feet away. This "Audio Engine" houses
all the audio cards (either analog or digital), it supports
multiple control surfaces, meaning to add a second studio, you
add a second control surface... not a second console. Inputs can
be exclusive or shared among studios (such as network feeds).
Logitek has taken advantage of the digital technology to build
a console that is in tune with the new reality of radio.

For more information on Logitek's full line of digital consoles for
radio, call Richard Byrne at 1-800-231-5870.

Circle (107) on Free Info Card

The
Digital

Console
that
Fits
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Logitek designea ana built the ROC -5
digital console to meet your needs for a
small size console. Ideal for dubbing
studios, newsrooms or stations that use
automation or satellite programming.

Logitek 's ROC -5 is small in size but offers
up to 64 inputs - all easily accessible
through assignable faders. The ROC -5 works
with all analog and digital audio sources.
It has a serial interface to your hard disk
system, adding functionality and value to
both systems.

Logitek offers the widest selection of
broadcast digital consoles. Call us today
for a complete information package..
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Logitek digital with a better difference!
3320 Bering Drive, Houston, TX, 77057 USA Voice: North America 800.231.5870
Fax: 713.782.7597 Others 713.782.4592 e-mail: info@logitekaudio.com

Visit our home page at www.logitekaudio.com for more information
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A Headquartered in the US, S.W.R
products are manufactured and
tested on site to ensure reliability.
Through superior design proce-
dures and high testing standards,
the company continues to develop
new technology, upgrade manufac-
turing procedures, and design su-
perior features into its products. In
addition, SWR will supervise RF in-
stallations, perform field service
work, and customize products to
meet individual needs. The FM3
(pictured) is built along the lines of
the company's FM10, but is priced
for the Class A station.
800-762-7743; fax 814-472-5552;
e-mail swr@third-wave.com;
www.swr-rf.com
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Multidune. RIP -880

Adapt the audio screw terminals
of the Leitch FR -883 and FR -884 au-
dio distribution trays to XLR con-
nectors using this breakout panel.
The interface is neatly accom-
plished using ribbon cables to
adapt the screw terminals to two
panels housing 60 XLR connectors
each. The system converts all 120
screw terminal connectors to 120
XLR connectors in four rack units.
All the audio connections are made
with XLR terminated cables in-
stead of direct wiring to screw ter-
minals.
800-488-8378; fax 516-671-3362;
e-mail info@multidyne.com;
www.multidyne.com
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Radio Design Labs WH1

n Sustembase: C400xr

. .

mow SOME
The C400xr is a fully featured,

1RU, 19" rack mount stereo ISDN
audio codec offering a short coding
delay of only 3.8ms. In addition the
unit can interface directly with the
ISDN digital network to provide a
high -quality, bi-directional music
circuit at either 15.6kHz stereo or

22.5kHz mono. Connection to various other types of digital networks is
permitted: included x.21 / v.35 digital leased lines (nx64kb/s), satellite,
digital microwave and spread spectrum links. The unit is ideally suited
for implementing STLs for FM radio with full -bandwidth ISDN backup
in case of a primary circuit failure. AES / EBU digital audio interface with
sample rate conversion is supplied as a standard, allowing direct con-
nection to digital studio equipment. Other features include Dial-on-Au-
dio/Hang-on-Silence mode to minimize ISDN call charges, 9600kb / s aux-
iliary data port for sending time code, and full remote management facil-
ity.
+44 (0) 1256 882 797; fax +44 (0) 1256 882 797;
e-mail sales@systembase.com; www.systembase.com
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With more and
more equipment us-
ing external, wall -
mount power sup-

plies, the space needed
to plug in these "wall warts" has
grown. Add to this that they are all
different sizes and the result is sev-
eral wasted outlets on a power

strip. The WH1 from Radio Design Labs mounts them on a single bracket
where they can be spaced and secured as needed. An included six-inch
power cord connects the supply to the power strip, thereby eliminating
the wasted space. Each kit comes with the parts needed to mount up to
six power supplies. The brackets measure 19" x 4.6" x 1.1".
800- 281-2683; fax 800-289-7338; www.rdlnet.com
Circle [218] el Free life Uri

1 The Audio Wizard CFS is a full-
featured station digital automation
system. The centerpiece of the Au-
dio Wizard CFS it its live show in-
terface offering: drag -and -drop
commercials and songs, full
touchscreen compatibility, auto roll
buttons, outcues, and a clipboard
function among many other fea-
tures. The system offers several
ways to record and edit audio at
any workstation, including the
handy Quick Recorder and Quick
Editor, and the Digital Reel -to -Reel

recorder that provides long -form capture of incoming audio material.
800-658-4403; fax 308-284-4181; e-mail sales@prophetsys.com;
www.prophetsys.com
Circle [218) on Free life Carl

Digital Universe, new from
CBSI, requires only one PC / moni-
tor per studio thanks to its robust
client/ server architecture. This
means not only that you can reduce
hardware costs substantially, but
also tailor each Digital Universe
workstation with a consumer -
grade audio card, perhaps, for a low
demand auditioning studio, and a
higher -grade card for your main air
studio. Operators will appreciate

having to deal with one clean, uncluttered screen, supporting touchscreen,
mouse and keyboard operations.
800-547-3930; fax 541-271-5721; e-mail info@cbsi.com; www.cbsi.com
Circle [279] on Free Info Card

Shure Brothers

Broadcast mics

TT
A A handheld, omnidirectional dy-
namic microphone with extremely
low handling noise, the SM63LB is
a black version of Shure's SM63L.
The device features a dent -resistant
Veraflex grill and a humbucking
coil that virtually eliminates extra-
neous noise. The VP64AL is identi-
cal to the Shure VP64A, with the ex-
ception of its longer handle length.
The unit is outfitted with a high -
output neodymium cartridge that
is protected by a water-resistant
mesh grill.
800-25-SHURE; fax 847-866-2279;
e-mail sales@shure.com;
www.shure.com
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CI Broadcast Software International:

WaveStationdeatimlinn, RA= FIR CI
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WaveStation is a state-of-the-art
digital audio automation software
which leverages the power of the
Windows environment to give you
many of the advanced features of
more expensive systems, and even
provides the ability to run other
programs and "triple overlap" for
true voice tracking. The package is
equipped with BSI's exclusive
.WAV file labeling technology, al-
lowing the insertion of information
right into the audio file, and can run
entirely automated or as a live -as-
sist system. It easily interfaces with
your satellite receiver for satellite
automation and can import pro-
gram log data from virtually any
traffic management or music sched-
uling systems.
541-338-8588; fax 541-338-8656;
e-mail info@bsiusa.com;
www.bsiusa.com
Circle [211] el Free life Carl

Visit us on the web at
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Production can deliver on time...
`Alb. ASP 411. 41Mik

411

No matter what happens!

Hard to believe from your experience, isn't it?
Using MicroSound digital audio workstations, even
when the unexpected happens, your production is safe.

For 8 years, MicroSound users worldwide have
never lost a file. Period! Every edit and change backs
up instantly, never interfearing with the creative pro-
cess. Productivity and creativity shine with the
absolute = fety of MicroSound.

,
_ is and ultimate quality at a price you can afford. Never
rd of us? The press and our users say it best...

Mix Magazine, 20th Year Anniversary Issue
"Micro Technology Unlimited was the first in the world to ship
a microprocessor based Digital Audio Workstation."

Jerry Vigil, Producer, Radio and Production Magazine
"I expected the lack of a control panel to be a weakness. As it turns
out, MicroSound is even capable of doing some things faster than
systems with dedicated control panels. So, throw out any old notion
about mice and keyboards... MicroSound makes production with a
mouse surprisingly fast and rather comfortable for even the most
computer shy producer.

Performing a digital fade in or fade out is as easy and fast as it gets.
Setting a perfect' second fade can literally be done in one second.
or less! Is it really this simple?

Perhaps the most unique aspect is how it treats the idea of
"tracks" as we are used to thinking of them in a multitrack envi-

- ronment. If you want to talk in terms of tracks, MicroSound is a
512 track digital workstation. You won't run out of tracks. Next
question.

After dozens and dozens of hours of use, MicroSound did
oft

CRSII en o ce. Thcre was not even a single error
messrie. MA!.  11 411'

Jim Smith, Past Technical Supervisor, NPR,
Washington. DC
"MicroSound is completely uncluttered and flexible. It
doesn't work like a tape recorder, or some other DAW or
piece of gear. It shouldn't, it should work BETTER which
means that it has to be different! Its open-ended simplic-
ity is really changing the way I think about and produce
my work.

After listening to fne results of purely digital play-
back of the same DAT on multiple machines and
being astounded by the sonic differences, I've come to
the conclusion that my primary storage medium for album
mixes in the studio is going to be direct to MicroSound. It has
become the reference. My partner, who is already working for
a major label in Nashville, has commented often on how trans-
parent the MicroSound system is."

Charles Lawson, WETA Public Radio, Arlington, VA
"MicroSound is the easiest to learn, offers the most flexibility in
production, and is the most stable and consistently reliable system I
have ever used. There is nothing else in its class. ... I totally amazed a
new producer yesterday by creating a master spot with 11 different ver-
sions and burning an archive CD of them all in 65 minutes!"

Marty Moran Prod. Dir., WHCN-FM, Hartford, CT
"MicroSound is about total reliability. I've experienced this first

hand. Our system is currently 5 years old. It has never crashed. I
have never lost a sound file. Ever! The system runs 24 hours a
day because it is used by the entire programming staf

Jeff Apthorp, Bible Broadcasting Network,
Charlotte, NC
"I've done the best production of my career with
MicroSound. My first hour saved me 32 hours of
work! The screen layout, true nonlinear concept,
and manual are so easy to understand that our
entire staff of announcers [even 60+ year olds]
was productive in just a few days."

Eddie Ciletti, EQ Magazine
"Mixing with MicroSound is the ultimate automation... The sound
quality is excellent, which is to say that it is completely transpar-
ent. The average analog console, all faders down and muted, is
not this quiet."

Marvin Sanders, Keyboard Magazine
"I watched MicroEditor mix 20 channels - including [sample accu-
rate, smooth] fades and amplitude changes - without any delay at
all from hitting Play to playback. This means that, even real-tirn0
offers at least twice the tracks of the other systems in this roundup
[of 10 DAWs]."

Bill Hodges, Journalism Broadcasting Dept., Oklahoma
State University, Stillwater, OK
"The MicroSound workstation we bought three years ago is still
working perfectly. It is being used on a daily basis for training in a
radio production class. My biggest fear when we first got the
system was that students would be constantly crashing it. That
just has not happened. Still to this date the system has not crashed
or locked up where it could not be used."

Ruud Broers, Media Morphics, The Netherlands
"Media Morphics division of ODME is using the MicroSound hard-
ware in our [multi -million dollar] Media Conversion Systems since
1991. The hardware is found to be extremely reliable and in use in CD

mastering sites all over the world like; Japan, China, Europe and the
United States.

Between 30% to 50% of the audio CDs available WORLDWIDE have
been mastered on MicroSound because it is used as the ODME front end."

micro'sound.
"Celebrating 21 years in Quality Digital Audio."

Micro Technology Unlimited
6900 Six Forks Road, Raleigh, North Carolina, USA 27619-1061

Voice: 919-870-0344 Fax: 919-870-7163 Email: info@mtu.com Web: www.mtu.com
Circle (51) on Free Info Card
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1 Wire & cable markers designed
to provide an inexpensive solution
to the ever-present problem of fast
and permanent field identification.
The markers are available in widths
from 1.5" to 6" to fit virtually any
size cable or wire, and in eight col-
ors to meet EIA / TIA606 standards.
When applied, the clear film of the
Wrap -Up completely covers and

laminates the written legend, thus ensuring permanent protection against
dirt, oil and water. Wrap -Ups are available for imprinting with laser print-
ers, and custom units may be ordered to suit any need.
800-950-4921; fax 800-967-3986
Circle [212]11 Free life Cori

nCircui[Werlies Telelladio
With TeleRadio you can instantly
listen to several stations in several

markets simply by using your phone. TeleRadio offers: ten random
memory presets; remote -controlled scanning, tuning, AM / FM band
change, and memory set; automatic reset to first memory each time it
answers a call; and a remote control aux audio input allows the coupler
section to temporarily be used as an audio patch for remote talkback.
352-335-6555; fax 352-380-0230;
e-mail info@circuitwerkes.com; www.circuitwerkes.com
Circle [213]u Free loft Ciri

ADVERTISEMENT

The RF People

Silicon Valley Call 800-986-9700
POWER Fax 408-986-1438

AMPLIFIERS

13_2000
2 KW FM POWER AMPLIFIER

up to 2.4 KW for 10 W drive.
FM AMPLIFIERS FROM 150W TO 2.4KW, MODULES FROM 10W
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See why Norsat is
making waves with
its new low cost PLL LNB.

Neutrik has updated its website
to include expanded authorized
distributor and new product pages,
along with a new page dedicated
to the trade shows Neutrik USA at-
tends, including booth numbers
when available. The new product
page includes the latest products
and their descriptions. The updated
page now includes the new SCDF
and SCDM D series weather -resis-
tant dust covers, the NP31T-P ban-

tam plug, COMBO connectors, and the AES/ EBU digital audio adapt-
ers. Neutrik's authorized distributor page includes an expanded alpha-
betical list of distributors with their logos and contact information.
732-901-9488; fax 732-901-9608; e-mail neutrikusa@aol.com;
www.neutrik.com
Circle (214] ei Free lefe Uri

ENCO Sostems Er Wirelleado

NetusnO32

800-362-6797; fax
www.enco.com
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Norsat introduces the next wave in LNBs. Norsat's new low cost series of C and Ku -band PLL LNBs offers
superior phase noise performance combined with reduced costs making this new line of LNBs ideally suited for
many digital audio and data applications. They are available in a wide selection of C and Ku -band frequencies for
installation around the world and L.O. stability options range from ±75 kHz to -±150 kHz.

Contact your Norsat representative for quotations on custom products for your specific application. For next
day delivery of all your commercial LNB needs, contact your local distributor or Norsat today.

b/1(RSAT
The people you think offlrst.

Contact Norsat at:
#302-12886 /8th Avenue, Surrey, British Columbia, Canada V3W 81/

Canada Tel 1-604-597 6203  Fax 1-604-597.6214
Internet www norsat.rom E-mail info@norsat.com
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Stereo Field Mixer
NA 0 MP SERIES
MXS100 Stereo Three Input Mic/Line Mixer
 Quiet Mic/Line Inputs  Phantom Power
 Program/Cue Headphone  Lo -cut Filters
 Slate Mic and Tone Osc.  Bright 3 Color Meters
 Limiter  10-30 VDC Ext. Power

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES, INCORPORATED

328 W. Maple Avenue.
Horsham, PA 19044
Tel: (215) 443-0330  (800) 959-0307
Fax: (215) 443-0394  http://www.atiguys.com

TM

Call or

write
tor

free

detailed
brochure.
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NewsDAD32 integrates features
from ENCO's DADpro32 digital
audio delivery system and
WireReady's NewReady32 wire
capture and editing system. The
unit includes all of the features and
functionality of NewsReady 32, but
is optimized for seamless integra-
tion of sound bites and other audio
cuts as recorded and edited within
DADpro32 into a news script as
prepared within NewsDAD32. The
final product is a news script with
embedded sound bites that can be
used for on -air prompting and ex-
ecution at any DADpro32 worksta-
tion sharing data access on a LAN
or groupwide WAN.

248-476-5712; e-mail lamoray@enco.com;

COMET North Rmenca:

Vacuum CdPdCINIS

A Comet offers several types of
acuum capacitors for use in trans-

mitters, couplers and phasers. In-
cluded in the line: the MC MiniCap,
a lower cost fixed vacuum capaci-
tor; the X -Cap, a gas -filled variable
capacitor designed to fill the gap
between lower cost but technically
limited air capacitors and higher
cost, high-performance vacuum ca-
pacitors; CONDIS, a high -power
compressed -gas capacitor; and the
HV 100-30, used for testing and re-
conditioning of vacuum capacitors
and other components.
203-852-1231; fax 203-838-3827
Circle [285] on Free Info Cud
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Pacific Research & Engineering
Completes Second Sale To China

National Radio

Worldwide Business Expanding
Carlsbad. CA. USA, June 23, 1998... Pacific Research
& Engineering Corporation (PR&E) today announced
its second sale of digital and analog on -air consoles to
China National Radio, the largest operator of radio
networks and stations in China.

Three more of Pacific Research & Engineering's In-
tegrity® Digital broadcast consoles will be delivered
to China National Radio's Beijing headquarters,
complementing the two initial Integrity consoles pur-
chased earlier this year. Also included are two
Radiomixer consoles, marking PR&E's first sale of
analog broadcast consoles specifically for use by China
National Radio. The purchase was made through the
Infosto Group, PR&G's Beijing distributor.

This latest acquisition by CNR brings the total num-
ber of PR&E Integrity Digital consoles in China to
eight, following last month's purchase of three Integ-
rity consoles by Beijing Radio. CNR had previously
purchased two of PR&E's Integrity Digital consoles
for their Beijing studios in January 1998, as well as a
20 -input AirWave analog console for use at Economic
Station of China HangZhou Radio in ZheJiang
Province.

State -operated China National Radio is the largest pro-
vider of radio content in China. CNR's seven different
networks originate over 120 hours of programming
daily, which is delivered to more that 1,300 affiliate
stations. "PR&E believes that there is enormous poten-
tial in the Asian marketplace in general, and in China
in particular," stated Susan Dingethal, PR&E's V.P. of
Sales and Marketing. "Because of recent economic dif-
ficulties, many companies have diminished their pres-
ence in Asia, but PR&E is committed to these markets.
We hope that this additional purchase of PR&E prod-
ucts by China's largest and most distinguished broad-
caster will pave the way for widespread acceptance of
our products with other Chinese broadcasters."

Pacific Research & Engineering is a manufacturer of
high quality broadcast studio products including on -
air and production consoles, digital audio workstations,
studio systems design/integration services, and cus-
tom cabinetry. U.S. Clients include NBC, ABC, CBS,
Jacor Communications Inc., Capstar and Chancellor
Broadcasting. Pacific Research & Engineering is lo-
cated at 2070 Las Palmas Drive in Carlsbad, Califor-
nia, 92009, USA.

Pacific Research & Engineering
Announces Partnership with IBM

Carlsbad, CA, USA, March 1 I , 1998... Pacific Re-
search & Engineering Corporation (PR&E) an-
nounced today that the Company has entered into a
strategic partnership agreement with International
Business Machines (IBM)(NYSE:IBM). As an IBM
business partner. PR&E has agreed to market the
eWaveTM broadcast software product family, as well
as the distribution and integration of other IBM prod-
ucts and global services.

Most industries use integrated enterprise software spe-
cifically designed for corporations to manage their fi-
nances and operations. Prior to the Telecommunica-
tions Reform Act of 1996, the radio industry had lim-
ited need for such software due to caps on station own-
ership. Now, with managers overseeing dozens of sta-
tions in many locations, broadcast -specific informa-
tion technology is necessary in order to effectively
manage those properties. eWave is a fully integrated
software solution that gives managers the all -in -one
control and visibility they need.

"We're very excited about our partnership with IBM,"
said Susan Dingethal, V.P. of Sales and Marketing of
Pacific Research & Engineering. "It's a perfect fit.
PR&E is one of the most respected names in the radio
industry. Together with IBM's vast resources and in-
formation technology experience. PR&E can now de-
velop business software solutions to help broadcast-
ers compete more effectively."

"We think that the commitment IBM has shown to the
radio industry with eWave speaks volumes about the
significant changes brought about by the Telecommu-
nications Reform Act," Dingethal continued. "The
business of broadcasting is now dominated by sophis-
ticated, well -financed companies with hundreds of
properties, and this rapid change has created a tre-
mendous opportunity in the area of information man-
agement. Computers are changing the way the world
works... this partnership will enable PR&E to help
broadcasters change the way they work, as well."

PR&E is a Carlsbad, California -based manufacturer
of high quality broadcast studio products including
on -air and production consoles, digital audio work-
stations, studio systems design/integration services,
and custom cabinetry. Clients include NBC. ABC,
CBS, Jacor Communications Inc., Emmis Broadcast-
ing. Capstar, Chancellor Broadcasting. American
Radio Systems, and Cox Communications. PR&E is
located at 2070 Las Palmas Drive in Carlsbad,
California, 92009.

ADVERTISEMENT

Pacific Research & Engineering Signs Letter Of Intent To Acquire Graham -Patten Systems

Carlsbad, CA, USA, May 26, 1998... Pacific Research
& Engineering Corporation (PR&E) (AMEX:PXE)
announced today that it has signed a Letter of Intent,
subject to completion of due diligence, to acquire
Graham -Patten Systems, Inc., a Grass Valley. Cali-
fornia -based manufacturer of digital audio mixers for
the video editing environment. Terms at the time of
signing were not disclosed.

Jack Williams, Chief Executive Officer of PR&E,
stated "Graham -Patten Systems is a recognized and
highly -valued name in the audio -for -video industry.
Their reputation and products are unmatched, and the
combined expertise of both companies in high-per-
formance digital audio technologies will allow us to
leverage beyond our existing marketplaces."

"The television industry has been undergoing tremen-
dous change of late." continued Williams. "PR&E's
acquisition of Graham -Patten Systems positions the
company optimally for the industry's conversion to
Digital Television [DTVI. The relationship is also en-
hanced by our similar corporate cultures and values;
both companies are well -respected in the marketplace
for their customer -first business practices."

"We are extremely excited about the pros ect of join-

ing forces with Pacific Research & Engineering," said
Graham -Patten Systems co-founder and President,
Mike Patten. "Our combined resources will allow us
to better serve existing customers and put us in a unique
position to leverage more that 10 years of digital au-
dio development into new products for DTV and other
expanding markets. PR&E is a recognized leader in
broadcast systems, and shares with us an excellent
reputation for quality, value andcustomer satisfaction"

Founded in 1980, Graham -Patten Systems (GPS) is
the world's leading manufacturer of digital audio mix-
ers for video editing. Innovations include production
of the first professional audio mixer designed specifi-
cally for video editing, and the industry's first digital
edit suite audio mixer. GPS products are employed by
all major U.S. television networks, and in post pro-
duction facilities worldwide. They have also been used
in every Olympic Games since 1984. By working
closely with their customers, Graham -Patten has in-
vented a number of products which have since be-
come industry standards. These include the Digital Edit
Suite Audio Mixer (D/ESAM), the Digital Audio
Transmission System (DATS). the Video Audio Mul-
tiplex Process (VAMP), and SoundPals digital audio
buildirg blocks.

PR&E manufactures high quality broadcast studio
products and provides turnkey studio design/integra-
tion services to the worldwide broadcasting industry.
Products include on -air and production mixing con-
soles, digital audio workstations, and studio furniture.
PR&E's clients include NBC, ABC Radio, CBS Inc.,
Jacor Communications Inc., Chancellor Media Broad-
casting, American Radio Systems, Emmis Broadcast-
ing and Cox Communications. For more information,
visit the Company's Web site at www.pre.com or call
760-438-3911.

Forward -looking statements and comments in this
press release are made pursuant to the safe -harbor
provisions of Section 2IE of the Securities Exchange
Act of 1934. Such statements relating to, among other
things, the prospects for the Company to increase the
level of sales and maintain profitability, are necessar-
ily subject to risks and uncertainties, some of which
are significant in scope and nature, including risks
related to the demand for radio broadcasting equip-
ment, competition and availability of capital. These
risks are further discussed in the periodic reports and
registration statements filed by the Company from time
totime with the Securities and Exchange Commis-
sion.

Now you can get digital technology and PRoE reliability in the same console. Integrity:
ht's digital oil air board that also speaks IlLh 16 inputs can hi,uldle analog
signals:len can also accept digital inputs at any sample rate. So you can deal with the hodge-
podge of equipment in real -world studios. A unigie architecture also guarantees a level of relia-
bility other digital consoles can't match. So you can rest assured your signal will stay on the air.

And with digital programming, you get seamless show transitions, fewer board -op errors and
fewer make goods. For a brochure. call 760-138-11. visit. Vklvw.pre.com or e-mail sales@pre.com

The LU) screen and Windows' interftwe Four special-purixxce buses punkt('
protkle access to pouvrfid cur figunition automated mix -minus for telephone
management and session -based features. and remote feeds, each u'itb

An array e f state -qt. -the -art, floating- The 10-cbaracter display cbartg(N aben
point digital signal processors perform another audio source is assigned, either
mixing, routing and other functions. manually or at a preassigned time.
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The FM Series
SWR's FM antennas, ranging
from educational series
to multi -station antenna
arrays, are highly
customized to meet
broadcaster's needs.

Options
*Circular, horizontal,

or vertical polarization
 Beam tilt
 Null fill
 Customized

directional patterns
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The FM10
Series

INC. Our Priority is
Antennas and Transmission Line q,ste^s Your Satisfaction

Systems With Reliability, Inc.
P.O. Box 856, Ebensburg, PA 15931
1-814-472-5436 FAX 1-814-472-5552
Sales: 800-279-3326
E -Mail: swr@third-wave.com
http://homepage.third-wave.com/swrweb
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It's PORTAMATCH, the Matchbox that runs
on batteries! Great for remotes, field recording,
ENG, or anywhere you don't have AC power.
Just add two 9 -volt batteries and go!

HENRY ENGINEERING
TEL (626) 355 3656 FAX (626) 355-0077

FAX on Demand Doc #125 (626) 355 4210

http://www.henryeng.com

I -E
HENRY
ENGINEERING

We Build Solutions.
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Broadcasters around -the -world are discovering our
easy -to -use WaveStation automation. Install our
software on your PC and you have a powerful, versati I
music -on -hard drive or satellite automation system.
WaveStation comes with its own digital audio editor
and uses standard or compressed WAV files. Full
automation, voice track or live assist. Win 3.1 or 95.

888- BS I USA 1

Try Before You Buy.

Iwtioad the Actual Soto!

BSI
www.bsiusa.com

EEOUR6111

TECH SUPPORT

'1999
Broadcast Software International

RAC Multimedia Connector S21 Series

This microphone processor was de-
signed for application in the studio or
on remote. Its input levels can be re-
motely controlled to correct levels be-
tween announcers. Once levels are
correct, the equalization can easily be
established with no further adjustment required. The unique compressor / expander combina-
tion reduces room and equipment noise while providing level control and increased loudness
for the announcer. Other features include front panel selection of input level in four ranges,
+4dB to -50dB, three section variable boost and out equalization designed for easy set-up with-
out increasing room rumble and system hiss, and symmetry correction providing more talk
power with less compression.
972-304-0455; fax 972-304-0550
Circle [all mi Free I* Carl

Num SINCE
EDAC's 521 series of multimedia connec-

tors is available with many different contact
combinations - 28 hermaphroditic Edacon
contacts along with up to six 755/ or 500 con-
tacts or six power contacts, each capable of up
to 40 amps. This design allows for mixing of
different types of connector requirements. It
would also allow for two pairs of Edacon con-
tacts to be used for sync, control signals, or par-
allel filtered power up to 16 amps.
416-754-3322; fax 416-754-3299; e-mail
edac@edac.net; www.edac.net
Circle [287] on free Info Card

Allicorp Model SOO Pro Announcer

11 Lambda offers this brochure highlighting the
company's NES / DRP, JWS / RWS and IFS Series of DIN
rail -mountable power supplies. The brochure, now
available, gives complete product descriptions, features
and specifications. The brochure also includes contact
information for all Lambda sales and service offices
worldwide, in addition to listing its nine authorized na-
tional and local distributors.
516-694-4200; fax 516-293-0519;
www.lamdapower.com
Circle [289] on Free Info Card

Spirit bq Soundcraft. Folio FX8
Like the Folio

FX-16, the FX-8 is
a flexible, four -bus mixer

capable of produc-
ing digital -
quality sound
for live and re-

cording applica-
tions. It features a

specially designed
16 -program Lexicon effects section with dual -effect capability

(including chorus and reverb, chorus and delay, and reverb and
delay), as well as fully editable / storable programs and parameters.

The console itself includes eight mic / line inputs and 16 total inputs
to mix, including FX returns and tape return to mix. In addition to the mix outs, two sub -busses
allow groups of inputs to be sent to multitrack recorders or additional speakers, or sub -grouped
to mix. All of the FX8s eight mic/ line inputs are equipped with Spirit's UltraMic preamp. Provid-
ing a full 60dB of gain range and +22dBu of headroom, this preamp enables the input stage to
handle virtually any mic or line device.
916-630-3960; fax 916-630-3950; www.spiritbysoundcraft.com
Circle [290] on Free Info Card

1 Lambda Electronics: Brochure

TH__ POWER SUPPLY
YOU MOUNT ON

THIS RAIL
HAS A LOT

RIDING ON IT.

Orteri

LAMBDA&

The Portable One is a true dual -domain audio tester in a

portable package. The unit offers a comprehensive analog
audio analyzer, a true digital domain analyzer with -140dB
residual noise, independent analog and digital audio gen-
erators and analyzers, and interval save and recall of 30 test
setups. The Portable One is also capable of generating and
measuring interface jitter, of viewing AES / EBU status bits,
and of serving as a loudspeaker monitor for digital and
analog audio signals.
800-231-7350; fax 503-641-8906; www.audioprecision.com
Circle [291] on Free Info Card

Radio Precision:

Portable One Dual Domain
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ADVERTISEMENT

Single, Multi, Consolidation - MITS does it all... and now it's DIGITAL!
This Broadcast Telephone System fits as easily into the single studio as it does into multi -studio and consolidated stations. No other
multi -line system offers the expandability and flexibility of MITS: handle up to 15 telephone lines per studio; tie multiple studios togeth-
er (up to 30 systems can be connected with the built in network interface); you can even combine multiple mainframes for larger systems.
Each system comes with Talk Show screener software built right in.

NEW! Digital Hybrid technology has been designed into the internal digital con-
ference bridge to let you put up to six callers on air at once. Caller send (mix -minus)
is automatically handled by the new DSP based Digital Hybrids.

Two sizes of work surfaces allow you to tailor MITS to fit your requirement. The
MS Work Surface can handle up to 10 lines and 2 MS Work Surfaces are packaged
together with a 10 line mainframe for as little as $3425 (list price). The LS Work
Surface comes with 15 line capability, in rack -mount, desk -top, or Roadshow con-
figurations. The Roadshow gives your remote broadcast crew total control of callers
just as if they were back at the studio. Whether the calls are screened on remote or in
the studio the remote crew knows the caller information and status of each call, and
has full control over how and when each call is processed.

Not all studios are created equal. Our design team is always ready to provide a cus-
tom or semi -custom solution to meet your specific needs. We have the expertise to
provide a system that will work for you. For more information on MITS, call 888-
890-7424.

TP33 Hlts the Spot
With the new TP33 any studio can have slick talkshow
and contest operation. The TP33 accepts up to three
incoming phone lines and has the capability of taking
all three callers to air at once using the new DSP based
Digital Hybrid technology. Caller audio levels are
maintained and adjusted by the system to provide nat-
ural sound on air and back to the caller in full duplex
without objectionable 'ducking'. Other features
include send and return audio level controls, 'Next'

caller capability and a separate Hold Audio line input.
A unique feature of the TP33 lets you use any regular
single line telephone as its handset unit. You can pro-
vide your talent with any phone features they desire
without being limited by your on air telephone system's
capabilities.

The 4"x7" desktop control unit is connected to the main
rack unit by a slim 4 conductor cable: all other connec-
tions are made to the main rack unit. For more infor-
mation on the TP33 Tri-Line Phone, call 888-890-7424.

Circle (102) on Free Info Card

HOT! The PD1 Goes Digital
Now the full -featured PD I has new DSP based Digital
Hybrid technology. The PD1 Phone Dock is ideal for
newsroom applications, but also offers capabilities for

PD1 .
11 1.1

studios, remotes, auto -coupler and other broadcast solu-
tions. The Phone Dock includes auto answer and
DTMF touch tone control of audio and relay outputs for
IFB listen lines, dial -up transmitter monitoring, and
other unattended operations. Get'em while they are
hot at $599. For more information on the PDI Phone
Dock, call 888-890-7424.

Circle (103) on Free Info Card

Newsroom Flash

Radio STAR
The PD1 is now supported by
the Burli System comprehen-
sive Newsroom Software.

RadioStar, Burli's flagship software program,
integrates newswires, audio feeds, faxes, e-mail,
web access, and more, in a simple drag -and -drop
editing environment. Contact Burli Software Inc. for
more info at 604-738-3140.

Circle (101) on Free Info Card.

When the power of NETS is more than you need...

Have a look at the TP33
Tri-Line Phone

from Broadcast Telephone Systems

TP33 TRI-UNE Phone,

Line 1 11111. 2 Line 3

lima& dst 'Telephone SI, sterns

$ TP113

NJ.

seal CanIvms
..4 I evom

It

ilophowe who

handle 3 incoming phone lines.

super fast operation for contests.
*separate audio feed for callers on hold.
*optional pre -fader mic. input/mix output

for speakerphone and off air recording.
'use any single line telephone or feature -

phone for handset and call screening.

take any or all callers to air at one
time.

The TP33 connectors and controls
are all mounted on a lu high rack
chassis. Only a single 4 conductor
cable runs to the 4" x 7" desktop
control unit.

Take control of your phones!

CALL 1-888-890-7424

301: Innovative Devices, Inc.
1-801-486-6556 1-250-260-2861
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Coaxial Dynamics'
NEW Line of

Liquid/Air
Terminations

are quickly becoming
the choice of

"Chief Engineers"
for testing, adjusting

and alignment of
R.F. Transmitters.

The NEW design
of the Coaxial

Liquid/Air Cooled Loads
gives you the capability
to handle requirements
from I Kw to 10 KW.

COAXIAL DYNAMICS, INC.
SPECIALISTS IN RF TEST EQUIPMENT & COMPONENTS

15210 Industrial Parkway, Cleveland, OH 44135
216-267-2233 800 -COAXIAL FAX: 216-267-3142
E -Mail: coaxial@apk.net
Web Site: http://www.coaxial.com
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NEW MULTIFUNCTION LCD

AVCOM's PSA-65C
Portable Spectrum Analyzer

Microprocessor Controlled, 1-1250MHz In One Sweep!
AVCOM's newest Portable Microwave Spectrum Analyzer, model

P SA -65C , incorporates a microprocessor and attractive multifunction,
backlit LCD, with an expanded frequency range from less than 1MHz to
over 1250MHz, for the amazing price of $ 2930.

AVCOM's new PSA-65C is a low cost general purpose spectrum
analyzer that's loaded with standard features including FM audio
demodulator, AM detector and digital frequency lock. The PSA-65C
covers frequencies thru 1250 MHz in one sweep with a sensitivity
greater than -95 dBm at narrow spans. ThePSA-65C is ideally suited
for2-way radio, cellular, cable, satellite, LAN, surveillance, educational,
production and R&D work. Options include new 1250 MHz frequency
extenders, BNG-1000A tracking (noise) generator, log periodic anten-
nas, carrying case (AVSAC), and more.

AVCOM 500 SOUTHLAKE BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, VA 23236 USA

804-794-2500 FAX: 804-794-8284

Phone, fax or write for more information or to order.
Visit our website at www.AVCOMofVA.com.
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PHASETEK INC.
*CUSTOM AM/MW PHASING SYSTEMS.

AM/MW ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
 DIPLEXERS AND MULTIPLEXERS
DETUNING UNITS/UNIPOLE KITS
*COMPLETE LINE OF RF COMPONENTS.

PHASETEK
550 CALIFORNIA ROAD

UNIT 11
QUAKERTOWN, PA 18951

PHONE: 215-536-6648 FAX: 215-536-7180

FOR MORE INFORMATION

OR

TO PLACE AN ORDER, CONTACT:

hotam@phasetek.com

Space Wise: Delux radial furniture

FINE SINCE
Designed to have many style and quality

feature henceforth only available in higher-

priced studio furniture systems, Delux Radial
is a contemporary -styled version of the stan-
dard "Delux." Radial incorporates six four-

inch radial corners for a more contemporary
appeal and look. In addition, there is room in
the two enlarged 23"x32" base pedestals for
four PC audio systems with easy access to
wiring and disc drives. All Delux systems
share these features: 1.5" thick top counter

sur aces; raise. so id oak woo. trim around the top counters; added trim on vertical and
bottom edges; kickboards; heavy-duty rack rail systems with easy rear access; and the
versatility or modular construction for easy shipping and installation.
800-775-3660; fax 1-520-531-1078; e-mail spacewise@flash.net; www.spacewise.com
Circle [212] ei Free life Card

No. This new publication details the Heliax coaxial
cable range and a complete line of cable installa-
tion accessories. The 36 -page illustrated brochure
describes the company's line of Heliax coaxial
cables, connectors, accessories, assemblies, train-
ing and services, and contains information and
detailed technical specifications for the cable
range, including foam -dielectric, air -dielectric,
superflexible foam -dielectric, and extraflexible co-
axial cables.
708-349-3300; fax 708-349-5222;
www.andrew.com
Circle [M] n Free life Cud

Ratio Architects: Facilitu design
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Through the years, Ratio has built a solid core of
experience in many area, including ratio broadcast
facilities and corporate headquarters. The firm's
current projects include the world headquarters for
Emmis Communications in downtown Indianapolis
(pictured), Chicago radio station Q101 for Emmis,
and the Radio/TV building on the campus of Indi-
ana University.
317-633-4040; fax 317-633-4153;
mail@ratioarchitects.com; www.ratioarchitects.com
Circle [234] el Free life terl

Easycorder is a next -generation digital
audio recorder with on -board editing facili-
ties. All frequently used functions are within
direct reach, and all settings and action per-
formed by the user are permanently visible
on a large, illuminated, liquid crystal dis-
play. Though simple in operation, the
Easycorder includes several innovative ca-
pabilities. For example, Time Shift Record-
ing, enabling the unit to start recording be-
fore the record button is actually pushed.
Internal memory, another unique feature, offers users all advantages of PC cards without the
heavy cost involved. The unit's battery pack provides over four hours of operational record-
ing time. A smart system keeps track of individual battery statistics, thus providing a precise
indication of the remaining capacity.
+31 481 377740; fax +31 481 377380; e-mail sales@maycom.nl; www.maycom.nl
Circle [Z!S] en Free info Card

Q Allen Osborne Associates Mast sustems
Allen Osborne Associates offers a complete line
of pneumatic, hydraulic, electric or manually

telescoping mast systems. In addition integrated masts with antennas and RF conductors,
shelter, trailer or vehicle pneumatic and electric systems are available. Special units built to
customer specifications are also available.
805-495-8420; fax 805-373-6067;
e-mail aoa@aoa-gps.com; www.aoa-gps.com
Circle [211] N Free life Ceri
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Equi=Tech announces the
launch of its multilingual website.
The site, which allows access in
English, French, German, Italian,
Portuguese and Spanish, provides
technical papers, product informa-
tion and reviews, and technical
support for countries all over the
globe. Conventional power stan-
dards vary greatly from country to
country, continent to continent.
With minor adjustments for voltage

and frequency, Equi=Tech's balanced power technique effective at reduc-
ing background noise and enhancing the sonic quality of recordings and
other audio related applications in international venues, as well as in the
US. The site's URL is www.equitech.com.
541-597-4448; 541-5974099; www.equitech.com
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MicroSound

Digital audio workstation

MicroSound's workstations em-
ploy the standard Windows file and
drive formats rather than a propri-
etary format. As such, multimedia
MIDI sequencers, DSP plug -ins, or
other audio programs can record,
play and process MicroSound
.WAV files. Compatible drives in -
dude IDE, SCSI, JAZ and ZIP. Mul-
tiple users can share files over a
LAN or transfer by removable me-
dia. Flexible recording allows
manual start / stop, trigger to time
code, or record while playing (over-
dub) with manual or automated
punch in/ out. Additionally, with
the release of MicroEditor 5.2 soft-
ware, full support is being added
for DSP plug-in modules so third -
party DSP software can access
MicroEditor .WAV files.
919-870-0344;
fax 919-870-7163;
e-mail info@mtu.com;
www.mtu.com
Circle MC el Free life Cerl

Frontier Design Group Tango

Comet NOf[11 11111111Cd

MC limi-caps

internal inductance and features hi
that allow the capacitors to perform
and higher.
203-852-1231; fax 203-838-3827
Circle RIC ei Free life Cul
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Moseleq Stadia SL90030

4 The latest addition to the
Starlink series is the 9003Q.
Quadrature amplitude modula-
tion technology allows the
SL9003Q to deliver four 16 -bit
linear audio channels and two
data channels over narrow -
bandwidth 950MHz STL chan-
nels. Features include AES /

EBU I / Os, a built-in sample rate
converter, plug-in MPEG audio

modules and digital multiplex for additional program, voice, FSK asyn-
chronous and synchronous data channels. An ultra -linear four watt aver-
age transmit power out is achieved with redundant RF power modules.
805-968-9621; 805-685-9638; info@moseleysb.com;
www.moseleysb.com
Circle [299] on Free Info Card

Autogram lido console He
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The console line includes: the
bullet-proof IC/ AC series with ro-
tary pots; the new workhorse Pace-
maker series; the RTV series with
computer control; the mini -Mix se-
ries; and the soon -to -be -available
DIAS group of digitally integrated
audio systems. In addition to the
consoles, Autogram now offers a

complete range of accessories including the Autoclock, with time, timer
and temperature; the CYA-4 emer-
gency switcher; and the Solution 20
series of problem solvers. Many dif-
ferent cards are available for the So-
lution 20 mainframe to aid in stu-
dio construction and operation.
800-327-6901; fax 972-423-6334;
e-mail sales@autogramcorp.com;
www.autogramcorp.com
Circle [111] N Free life Cori

Tango is a 20 -bit external digital
audio conversion system in a 1U
rackmount enclosure, providing

high -resolution
A/D and D/A
converters and

ADAT optical digital I/O.
Tango has eight balanced outputs on professional 1/4" TRS jacks, and is
available with zero, four, or eight balanced inputs. Upgrade kits are also
available, so Tango users can easily add input modules themselves, four
inputs at a time. For excellent clarity and sonic performance, Tango fea-
tures 128 times oversampling delta -sigma A/D and D / A converters with
20 -bit resolution. Tango's S/ N ratio is >98dB, and distortion is rated at
just 0.002% THD+N. Its frequency response is 20Hz to 20kHz, ±0.1dB.
603-448-6283; 603-448-6398;
e-mail info@frontierdesign.com; www.frontierdesign.com
Circle [303] on Free Info Card

4 This family o *gh-current ca-
pacitors is designed for use in de-
manding RF applications and are a
reliable and cost-effective alterna-
tive to using mica, ceramic "door-
knob," or banks of ceramic chip ca-
pacitors that can have limited cur-
rent -carrying capability and tend to
show considerable thermal instabil-
ity. The units offer a compact design
with a conservatively rated hold -off
voltage of 15kV peak test. The
unique design results in minimal

gh-quality RF electrical connections
reliably at frequencies up to 100MHz

Q Switchcraft

Nile a Patch Cord Guide

released
the third edition of its Molded
Cable Assemblies and Patch Cord
Guides. The 32 -page cable catalog
is a subset of the company's 350 -
page Engineering Design Guide
and includes a variety of molded
cable assemblies and patch cords.
773-792-2700, ext. 243;
fax 773-792-2700;
www.switchcraft.com
Circle [312] en Free life Card

ADVERTISEMENT

"Things may come to those
who wait, but only the things
left by those who hustle."

--thraham Lincoln

Circle (45) on Free Into Card
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4 Minidisco is an Internet -based mail
order retailer providing blank

minidiscs and accessories. By com-
bining low overhead and high vol-
ume while keeping all catalog items
in stock, all items ship within 24 -

hours via UPS ground, with second
Jday and next day service available.
Substantial quantity discounts are

available for orders above 100 discs,
and all items come with an uncondi-
tional one-year guarantee.

510-848-6703; fax 510-848-6083;
e-mail sales@minidisco.com; www.minidisco.com
Circle [304] on Free Info Card

El Broadcast Electronics:

fludironics COMET

ADVERTISEMENT

NUM SION
4 Built upon a universal
motherboard system that supports
numerous module sets, the COMET
series offers the superior engineer-
ing, components, and technological
options to satisfy every engineer's
preference. Unit allows complete cre-
ative control over a 24, 30 or 36 -posi-
tion mainframe. Hot-swappable
modules allow for the convenience
of on -air maintenance, while the
VCA or thru fader level control op-

tions offer cost-effective studio solutions. Additions include gold-plated
contacts, five stereo and four mono output buses, premium linear faders,
solid-state switching, and easily accessible wiring for ease of maintenance.

217-224-9600;

DON'T MISS THE
ENGINEERING

CERTIFICATION
WORKSHOPS!

RADIO!
Mana ement 14.2r  \

111111

Liilia.4.(1,1darketing

111111111111111MIL

Seattle, Washington

[For more information
on attending...

www.nab.orgiconventions/
Call 800.342.2460

Call Fax -On -Demand at
732.544.2888

Wani to exhibit?
SI L! Sof 11, NI LJ-. 1//  Boa/ VA SO LI+ 

202.775.4988

GREAT RADIO: nOT TOPICS! I NEED TO BE THERE! Send me more info right away!
[ Fax this completed form to 202.429.5343

Title

October 14-17
Washington Company

0 0 0 0

SE Address

Call Letters I I I I
I

J AM J FM

City State Zip

Country Email Phone Fax

fax 217-224-9607;
e-mail bdcast@bdcast.com;
www.bdcast.com
Circle [305] on Free Info Card

e Baq Counrq Broadcast

Equipment Used equipment
a

oo
4 to A .4 4. s 11

UntrY
4111R(1,111CART tQUIPMENT

1 I &NW, FON VAL(II II. N.10 (NuADC1,1 I ;,

410-335-3136

A All of Bay County's used
equipment is serviced and thor-
oughly cleaned, then shipped
with a 15 -day return guarantee
certificate. They also purchase
used broadcast equipment. Bay
County's latest equipment lists
can be viewed at http:/ /
home.sprynet.com / sprynet /
steve7117.
phone/fax 410-335-3136;
e-mail steve7117@sprynet.com;
http://home.sprynet.com/
sprynet/stev e -117
Circle [3H) on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

VACUUM CAPACITORS

 Variable or Fixed Types
 Capacitance Ranges from 3pF to 6600p1
 Peak Test Voltages to 100kV
 Current Ratings to 1000 Amperes

Ideal for Semiconductor Fabrication,
Broadcasting, RF Heating/Drying, Medical
IMRI), Avionics, Scientific, and other RF
power applications.

COMET North America, Inc.
,.1 not. Norwalk, CI 01,854 USA
Phone 1203) 852-1231 Fax 1203) 838-3827

111 BE Radio Product Source Bug 30.1998
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PINIC! UWE
MGE UPS Stistems

Power Management Module

highly responsive, reliable power m
714-557-1636; fax 714-557-9788; e -ma
www.mgeups.com
Circle [301) on Free Info MI

Russound

In -mall volume controls

4 The new Power Management
Module from MGE UPS provides
electrical isolation and conditioning
for sensitive equipment, distribut-
ing power and offering power qual-
ity monitoring to ensure continuous
broadcast operations. This advanced
module supports 30 to 225kVA loads
and comes with up to six panel
boards supporting 42 to 252 poles for
highly flexible power quality man-
agement. In the event of local circuit
or equipment problems, AC -line
power fluctuations or weather dis-
turbances, the Module supports
seamless switching of only the af-
fected circuits, equipment or sys-
tems to the uninterruptible power
supply bypass mode, backup power
generation, or redundant backup
transmission equipment if neces-
sary. The result is highly flexible,

anagement.
it info@mgeups.com;

4 The new lines, designated ALT
and SALT, incorporate precision -
wound autoformers, impedance
matching, 12 -step volume adjust-
ment, 43dB of attenuation, and are
rated to handle up to 126 watts. Due
to their precision windings, SALT
and ALT controls provide accurate
sound reproduction with minimal
insertion loss, low noise and low dis-
tortion. The units have frequency re-
sponses of 20Hz to 20KHz, +1, -0.5dB
at their rated power. By employing

Russound's Ultra -Match impedance matching system, the controls elimi-
nate the need for a speaker selector, just calculate the total system imped-
ance and connect two shorting bars, The SALT line has locking quick -con-
nect terminals and can accept up to 12 -gauge cable. The ALT line handles
14 -gauge cable and the quick -connect terminals are pressure fit.
800-638-805; www.roussound.com
Circle DM oil Free Info Cal

New Frontier:

Surge -X Model SX-115-11111T/RL

Rain: Hetiboard Cart

board unit
More than
available in black, bone, light gray, or wood.
503-691-2556; fax 503-691-2409; www.anthro.com
Circle [308] on Free Info Card

BEke.otLe
4 Ideal for MIDI applications,
Anthro's new cart can be used alone
or with other Anthrocarts. The unit
measures 51" wide and 18" deep
and comes with one shelf and four
telescoping legs capable of adjust-
ing the height of the shelf from 25
to 30" off the floor. The cart rolls
easily on four 2 3/8" soft rubber cas-

tors. Like all Anthrocarts, the key -
comes with a lifetime warranty and ships out in 24 hours.
50 accessories are available to customize the unit, and it is

El Radio Sqs[ems

Millenium consoles

Available in six, 12, 18 and 24 chan-
nel sizes, Millenium consoles all
feature three output buses, com-
plete remote control and metering,
a comprehensive monitor section
with standard eight position selec-
tor, and a clock / timer. Models dif-
fer only in their charnel count and
meter overbridge. (The six -channel
has three meters, the 12 and 18 have
five, and the 24 has seven. The 18
and 24 -channel units also feature an
auxiliary cutout for an extra meter
or dock / timer.) All I/O audio wir-
ing is via removable barrier strips.
These connectors simplify initial in-
stallation and provide for quick fu-
ture wiring changes. All parts and
sub assemblies, including faders
and circuit boards, are socketed or
connectorized, making any neces-
sary repair a matter of simply re-
moving the bad part or circuit
board and plugging in a new one.
609-467-8000; fax 609-467-3044;
e-mail sales@radiosystems;
www.radiosystems.com
Circle [310] on Free Info Carl

41 Housed in a magnetically shielded, single -
rack -space enclosure, the SX-115-R surge sup-
pressors feature eight standard grounded -AC
receptacles and improved EMI / RFI filtering
circuitry. Six of these receptacles may be
switched on or off by the user via an illumi-
nating red rocker -style switch, while two re-
main permanently on. A power LED lights up
when the units are plugged in, while a self -

test circuit and additional LED indicator assure the user that the unit is functioning
properly. The RT model includes a remote turn -on capability, while the RL model
adds two front -panel connectors for Littlite gooseneck lamps.
215-862-9344; fax 215-862-0270
Circle [312] on Free Info Cal

4 The SuperView 500 is an advanced display
input system that combines up to 10 computer
screens on a single monitor or projector. The
unit is compatible with virtually all PCs, work-
stations, and monitors. Input signals may be
in a variety of formats, including tape record-
ers, DAWs and desktop computers. Each in-
put can be panned and zoomed to emphasized
areas of particular interest.
510-814-7000; fax 510-814-7026;
www.rgb.com
Circle [313) on Free Info Cord

Inovonics:

520, 540, 701, PBX

Inovonics introduced four new ra-
dio products offering low-cost so-
lutions to several different ideas.
The 520 AM Modulation Monitor
is a one RU unit that offers full
monitoring of AM signals. The 540
FM Subcarrier Monitor /Demod
can be used to measure perfor-
mance of SCA, RDS/RBDS and
high-speed data subcarrier signals.
Fed with a composite signal from
an FM modulation monitor, it can
also reformat many data streams to
RS -232. The 701 RDS/ RBDS Mini -
Encoder offers an inexpensive and
easy solution for stations needing
to transmit basic RDS / RBDS data
streams. With so many devices hav-
ing POTS line capabilities for mo-
dems or alerting, the PBX telephone
switch can tie seven devices to a
single telephone line, and more
units can be daisy -chained for even
greater flexibility.
800-733-0552; 408-458-0554;
www.inovon.com
Circle [311] on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

"Delays have
dangerous ends."

Shakespeare

Circle (23) on Free Into Card
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wood interior structures, and

Mager Systems offers 18 years'
experience in the construction of
studio furniture for the broadcast
industry, encompassing complete
design, manufacture and installa-
tion, including 3D drawings and
color renderings. They can accom-
modate one -of -a -kind showplaces
and economical furniture solutions
to work in any budget. Exterior ma-
terials ranging from laminates and
wood to high-tech synthetic prod-
ucts, solid wood and engineered

unparalleled construction techniques and
high -heat glues allow Mager Systems to offer high -quality furniture that
is built to last. They are certified and accredited in solid surface materials
and offer a full 10 -year, no -cost replacement warranty on solid surface
applications.
602-780-0045; fax 602-780-9860
Circle [311) ee Free life Grl

n Nell] Labs 2S3OLP

The Shively Model 2530 LP com-
biner module offers the low -power
broadcaster superior performance
in a small package. Single modules
can be used to diplex two stations
with frequency separations as close
as .8MHz, or combined with addi-
tional modules for multi -station in-
stallations. Modules are convection
cooled and can be re -tuned. The
unit is designed for operation in
tight quarters with a typical 1kW
diplexer having a footprint of only
33" x 17".
888-SHIVELY; fax 207-647-8273; e-
mail sales@shively.com;
www.shively.com
Circle [311] se Free leis Cul

ADVERTISEMENT

A World of Possibilities.

FM30 6 to 33 watts

FM100
20 to 110 watts

FM2000
400 to 2200 watts

- mal fr
FAL 114

01.1111

FM250 50 to 275 watts

FM500
100 to 550 watts

FM1000
200 to 1100 watts

NM=rows

 NM II
N M II II

PA:1 E

11.11111111
MEM.

MEE UM
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Li Fully integrated, solid-state transmitters, exciters, translators, and
satellators engineered to provide broadcasting confidence.

1 Highly efficient and reliable power amplifiers innovatively designed to be
lightweight and compact.

[1 Custom configured and delivered within days!

Give Us a Call When Your Depends on Ours!

crown®lroadnast
Innovative Technology for Broadcast Confidence

1718 W. Mishawaka Road, PO Box 1000, Elkhart, Indiana, U.S.A. 46515-1000
Phone: 800-294-8050 or 219-294-8050; Fax: 219-294-8222

Email: broadcast@crownintl.com; Internet: www.crownbroadcast.com

Filliel SINCE
ERSI - SET:

Post -tensioned building

*Wit,

A The improved post -
tensioned design of the precast
concrete EASI-SET building
will withstand a 100lb. block of
ice dropped from 200ft. without
sustaining any damage. The im-
proved post -tensioned design
increases the punch shear resis-
tance of the roof and floor by
28% over the previous EASI-
SET system. The design also in-
creases the uniform radial com-
pression forces in the slab by
33%. The result is a roof and
floor system impervious to wa-
ter penetration without the use
of concrete sealers or mem-
branes.
800-547-4045;
fax 540-439-1232;
e-mail easiset@msninc.com;
www.easi-set.com
Circle [311) el Free life Cord

ADVERTISEMENT

How about the drive,
and technical expertise
needed for radio in the
next century?
Prophet Systems, the leader in digital audio broadcast
systems, may be the place for you. Opportunities for
tech support. programmers. engineers and sales.
Great salary and benefits

Check out listings on our web site:
www.prophetsys.com
or call us at (308)284-3007.

stdrakr

Circle (29) on Free Info Cod
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POW SOURCE
In Crown Broadcast

Narrow band transmitters

that demand continuous on -air perfo
219-294-8050; fax 219-294-8222; e-mail
www.crownintl.com
Circle [310] on Free Info Carl

4 Modeled after Crown's
line of FM transmitters, these
integrated exciters and power
amplifiers provide reliability,

efficiency and audio
quality. Available in
200, 400 and 1000W
power levels, theses
units are designed
with dual redundant

capability for applications
rmance.
broadcast@crownintl.com;

CI Sierra Rutomated Stistems

SRS 160000

41111111111r-fiLf

4 The digital audio routing
switcher's 32x32 matrix is
housed in a two RU chassis
and provides alphanumeric
controls on the front panel. A
unique monitor has been
provided to allow the user to
listen to the AES3 or S/PDIF

digital audio input signals, and the unit is compatible with the complete
range of SAS remote control panels, console and rack -mounted, with full
alphanumeric or push-button capability.
818-840-6749; e-mail sales@sasaudio.com; www.sasaudio.com
Circle [311] on Free Info Card

Orban

Optimond-FM 8200 u. 3.0

4 Among the top features of
version 3.0 are 21 new format
specific presets, each named
for a programming format
(Urban/Rap, Rock, Pop,
Classical, Instrumental, Jazz,
News, Oldies, etc.). 3.0 re-
tains the power -user features
of the 8200, including phase
rotation on/ off, adjustable
output balance on the five -
band compressors, adjust-
able bass clipper threshold,
and control of AES / EBU sta-

tus bits to accommodate digital STLs. Another Optimod 8200 feature in-
cluded is perfect peak control (no composite clipper needed) that is pre-
served through 32kHz digital STLs.
510-351-3500; fax 510-351-0500; www.orban.com
Circle [313] on Free life Curl

Amex: Software update for OMS

4 The Inline Patch from JK
Audio connects between the
base of an analog or cordless
telephone and its wall jack.
It allows the user to continue
to talk on the phone and get
access to audio on both sides
of the call. The unit contains
two back-to-back hybrids for
complete control of audio

from both sides. Audio input jacks let you mix sound bites or music into
your conversation. One stereo output jack provides your voice on one
channel and the caller's voice on the other. A second output jack contains
a mix of both voices. Front panel control for each output offers all the
control the user needs. All outputs offer 500 impedance, +10 dBm max,
and variable line level output. The 1.61b unit offers 20dB nominal separa-
tion of phone line transmit/ receive audio.
815-786-2929; fax 815-786-8502; www.jkaudio.com
Circle (3121 ei Free life Carl

Sonifex Redbox series

The series includes: the RB-DA6
six -way stereo, 2x6 -way mono, or
1x12 -way mono distribution am-
plifier; the RB-MA2 dual -micro-
phone amplifier; the RB-SM2
dual stereo -to -mono converter;
the RB-BL2 balanced -to -unbal-
anced bi-directional converter;
and the RB-SL2 twin mono, or
stereo, limiter. The units are
housed in red anodized alumi-
num boxes which can be screw
mounted to any surface, or
rackmounted for conventional
wiring an a central technical area.
Units can be either 115V 60Hz, or
230V 50Hz and have a front panel
LED power indicator.
+44 (0) 1933 650 700;
fax +44 (0) 1933 650 726;
e-mail marketing@sonifex.co.ulc;
www. son i f ex. co. u k
Circle [314] on Free Wu Card

Version 2.5 presents a large port-
folio of new features and modifi-

cations. Surround sound capability has been extended on to two individual
buses so users can implement individual stems. Also proposed by broadcasters
was the requirement of 4x clean -feed buses and a mix minus facility. The dy-
namic resources have been improved: the number of algorithms has been in-
creased, and EQ and dynamics now go across all buses with insert send and
return. Variable frequency low- and high-pass filters have been added to the EQ
section. After significant enhancements, V. 2.5 now has a comprehensive M -S
decoding facility enabling DMS to provide unlimited numbers of parallel out-
puts in analog or digital to be assigned to any output path.
+44 (0) 161 834 6747; fax +44 (0) 161 834 0593;
e-mail am ek@console-city.com; www.amek.com
Circle [33] on Free Info Card

n Solid Electronics Labs MCP -1

Dynamic Composite Processor per-
forms the functions of instantaneous
limiting and composite low-pass fil-
tering in a single structure, thereby
permitting loudness, filter over-
shoot control, and dynamic range.
Its design employs an active linear
amplifier as the limiting device, and
its filter structure is configured in
four separate sections, each with its
own overshoot compensation cir-
cuit. Front panel LED indicators are
employed to allow direct indication
of clipping level and overshoot com-
pensator threshold levels. Compos-
ite signal I / 0 level adjustments are
provided on the front panel of the
unit, as well as in/out mode selec-
tion functions and a composite out-
put signal sample port for external
monitoring.
610-353-9449
C rcle [315] on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

"No worthwhile project
should ever have to wait."

Quick Shipping. No Order Too Small.

America..
When You're Serious About Electronics ...

We Deliver!

For a fast time, call
1-800-411-7828

(Ext. 25108)

Circle (31) on Free Info Card
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Studio Software Encoder
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Audioactive Production Stu-
dio software encoder offers a
high -quality solution for digi-
tal audio compression. The re-
sulting files are dramatically
smaller. The software converts
PCM files and stores them in
compressed MP3 (MPEG Layer
3) and compressed .WAV audio
formats. Designed for optimal
audio encoding, all bit rates be-
tween 8kb / s and 256kb / s are
supported. Enhanced function-

ality includes unlimited batch capability and high -quality encoding op-
tions for production quality audio. A demo version is available at
www.audioactive.com/ mp3 / download.
216-241-7225; fax 216-241-4103; www.telos-systems.com
Circle [317] on Free Info Card

PanasonicRamsa 0117

configuration. Parametric EQ
all inputs and aux returns.
714-373-7227; fax 714-373-7903
Circle [318] on Free Info Cord

NOW NIKE
This 32 -bit, eight -bus, six-aux

mixer offers 24 -bit I / 0 capability,
surround -sound mixing mode,
dynamic and snapshot automa-
tion capabilities and an ergo-
nomic console with an analog
feel. The "LED Farm" provides
a quick look at the routing sta-
tus, automation modes, chan-
nel on/off status, EQ on/off,
dynamics on/off, panning
and aux send status. The
built-in screen graphic dis-

play shows the current console
and dynamics processing is available on

; www.panasonic.com

ADVERTISEMENT

_.BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

Your #1 Source
For Quality
Used Radio
Broadcast
Equipment.

View our latest list of equipment on-line at:
http://home.sprynet.com/sprynet/steve7117

or call and we will fax it to you. All equipment sold with a
15 day return guarantee certificate.

7117 Olivia Rd.  Baltimore, MD 21220  Phone/Fax: 410-335-3136
E -Mail: steve7117@sprynet.com

Circle (32) on Free Info Card

ENGINEER'S BEST FRIEND!
 Eliminate flanging (hollow room) effect
 Eliminate bad room acoustics
 Hold absolute levels
 Correct voice symmetry
 Front panel input level select

+4 to -50 dB
 Three section variable boost

and cut equalization
 Compander/Expander cross

coupled for maximum punch
 Built-in earphone jack

AIRcorp 500PH
Microphone Processor

 741   -

 DE-ESSER designed to protect
pre -emphasis curves

 Simultaneous mic level and line level ouptuts
 Internal 48 Vdc Phantom Supply

RIR corp Call your dealer...
or call 972-304-0455 FAX: 972-304-0551)

Circle (34) on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

The finest in
Modular Studio Furniture

The AFS and New AFS-E Series
starting at.. S998!

IPS
Advanced
Furniture
Systems

1545 N. Washington Ave, Loveland CO 80538
Phone, 970-663-4123 Fax: 907-663-6338

Email: alsemalLomn.com Website: www.omn.com/afs

Circle (33) on Free Into Card

Easy Access
to all car.

Screw down the wire and
plug in the connector ...
No crimping or soldering

Cable entry fr or top
MreleMaMsn SY 4 mic preamps standard ...

Assign theni anywhere you want

Conservatively rated power supply

All front panel parts plug in .

for quick service

ol;

Extensive machine control capabilities ...
Remote starts even for machines on multilire inputs

Pacemaker 1032 (shown)

Also available with 6. B. and 16 charnels.

Only from . . .

CORPORATION
Plano, Texas (800 327-6901

co

lido Follow 000 - NT

[he DDO-NT range of audio digital
products is aimed at the needs of na-
tional broadcasters as well as local ra-
dio stations. These products have been
developed under Windows NT and are
subdivided in various applications
such as production, broadcasting, mu-
sic and advertisements scheduler,
news scheduler, grids scheduler, sur-
vey module, archiving module, etc.
Added to this, Audio Follow has de-
veloped some useful tools such as the
Crossfade Manager, the CD Cuer, the
Voice Superimposer and the Associ-
ated Data Editor.
+33 1 46 07 26 26;
fax +33 1 46 00 26

Circle [319] on Free Info Card

A The DCX declicker, CRX decrackler
and DHX dehisser from Cedar offer
noise removal solutions for any audio
source. Particularly useful for archive
recordings, each unit operates in real time
with a minimum of user setup. A 24 -bit
AES3 I/O and 40 -point floating proces-
sor is at the heart of each 1RU unit. The
DCX removes up to 2500 clicks per sec-
ond per channel and the DHX was re-
cently upgraded to version 1.02 software.
+44 (0) 1223 414117;
fax +44 (0) 1223 414118; e-mail
sales@cedar-audio.com;
www.cedar-audio.com/cedar-audio
Circle [320] on Free Info Card
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PRODUCT SOME DILLOW
Whirlwind PressiVe

A A battery powered press feed system for distrib-
uting mic or line level audio with high amounts of
isolation, this unit features a high -quality mic
preamp, a built-in headphone amp and level con-
trol for monitoring, and active transformer -isolated
outputs (12 mic and two line). The sturdy metal
case can stand the most rigorous road use as well.
716-663-8820; fax 716-865-8930;
e-mail sales@whirlwind.com;
www.whirlwindusa.cam
Circle [321] on Free Info Card

flealNeworlis RealPlauer Plus G2

1 he latest version of Realplayer has higher qual-
ity audio and video, a hi-fi audio display, 10 -chan-
nel graphic EQ, video quality controls and the
ability to scan, preset, and record stream-
ing feeds. Users can also keep the soft-
ware current with Subscriptions and
AutoUpdate which automatically up-
grade software to the latest version.
888-768-3248; e-mail sales@real.com;
www.real.com
Circle [323] on Free Info Card

A This handheld digital signal analyzer
and generator has tests for jitter, bit -er-
rors, polarity violations, carrier failure,
block errors and more. It is also capable
of generating various test signals for
troubleshooting digital audio systems.
The handheld unit is easy to transport
and collected data can be downloaded
and printed offline.
+44 (0) 1223 424988;
fax +44 (0) 1223 425023;
www.prismsound.com
Circle [324] on Free Info Card

[]Furman:Hill headphone amp
This 1RU headphone amp delivers an im-

pressive 20W per channel with individual
level controls for the master input and each
output. Each output may also be used to
drive small monitor speakers. Front panel
LEDs also indicate the presence of an audio
signal and overload conditions.

707-763-1010; fax 707-763-1310; www.furmansound.com
Circle [322] on Free life Card

ADVERTISEMENT

1411 your single source for:

FM Antennas and Filters
X Mounting System
Towers & Poles
Structural Analysis
Lightning Protection
Grounding Systems
Installation & Service

Call for special package price
ar-kria
USN ELECTRONICS RESEARCH, INC.

812-925-6000
ERI, SHF'X series FM Antenna

and X Mounting System

Circle (7) on Free Info Card

NEW! Clime AUDIO LINE TESTER
The new Qbox is a binery powered audio line testing sys-em
that includes a built -:n mic, reference tone generator, speaker,
and headphone amp It also has voltage presence LEDs to
detect phantom or intercom power. You can send tones, tElk
back tip the line, moaitir mic, line, or intercom signals - even

use two Qboxes as a basic intercom.

souace "`wiewat
AI

4 t
Call for the name of a Qbox
dealer, and :-educe installati.
and setup time anywhere

audio XLR cables are used.

Drop a 0b0

r wind
Circle (6) on Free Info Card

e y ludio
roolkit!

99 LING ROAD
ROCHESTER, NY 14612

http://www.whirlwindusa.com

Buy simplicity,
reliability and service.

EAS
Price $1750.00

Equipment in -stock
for immediate delivery.

Phone 740-593-3150
GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
FAX 740-592-3898

Now available
with

optional DTMF
control

via a phone line.

'GORMAN REDLICH MFG

r. I A
IV

ENCODER R DECODER FCC 10 m, ,

 5 two-way RS -232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote
signboard & character generator

 4 audio inputs on standard models (expandable to 6 audio
inputs). All audio inputs & outputs are transformer isolated
from encoder -decoder board

 Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended operation
 4 line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting
 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set input levels

 Will handshake with automation equipment
 2 year warranty
 2 minutes of digital audio storage (expandable

to 4.5 minutes)
 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer
 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other

equipment by removable plugs

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com I. -mail: jimL!, a L;orman-recilich.com

*Also available: printers, weather radios, antennas for weather radios, crystal controlled synthesized
FM digitally tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection, Character generators.

Circle (8) on Free Info Card
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ADVERTISEMENT

Affordable Custom
Broadcast Furniture

Delivered
and

installed
by

ECHNOLOGY 32 Pennsylvania Avenue,

Malvern, PA 19355

TEL: 800-676-0216  FAX: 610-296-3402
email:sales@studiotechnology.com

www.studiotechnology.com

Ord, (12) on Free Into Cord

Minidiscs!
SONY JVC/Victor

I

Top Quality
Blank MINIDISCS at absolutely

the BEST prices in the USA...
No order too large or too small

2)6mo/sea jet e'4 (paced

Minidisco
2124 Kittredge Street #56

Berkeley, CA 94 7 0 4
5 10-848-6 703

fax 5 10-848-608 3
sales@minidisco.com

http://www.minidisco.com

Circle (13) on Free Info Card

law

ADVERTISEMENT

TRANSCOM CORP.
Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment.
For the best deals on Celwave products,

Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 100K
100 W FM 1985 Harris FM 100K
1.8 KW FM 1993 QEI Solid State Quantum
2.5 KW FM 1982 Continental 814R1
5 KW FM 1971 Harris FM5H3
10 KW FM 1965 ITA 10,000B
20 KW FM 1977 RCA BTF 20E1

5 KW A M 1969 Harris BCHSH
5 KW AM 1979 Harris MW -5A
5 KW A M 1980 Harris MW -5A
5 KW AM 1980 Collins 828E-1
5 KW AM 1982 Continental 315B
5 KW A M 1982 Continental 315R-1
50 KW A M 1978 Continental 317C-1
50 KW A M 1981 Continental 317C-1
50 KW A M 1981 Harris MW -50B
50 KW A M 1986 Harris MW -50C3
50 KW A M 1982 Harris MW -50B

P.O. Box 26744, Elkins Park, PA 19027
800-441-8454  215-938-7304  FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR INTERNET SITE-WWW.TRCORP.COM

SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:
TRANSCOM@TRCORP.COM

WE NOW ACCEPT VISA AND MASTERCARD.

Circle (14) on Free Info Card

QUALITY ANTENNAS AT
AFFORDABLE PRICES

Power Levels from 500W to 50 kW
 Multi Station Antennas

 Circular or Vertical Polarization
 Directional Antennas

a

 PROPAGATION SYSTEMS, INC.'
719 Pensacola Road

Ebensburg, PA 15931 USA
814-472-5540 FAX 814-472-5676

E-mail: psiba@surfshop.net

Circle (9) on Free Info Card

Trash your carts, burn CDs
Give all your production material the per-

formance and reliability that only comes

from CDs. CDs are the new standard in

audio - compact, easy to use and efficient.

CD Architect is the professional mastering

software that's accessible to untrained

users. It verifies Red Book standard audio

before burning, fully supports PQ code

editing, and lets you prepare the material

in its own editor with multi -level undo.

From Sonic Foundry, the

leader in Windows -based

digital audio. Call us at

800 -57 -SONIC or visit

www.sonicfoundry.com for

more information.

SONIC

FOUNDRY'

ti "rte

SINCE

A Audix's two large -diaphragm studio
condenser microphones offer sleek de-
signs and economical prices. The one -inch
gold vapor diaphragm produces a very
low noise floor of only 17dB(A). The hous-
ing is brass with a black satin finish. De-
signed for voice applications, both mics
come equipped with a shock -mount
stand adapter and an aluminum carrying
case. The units are identical except for the
CX-111 (pictured) which adds a switch -
able 10dB pad and a bass rolloff switch.
800-966-8261; fax 503-682-7114;
www.a u d ixusa . com
Circle [325] on Free Info Card

e Medidouch. Oplog-2000

Oplog-2000 is a live assist on -air
touchscreen controller for radio. Oper-
ating on Windows95/NT, the system is
designed for the mission critical de-
mands of on -air use. LAN configurations
work with Windows 95, NT and Novell.
It also interfaces easily with CD juke-
boxes, switchers, routers and third -party
digital audio players and software.
888-665-0501; fax 204-783-5805; e-mail
om t@om t.n et; www.omt.net
Circle [326] on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

Shively Labs
Signal and Coverage

Are What It's All About.
Be Sure With Shively!

 Superior Engineering
 Multi -Station Solutions
 Filters & Combiners
 Translators
 Reliable Pattern Studies
 B -LINE Coax
 NEW Lindenblad Antenna

FM & TV Antennas
and Related RF Equipment

because ...
it pays to be heard!

P.O.Box 389, Bridgton, ME 04009 USA
Tel.: (207) 647-3327 FAX: (207) 647-8273

1-888-SHIVELY e-mail: sales@shively.com
Web: www.shively.com

- An Employee -Owned Company -

5I RE Radio Product Source Aug 30.1990
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A Onyx manufacturers carriers for con-
sumer MiniDisc recorders to make
them more suitable for professional use
and handling. The MobiDisc, PortaDisc
and Carrier all work with Sony
MiniDisc Walkman units and provide
balanced XLR inputs and a larger bat-
tery pack for extended recording
times. Other features vary by model,
like a built-in monitor speaker, LED
PPM recording meter and V4" head-
phone jack.
+31 30 6373818; fax +31 30 6373818
Circle [327] on Free Info Cord

Sqmenx SEE

411 This 4x4 distribution amp debuted
at NAB98. With four inputs and 16 out-
puts, the 581E can be configured in sev-
eral differing combinations with the in-
dependent one in/ four out modules.
Connections are made with with
Euroblock detachable terminals.
THD+Noise is less than 0.009%, signal-
to-noise ratio is >100dB and the dy-
namic range is over 125dB for totally
transparent routing. Front trimmers ad-
just I/O levels, and each section has an
input level LED.
425-787-3222; fax 425-787-3211;
www.symetrixaudio.com
Circle [3211] on Free Info Card
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Visit our web site!
www.mouser.com

FREE catalog is avai able on the
internet, CD-ROM, or in paper!

MOUSERELECTRONICS
958 North Marn Strew Mansfield TX 76061

 70,000+ Products
 145 Suppliers
 Same Day Shipping
 34 Years in Business

800-992-9943
817-483-6828
Fax: 817-483-0931

catalor)amn,:q rr
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BACKUP FM TRANSMITTER
Inexpensive insurance against

a main transmitter failure.
300 Watts  600 Watts 1 2 Kilo -watt

Features:
 100% solid state
 No tuning required
 Rugged power supply
 VSWR, current & temperature overloads
 Power trim standard
 Full remote control capability, with

outputs for all main parameters
 Compact 19" rack mount design

Broadcast Technology Company
P.O. Box 751, Lamar, Colorado 81052

Phone: 719-336-3902

COMB (15) on Free Info Card

ADVERTISEMENT

KD Kanopy
1-800-432-4435

http://www.kdkanopy.com

Station Yourself
Under a KD Kanopy

 Lightweight Aluminum I came

 Custom Silk Screened Graphics

 Variety of Colors & Accessories

 Water Resistant & Fire Retardant Fabric

 FREE Heavy Duty Carry Bag & Stakes

 Rust Proof

 Durable

 Sets I. p in 30 Seconds

 No Loose Parts or Ropes

 5' x 5', 8' x 8', 10' x 10' & 10' x 20'

aid. (15) on Frio Info Card

Central Tower
provides one
stop shopping
for all your
tower needs.
From our
versatile
product line
to full
installation

-4014fa.: *erase. al.:Areu,

Central To All Your
Broadcast Tower Needs

known i In our many
urability, f years of se
bility and to tie Broad

superior service. industry, Cen

,,conscientiously
has

onscientiously
01 lead the way in

providing the
most reliable
products and
service available.
How may we
serve you?

- -

Circle (16) on Free Info Card

if /ighthdrg strikes 0/1 your
tower are causing

eManteht damage and lost
air time - the cost of a

Otati-Cat system may be
recovered a'ilthy your first

lighteihg seasoll,

AFFORDABLE
- RUGGED

LIGHTNING
PROTECTION

The gtati-Cat
Lightning PrevemP;ow gystem

provides a continuous. low -resistance discharge path for
the static electric charge on tall structures. DISSIPATION
POINTS ARE 1/8* STAINLESS STEEL RODS (not wires)
ground to needle sharpness.

ortana
Corporation, Inc.

Write or call toll -free for a free brochure!
P.O. Box 2548. Farmington, N.M. 87499-2548

Call 888-325-5336 FAX (505) 326-2337

Circle (17) on Free Info Card

For All Your
RF And

Audio Needs
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SPECIA,

Serving Broadcast Engineers for 22 Years

Feel like this last time you called your
Equipment Dealer ??

Order From Roscom and Put a

On Your Face !!

* Excellent Service

* Knowledge & RF Experience
* Great PRICE$ + Complete Studios

* Call your local Rep TODAY !!

When You Want
VISA' More Than An

Equipment Dealer

Southeast Bob 770-992-2230 Fax: 770-992-6538
MidAtlantic Rick 804-974-6635 Fax: 804-974-9942
West John 970-482-9254 Fax: 970-482-6123

Circle (20) on Free Info Card
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INDEX
Advertiser
Acoustic Systems
Advanced Furniture Systems
AIRCorp

POWERFUL DIAL-UPCommouat
Shown with

optional Rack Mount

The CircuitWerkes DR -10 Dial -up controller
is perfect for studio Si automation control.

10 dry relay contacts out (2 are DPDT for switching bal. audio, etc.).

- Auto -answers on setable ring # and auto -disconnects with telco CPC.

 Each relay can be assigned to any tone & can be set to function as

momentary, latching closure with distinct on/off codes. or interlocked
latching with other relays. Any relay can be asigned to any tone(s).
Up to 8 digit user set password prevents pirating.
Each relay is programmable to close at beginning or end' of tone and
can beep when activated. End of tone closures are after the beep!

- Two-tone & detection delay modes eliminate falsing for remotes. etc.
4 Status inputs beep when queried, dial 4 numbers & control relays.

- A simple. built-in audio hybrid . with active. balanced input & outputs.
lets you control your equipment while monitoring local audio sources.
All audio & control connections via easy to use screw terminals.
Retains its settings & prior state after a power failure.

- Silencer option removes DTMF tones from output.
- List price only $459.00. Compare our features & price to anyone else!

The DR -10 can do a lot more than space allows us to pant. For complete info &

downloadable manuals. check out our web site - http://www.circuitwerkes.corn/
 end of tone closures function in momentary mode only.

CircuitWerkes - (352) 335-6555 / Fax 380-0230
3716 Southwest PI Place, Gainesville, FL 32607

Circle (22) on Free Info Card

MET SOURCE
Absolutely tke "8EST 81/r" in

Radio Automation today!

AutoMox 3000 Satellite & MOHO
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Now Only

$795
Complete Automation for your station at affordable
prices. Satellite & Music on Hard Drive Automation
on your Windows 95 Computer. Does Overlap &
Voice Track. Live Assist. Background Recording.
MPEG & Way audio. Uses standard Sound Cards.
Audio Recorder, Editor, and Traffic Pgm. Included!

Broadcast Thelikkal Stryks, dreop

Demos Software - www.btsg.com

Pk: 512-573-8853

Free 24 Hour
Support
Sr Free

Upgrades
Circle (21) on Free Info Card

Designed for "Precision Timing", ESE Master Clocks & Accessories have been meeting industry needs for
more than 25 years. Whether using GPS, WWV, Modem, internal crystal or line frequency

accuracy, all ESE Master Clocks can drive digital or analog slave clocks, as
well as interface with video or compLter based systems.

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS SINCE 1971

142 SIERRA ST., EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 USA  310-322-2136  FAX 310-322-8127

Circle (23) on Free Info Card

AKG Acoustics Inc
ATI-Audio Technologies Inc.
Audio Precision
Auditronics/Broadcast Electronics
Autogram
Avcom of Virginia
Bay Country Broadcast Equip
Broadcast Electronics, Inc.
Broadcast Software Intl
Broadcast Supply Worldwide
Broadcast Technical Services
Broadcast Technology
Broadcast Tools
Central Tower Inc.
Circuitwerkes
Coaxial Dynamics
Comet North America
Comrex Corp
Continental Electronics
Cortana Corporation
Crown Broadcast
Crown Satellite
Custom Business Systems Inc
Cutting Edge
Digigram
DPA Mics/TGI N.A.
Enco Systems
Energy Onix
ERI Electronics Research Inc
ESE
Gorman Redlich Mfg. Co.
Harris Corp.
Henry Engineering
Innovative Devices
Inovonics
Intraplex, Inc.
JK Audio
KD Kanopy
Kintronics Labs Inc
Leitch Inc..

Page
Number

Reader
Service Number Telephone Advertiser

Page
Number

Reader
Service Number Telephone

22 62 512-444-1961 Logitek 43 67 800-231-5870
56 33 970-663-4123 Mackie Designs 13 38 800-258-6883
56 34 972-304-0455 Mager Systems 24 69 602-780-0045
37 74 615-399-2199 Mediatouch 19 58 800-636-0123
46 42 215-443-0330 Micro Technology Unlimited 45 51 919-870-0344
23 68 800-231-7350 Minidisco 58 13 510-848-6703

2 1 217-224-9600 Mouser Electronics 59 19 817-483-6814
56 35 972-424-8585 Murphy Studio Furniture 34 87 619-698-4658
50 44 804-794-2500 Musicam 41 63 908-739-5600
56 32 410-335-3136 NAGRA USA Inc. 26 72 615-726-5191

9, 39 26, 78 217-224-9600 NAB Broadcasters 52
48 56 888-BSI-USA1 Neumann 17 50 860-434-5220
21 60 800-426-8434 Neutrik Canada 24 70 514-344-5220
60 21 512-572-8853 Norsat International Inc. 46 53 604-597-6281

42, 59 65. 15 719-336-3902 NSN Network Services 26 73 800-345-VSAT
36 91 360-428-6099 OMB America 14 39 305-477-0974
59 16 812-853-0595 Allen Osborne Assoc

Pacific Research
38 77 805-495-8420

60 22 352-335-6555 47 54 760-438-3911
Phasetek Inc.50 41 216-267-2233 50 43 215-536-6648

52 47 203-852-1231 Propagation Systems Inc 58 9 814-472-5540
7, 35 24, 89 978-263-1800 Prophet Systems 32-33. 54 86, 30 308-284-3517

16 49 214-381-7161 OEI Corporation 36 92 800-334-9154
59 17 505-325-5336 Radio Computing Services 29 82 914-723-8567
54 29 219-294-8000 Radio Soft 30 84 904-426-2521
12 37 219-294-8075 Radio Systems 22 61 609-467-8000
61 2 800-547-3930 Ratio Architects, Inc. 34 88 317-633-4040

5 5 216-241-7225 Roscom 59 20 770-992-2230
40 79 703-875-9100 Satellite Systems 40 81 719-634-6319
40 80 519-745-1158 Sennheiser Electronics Corp. 31 85 860-434-9190
3 4 810-476-5711 Shively Labs 58 10 207-647-3327

42 66 518-758-1690 Shure Brothers Inc. 8 25 800-25S-HURE
57 7 812-925-6000 Silicon Valley Pwr Amplifier 46 52 408-986-9700
60 23 310-322-2136 Sine Systems 38 75 615-228-3500
57 8 740-593-3150 Sonic Foundry 58 11 800-57S-ONIC

11, 18 36, 93-99, 100 800-622-0022 Studio Technology 58 12 800-676-0216
48 57 626-355-3656 S.W.R. Inc. 48 55 814-472-5436
49 40 250-260-2861 TC Electronic USA 10 27 805-373-1828
42 64 800-733-0552 Tech America 51,53,55 45,28,31 817-415-6441
20 59 978-692-9000 Transcom Corp. 58 14 800-441-8454
36 90 800-JKA-UDIO Ward -Beck Systems Ltd. 30 83 416-438-6550
59 18 800-432-4435 Wheatstone Corporation 62 3 252-638-7000
38 76 423-878-3141 Whirlwind 57 6 925-296-0700
25 71 800-231-9673 360 Systems 15 48 818-991-0360
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Streamlined PC
Configuration Pleases
Operators, Technical Staff

Automation systems that store audio at
each studio workstation or demand high
processing power at those locations have

a hidden cost-the space and ongoing
maintenance to accommodate the two,
three or even four PCs per studio they
demand for operation.
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Thanks to its robust client/server

architecture, Digital Universe, new from
CBSI, requires only one PC/monitor per
studio. This means that you not only can
reduce hardware costs substantially, but

also tailor each Digital Universe workstation

based on its intended application: a non -
dedicated workstation with a consumer -
grade audio card, perhaps, for a low -
demand auditioning studio, and all the
bells and whistles for your main air studio.

And operators will appreciate having to
deal with only one clean, uncluttered
screen that supports touchscreen, mouse

and keyboard operations. Contact CBSI at

800-547-3930 to find out more.

Year 2000 Issues An
Increasing Focus

Concerns over software's

ability to cope with
the impending Year

2000 date change
have been largely
focused on the
business office. What

about the software
which drives many of your core systems,

such as your live assist/automation gear?

All CBSI software, including the new Digital

Universe system, meets the company's
Millennium Certified criteria for Y2K
compatibility. Learn more by visiting the
Millennium Certified page at www.cbsi.org,

where you'll also find instructions for
testing both stand-alone and networked
PCs for correct handling of the date
change.

Client/Server Architecture
Offers Strong Platform

In contrast to clumsy, multi -tier networks,

Digital Universe, new from CBSI, meets
the demands of even the largest facilities,
delivering audio to each PC in real time
from a single server. This centralized server

administers all audio, balancing the load
from all workstations and guaranteeing
maximum hard drive performance. This
streamlines your hardware configuration-

and costs-dramatically, and reduces the
potential for on -air failures.

Current standard PC technology is at
the core of Digital Universe. Built around

Visual C++, Fast Ethernet and Windows
95/Windows NT, Digital Universe's
performance will improve in speed and
power with each advance in any or all of
these technologies. Standard approaches
to such areas as backup and fault
tolerance, rather than proprietary
procedures, also apply to this software -
based system. Call CBSI at 800-547-3930

to learn more.

Open Systems Advantage
Offers Options, Growth Path

The open architecture of Digital Universe,
new from CBSI, does more than just allow

you to allocate workstations with different
memory and speed capabilities. It also
allows you to determine for yourself which

audio card-and by extension which
compression schemes and playback
qualities-you need at each location
within your station. Perhaps the sales or
traffic manager's PC needs only a standard

sound card for previewing spots. In the
production or air studio however, you
want a more advanced card capable of
handling different rates and/or
compression techniques. Digital Universe
doesn't depend on any one audio card, a,

do most other systems. This opens up a
world of choices for you, and protects
your investment from be- ng locked into
any one compression algorithm, proprietary

board, or out-of-date platform. More
details are available from CBSI at 800-
547-3930.

Why Compress If
You Don't Have To?

Most automation systems depend on
compressed audio in order to deliver the
real -world channel capacity today's
facilities demand. But compression can
seriously reduce audio quality, particularly

when your audio undergoes multiple
compression cycles. And, of course,

J
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compressed audio cannot be processed
to achieve your station's unique sound.

Digital Universe, new from CBSI, gives

you a choice: with capacities specified
for 25 simultaneous channels of linear
audio or 100+ channels of compressed
audio. (And it's been stress -tested to
much greater levels.) Digital Universe
makes linear, uncompressed audio from
your automation system a viable option
at last! Contact CBSI at 800-547-3930 for

more details.

How much
audio does your
digital system
throw away?

Custom Bailees Systems, Inc.

P.O. Box 67  Reedsport, Oregoi 97467
Telephone 541 271-3681  FAX 541 271-5721
E-mail: info'@cbsi.org  www.cbsi.org

800 5 4 7 - 3 9 3 0

It's time we stopped fooling ourselves.
Compression is not just a smaller and more
efficient kind of audio. It's less audio.

Every time you air a compressed signal, regardless

of the algorithm you use, you discard a large
portion of the audio. Literally throw it away.
Forever. Sooner or later that means a serious loss

of audio quality.

If you're tired of throwing away audio with your
digital system, listen to Digital Universe.

Digital Universe gives you 25 simultaneous stereo

signals from a single PC. Uncompressed.

That's more than four times the uncompressed

channels of any other system. With every

bit of the signal intact.

You'll appreciate Digital Universe's

robust, client -server

architecture that carries even

your heaviest multi -studio

load without slowdowns. Your

operators will like the clean,

uncluttered screens and

having just one PC in each

studio. And the boss will sign
off on the standard Windows'"

NT hardware and open systems

approacri.

Sound too good to be true? Call CBSI

today and get :he whole story.

With Digital Universe from CBSI, you
don't have to sacrifice quality or capacity.

D IGITAL

U NIVERSE
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YOU ARE LOOKING AT A

DIGITAL RADIO CONSOLE

The latest. The BEST. Yet to the unknowing eye
it's identical to the standard analog consoles your staff
has been running for years. No keyboards, no TV
screens; just straightforward, hands-on controls.

Think of it: no retraining personnel, no long drawn
out learning curves, no expensive on -air mistakes while
your operators "get the feel" of a new technology-
as far as they're concerned, it's business as usual.

And since the D-500 can accept and output both
digital and analog signals, your existing equipment
doesn't need to be replaced all at once.You can pro-
ceed with conversion at your own pace, according to
your own financial timetable.

If you've decided to go digital, let WHEATSTONE
help make the switchover as painless as possible. Get
in touch with us and find out more!

AVVheoLf tone Corporation

600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, NC. 28562 USA (tel 252-638-7000)
Circle (3) on Free Info Card




